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INTRODUCTION
The two years during which Citizens Beyond Walls kicked off and implemented its core
activities, 2013 and 2014, are full of meaning. On the one hand the EU declared 2013 the
European Year of Citizens, while on the other in 2014 Europe witnessed the 25th recurrence of the fall of the Berlin Wall. In this context, the Nobel Peace Prize laureate European
Union is witnessing a worrying rise of right wing extremist groups, which have been able
to increasingly affect the public debate with a range of rhetoric that spans from populist
to explicitly racist, disputing the very core values at the base of the Union. In recent years,
right wing extremist groups have been able to increasingly affect the public debate and
orient national policies, threatening and hindering the process of democratic inclusion of
new citizens and vulnerable minorities. The climate leading to the European elections in
2014 pushed the EU Commission President to publicly warn against nationalism, xenophobia and racism1. Under this framework, and acknowledging the worrying entity of right
wing extremism within the European Union, the project Citizens Beyond Walls22 aimed
at fostering initiatives and reactions by the European civil society towards more inclusive
policies, with a particular focus on new citizens and vulnerable groups.
The Citizens Beyond Walls research report focuses on 8 countries: the Netherlands,
Germany, Hungary, Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece, Italy and Spain (Catalonia). The research is
intended to offer a service to European civil society essentially in two directions. The first
objective is to provide a comprehensive overview of the rise of right wing extremism in the
eight involved countries. The aim is to provide the reader with a “screenshot” of the present
situation in each country, plus a brief historical perspective giving further contextualization
to current events and recent developments, in order to raise awareness among the broad
population about the entity of this phenomenon. The second intent of the Citizen Beyond
Walls research report is to give publicity and share among the different expressions of the
European civil society the existing “good-practices” tackling right wing extremism, implemented in the eight countries involved. As the aim is to provide a tool for activism that
could foster innovative and effective grassroots reactions by civil society, the “good-practices” described in this research were selected due to their aspects of innovation, creativity,
effectiveness and replicability.
The research is articulated on country-specific analysis, guiding the reader through the
core issues related to right wing extremism in each of the eight countries involved. Each
country-analysis initially tries to name the existing right wing extremist groups, mapping
1
http://www.neurope.eu/article/barroso-eu-cannot-be-taken-granted
2
The project is carried out by SCI Italy, VCV Serbia, Utilapu (Hungary), CVS Bulgaria, SCI Germany, SCI
Catalunya, SCI Hellas, VIA Netherlands and Associazione 21 luglio (Italy).

their presence and consistency and identifying their degree of institutionalization. Then,
the focus is moved on the different expressions of right wing extremist groups, analysing
how they have been able to gain ground and consensus and the impact they have had in
affecting and reframing the national political discourses and the resulting effects in relation
to new citizens and vulnerable groups. A section of each country-analysis is dedicated to a
focus on propaganda and communication strategies of right wing extremist groups, analysing their rhetoric, symbols recurrent slogans, and how these were functional and effective
in attracting consensus and translated in an increased ability to affect national policies. The
final, but not least important, section of each country-analysis concentrates on the selected
good practices identified by the researchers, detailing their strengths and the innovative
aspects they bring in tackling the rise of right wing extremism in Europe.
The activities carried out to perform this research included interviews with national
experts, University Professors, NGOs and civil society representatives, activists, media representatives. When the name of the interviewee is omitted, this results from an explicit request by the person concerned. In two cases (the Netherlands and Serbia), the researchers
decided to adopt also questionnaires as a tool of analysis.

THE NETHERLANDS
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2. MAPPING THE RIGHT-WING EXTREMISM IN
BULGARIA: MANIFESTATION
Usually the society does not get alarmed about any practice or tendency
that threats its democratic foundations and security of its members, unless
these practices come out to the surface. In this respect a very central position in the analyses of the right-wing extremism in Bulgaria should be given
to the glimpse towards the recent manifestations of the above described
parties and organizations, showing a clear tendency toward escalation and
its connection to the rise of the number of immigrants in the country.

lukov march

T

he Lukov March is one of the biggest and scariest manifestations of the extreme right nationalism in Bulgaria. The event has been organized every February since 2003 as a remembrance march in Sofia dedicated to general Lukov,
a leader influenced by the fascist and neo-socialist ideologies and the founder
of the Union of Bulgarian National Legions – a right extremist organization from
1933. The march is organized by the BNA, however, it unites right extremists from
different parties and organizations (e.g., Blood and Honour, National Defence, etc.),
creating a perfect space for unification of usually mutually fighting groups. In 2013
there were 2000 people who walked with cressets in their hands, which comes
as an alarming number when compared to the number of people attending the
counteraction (15 people). The people who attend the march usually wear uniforms
with different symbols, connected to the Nazi and fascist ideology. The event has
its own website, and according to the information published, this year’s commemoration has attracted not only Bulgarians, but also like-minded guests from abroad:
Romania, Russia, Germany, Belgium, etc.1 Every year the event is criticized by different embassies in Sofia (the American and Russian embassies for example) and
NGOs and political parties (BHC, BSP, People against Racism group, etc.). In 2014
the march was suspended by the mayor of the capital; however, it took place with
a changed and shortened route.

1
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http://www.lukovmarsh.info/
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attacks against roma population

A

BULGARIA

simple look at the annual reports of the BHC “Human rights in Bulgaria” leaves
us with the impression that the attacks against Roma population in Bulgaria
are not isolated incidents but rather a common practice showing an overall romaphobia in the country. An incident that deserves special attention is the Katunitsa
case – a clash between Roma and non-Roma population occurred in September
2011. The reason for these clashes was the death of a 19 year old ethnic Bulgarian – a car accident which involved a notorious, rich and powerful member of the
Roma community. The incident was initiated by ethnic Bulgarians, who attacked the
house of the Roma leader, later on football ultras from Plovdiv joined. The police
did not manage to restrict the area and prevent the clashes - the analysis of their
behaviour was rather showing a tendency to leave the locals deal with the situation
and encourage them by withstanding from actions. A worrying element was that
football ultras, skinheads and other extreme right-wing groups got self –mobilized
within hours, thus, showing their dangerous potential to unify in the name of targeted violence against the Roma population. This case was not isolated – it was
followed by numerous attacks against Roma in different parts of the country, but
with the participation of the same aggressors.

attacks against lgtb community

L

GTB community is another usual target of the extreme right-wing violence. The
most concentrated event gathering people who support the LGTB community
is SOFIA PRIDE1 – a parade for equal rights for the LGTB community, organized
since 2008. The first parade of 2008 is remembered for the clashes with an
extreme right wing group, who were even using Molotov cocktails against the
peaceful demonstration. An example of a virtual attack against the SOFIA PRIDE is
an article at the Ataka’s official online tribune from 2011, claiming that the parade
was anti-constitutional and a “provocation against Christian morality and the sovereignty of the Bulgarian state”2. In 2014, the Ataka organized an anti-protest under
the slogan “To protect our children from the homosexual aggression!”3 The police

1
2
3

http://sofiapride.org
http://www.arhiv.vestnikataka.bg/archive.php?broi=1643&text=&fromDate=&toDate=&newsID=95771
http://sofiapride.org/2014/07/07/organizatsionniyat-komitet-na-sofiya-prajd-2014-osa-zhda-poredni-
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prevented the clashes between the two groups. Verbal attacks against the LGTB
community are usually supported by the Orthodox Church and tolerated by the
Bulgarian society, for which, to the large extent, sexual freedom is still considered a
taboo theme. The last violent action, organized by Simeon Kostadinov and his supporters in 2014, aimed to evict the monks from the Troyan monastery, who were
suspected to be of different sexual orientation. The action was not only supported
by the church, but also neglected by the media, even though Kostadinov called
his fellow companions, participating in the action, an “Einsatz” group, following the
Nazi terminology1.
The above stated examples are not isolated acts of violence. Violence against
LGTB community members, especially organized by local skinhead groups throughout the country, is still a part of the Bulgarian reality.

attacks against muslims

A

nother very typical example of the extreme right-wing hostility leads us to the
Sofia mosque attack in 2011. Since the beginning of its existence up until the
refugee “crisis” in 2013, the main focus of the populist approach of the Ataka party
has been the hatred towards the Turkish minority. On May 20, 2011, just before the
Friday prayer, the Ataka supporters organized a demonstration against the noise of
the mosque’s loudspeakers in the proximity of the mosque. The extremists used
hate speech, and after a while the confrontation bursted out in a physical clash, the
Ataka’s supporters used even stones. The police had to interfere and the incident
was followed by some arrests. Since 2011 the intensity of similar incidents has
been raised throughout the country. A number of attacks against Muslims or vandalism acts in mosques were registered in Silistra, Plovdiv, Pleven, Blagoevgrad and
Pazardzhik.2 The political analysts see these incidents as Ataka’s attempt to revive
the support of the electorate, which was shaken after the political manoeuvres of
the party and its participation in various coalitions. These attempts were soon to
be channelled towards new target groups, following the trend of the hot topic of
the day.

ya-opit-na-pp-ataka-da-upotrebyava-lgbti-horata-za-politicheski-tseli/
1
Einsatzgruppen- mobile killing squads in the Nazi regime in Germany
2
http://www.bghelsinki.org/media/uploads/annual_reports/2011.pdf
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attacks against immigrants, asylum seekers
and refugees

1
Skinheads with metal tubes attacked a tram: http://www.monitor.bg/article?id=247109
2
http://issuu.com/bghelsinki/docs/godishen-doklad-2010-bg-last-1-?viewMode=magazine , p.34
3
http://www.bghelsinki.org/media/uploads/documents/reports/annual_human_rights_report/2013_bhc_
annual_report_en.pdf, p.43
4
http://prb.bg/bg/news/aktualno/svmestno-sobshchenie-do-mediite-na-prokuratur-4203/
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n 2013 asylum seekers, refugees and immigrants became the hot topic of the
day– the situation is described in detail at the beginning of this case study. However, in the previous years there were some isolated incidents of targeted violence
against asylum seekers or their supporters. One example of such an incident gets
us back to 2010, when a bloody clash occurred between supporters of the “National Defence” and the “Blood and Honour” and human rights activists, protesting
against the existence of a detention centre in Busmantsi1. The centre was a place
for detention of asylum seekers, which many non-governmental organizations
claimed to be non-regulated by the law practice2.
The attacks against immigrants, asylum seekers and refugees became a normality in 2013; the topic gained the central place in the mass and social media of
the country. Xenophobic rhetoric and a targeted media coverage of certain criminal
acts performed by immigrants fomented hatred against this target group and the
violence had its peak in November 2013. The Annual Report on Human Rights
in Bulgaria (a publication of the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee) summarizes and
provides good examples of the incidents, which were also covered by the national
and local media3:
## The “citizen patrols” organized by the BNA-ND – the patrols were formed
in mid-November 2013 as a self-defence against asylum seekers, refugees and immigrants. They were patrolling the centre of Sofia and publicly
claimed to have the support of the respective national authorities. By the
end of November the Prosecutor, the Ministry of Interior and the State
Agency for National Security came out with a joint press release, assuring
that such support had never been given to the nationalists or any other organizations involved in having self-defence units (e.g., the minority organization for defence against violence – a movement emerged as a counterpoint
of the “citizen patrols”);4
## The attack against a young Nigerian in a public transport bus in Sofia;
## The attack against a 17-year-old Syrian boy: he was stabbed with a knife in
the vicinity of the Voenna Rampa Refugee Centre in Sofia;
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## The attack against a woman from Cameroon at a bus stop in Sofia;
## The assault and physical violence against a black youngster in a tram in
Sofia;
## The violence against a young ethnic Turk - he was beaten with iron clubs
and chains in down town Sofia;
## The severe assault against a Mali teenager;
## The physical violence upon an Iraqi citizen;
## The group assault against Syrians and a Palestinian.

U

nfortunately, such incidents of physical violence based on racial and ethnic discrimination and hatred have been occurring in 2014 as well. But while behind
the described manifestations one can find an extreme right-wing party or a group,
there were a few alarming cases where xenophobia, hatred and violence were
coming from a representative of the society, who did not necessarily support any of
the right-wing parties or mentioned groups. Such was the riot in Rozovo village in
April 2014, when the locals were protesting against the settlement of three Syrian
families and managed to chase them away; or the protests against the Refugee
Centre in Harmanli; the locals, together with their children, refusing to let refugee
children in the school in Kovachevtsi village, etc.
This change in the main focus of the violence performed by the extreme rightwing elements, shows two parallel tendencies: on one hand – the populist approach the extreme right-wing parties adopt in order to attract supporters, but on
the other hand – the unrealized xenophobia in the society, hidden behind the myth
of the Bulgarian tolerance, wrapped up in different fallacies and stereotypes and
fostered by the disappointment of the Bulgarian society and a deepening process
of the impoverishment of the nation.

While the historical background for having such right-wing sentiments within the
society was explained at the beginning of this text, the full understanding of the
issue would be possible only after looking at the communication strategies, propaganda and the role of the media in this process.
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3. PROPAGANDA AND COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES
hate speech
The language is the product and, at the same time, the mirror of the society: if the society
is xenophobic, anti-Semitic, romaphobic and islamophobic, its language would be full of
hate speech against the targeted minorities. In the case of Bulgaria, the hate speech is not
only used by the right-wing extremists, but is normalized in the daily vocabulary introduced
through common jokes and expressions.
The examples of hate speech used by the extreme right-wing can be numerous, following
the genesis of each party and movement. However, when speaking about different representatives of the right-wing extremism, the usage of hate speech varies and its intensity differs
among different stakeholders. When used by the parties, it is concentrated around patriotic
slogans and protecting the nation, while the organizations and sub-cultures use hate speech
in its extreme form, including overt calls for physical liquidation. The following examples illustrate the above statement:
##

The slogan of the PF: “Bulgaria above all”;

## The Ataka’s call “Jail for everyone from the gay parade” (September
2013)1
## The Ataka’s leader Volen Siderov calling asylum seekers and refugees: “cannibals”, “mass killers”, “Islamic fundamentalists running from justice”
and “disgusting lowlife primates running from Syrian justice”, who “have begun to steal, to assault” in Bulgaria and will begin “to rape and cut off heads”.
(November, 2013);2
## The hate speech of the Levski football team supporters during the
game – they hold posters with slogans like: “Death to the refugees”, “Blood
will be shed on our land” (November, 2013).

1
2

http://www.bnews.bg/article-86587
Ataka threatening with civil war over refugees, VMRO to protect the Bulgarians “as it sees fit”, 3
November 2013: http://www.mediapool.bg/ataka-zaplashva-s-grazhdanska-voina-zaradi-bezhantsite-vmro-da-zashtiti-balgarite-kakto-nameri-za-dobre-news213097.html
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symbols
Usually the symbolism and connection to the fascist
and Nazi movements can be found in the names, newspaper headlines or slogans of the extreme right-wing parties, organizations or groups:
## Swastika or its elements are used as a symbol in the logos;
## The Ataka’s name and the newspaper name
directly correspond to Goebbels’ newspaper
“Der Angriff” (Attack). Both newspapers have
the same subtitle “For the oppressed, against
the oppressors”;
## The slogan of the “National Defence”: “Bulgaria, wake up” – is a literal translation of
“Deutschland erwache” from the march of
Strum Abteilung (SA);
## The Nazi greeting, adopted by the Ataka and
most of the right-wing organizations and sub
–cultures (the hand raised in the air);
Some void the overt connection with the Nazi regime
by reverting more toward proto-Bulgarian symbols and
connections with the heroic past – e.g., the “National
Defence” and the “Bulgarian national Alliance” prefer the
symbol of the proto-Bulgarian.
Another main characteristic is a strong leader each
party and movement has. The leader of the Ataka, Volen
Siderov, initiated this formula and was followed by the
leaders of the rest of the parties and movements from the
extreme right-wing spectrum. The case with the sub-cultures is a bit different - since they belong to the far extreme and their actions are usually criminalized, in their
case, the leadership has a more concealed character.
On the other hand, the supporters are very distinctive,
mainly because of shaved heads (“skinheads”), military
dress code, black clothes and boots, tattoos with Nazi
symbols.
118

A street in the centre of Sofia, the
capital of Bulgaria, 2014

The logo of the Ataka

The logo of the Bulgarian National
Alliance
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tribunes

The Ataka’s ALFA TV ad billboard on one of the main boulevards A campaign for the Parliament elections of
in Sofia
2014 (“Ataka – the last fortress of the people;
Ataka 11: The God is with us”)
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T

he main tactics of the extreme right-wing is to deliberately use well-chosen discriminatory phrases to describe and address the scapegoats of their populist politics. Their
tribunes are different: the parties have their own newspapers and TV stations (e.g., the Ataka has the “Ataka” newspaper and the ALFA TV, the PF has the DESANT newspaper and
the SKAT TV), websites and social media. Close to elections the parties use visual means
of influence on the public opinion, such as huge billboards, posters and gatherings of the
national supporters (usually paid and coming by buses) in the capital, showing that only
this political party has the support from the whole country and can guarantee the unity of
the nation. Since some (the Ataka and the PF) are parliamentary represented, the Parliament has also become a suitable tribune to reach their electorate. The organizations count
mainly on their websites, blogs or their leaders’ blogs, publications and even books, while
the sub-cultures can be more concealed, active mainly in the social media and on forums.
Along with the deliberately chosen words, the right-wing skilfully use discriminative categories and stereotypes, which have become part of the everyday life in the society, and
also deal with the unconscious fears of the society. The examples would be: “Roma people
are lazy”, “Roma people steal”, “and refugees are terrorists”, “it is not normal to be gay”, etc.
Using the combination of the targeted hate speech and playing on the society stereotypes
and fears has one aim: to create the wrong image of the scapegoats and to channel the
society tensions towards them, thus laying the fundamentals of their political approach.
Altogether the common ideology of the right-wing parties and organizations is based on
a few topics: the guilty minorities, the unity of the nation and the strong state, the evil and
unhealthy external powers. The channels and means to influence the public vary, however,
all assure to cover well the online and off-line world. The common feature in expression
is the connection with fascists and social nationalists from the past, as well as with the
national heroes, which the supporters easily identify themselves with, while the difference
lies in the intensity of the usage of such common elements.
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4. FIGHTING RIGHT-WING EXTREMISM IN BULGARIA: GOOD PRACTICES
One morning in November 2014 the capital of Bulgaria woke up to see the city centre
marked with posters against sexism, racism and xenophobia. The posters had three figures
looking down, while on the bottom there was a fist breaking a swastika. The message was
shouted in black and white – a capitalized word “SHAME”, followed by the clarification:
“because of all closed eyes against racism, sexism and xenophobia. Stop the
indifference!” It was not clear who exactly stood behind this action, but placing the posters close to the Ministry of Interior and on one of the main streets in the city was a clear
sign that this was a wakeup call for the authorities and the society.
The anonymity of the action raises the question of how difficult it must be to openly
stand up against the described representatives of the extreme right-wing spectrum. We
asked the representatives of a few NGOs the following question:
“HAVE YOU OR ANY OF YOUR NGO’S MEMBERS BEEN VERBALLY OR PHYSICALLY
APPROACHED BY A PERSON/GROUP THAT CAN BE DESCRIBED AS RIGHT-WING EXTREMIST?”
Indeed, there were some negative answers; however, the majority were similar to the following responses:
“A demonstration has been held in front of our offices on Friday, September 12th, 2014. The demonstration was organized by the “far-right” or better
said neo-totalitarian party named BNS-ND, that was
running for the preliminary elections in Bulgaria. The
demonstrators were shouting threats and insults toward our staff (including our chairperson) and this
whole thing happened in front of the uniformed policemen and minor children that some of the demonstrators were leading with themselves”.
Bulgarian Helsinki Committee representative
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SHAME: because of all closed eyes
against racism, sexism and xenophobia.
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“I have been personally attacked verbally online, my Facebook profile has
been published publicly with urges for attacks due to my “anti-national” positions.
This happens regularly to the members
of the group. The public demonstration
we organized in November 2013 was
accompanied by numerous arrests of
neo-Nazis”.

“Yes, mostly in absentia at online forums and on message boards under the
news items. Being the spokesperson of
the UNHCR in the country, I have frequent
media appearances, thus it would be expected given the prevalent negative and
xenophobic comments online”.
Boris Cheshirkov, UNHCR

No matter how hard it is, there are organizations and civil groups whose daily work has
been dedicated to the fight against all forms of the right extremism in Bulgaria. The actions
and campaigns which are specifically addressing the clash between those parties, organizations, groups and sentiments and the new citizens – asylum seekers and refugees - are
in the spotlight of the following pages.
Our main goal is to look into the capability of the local community to organize the
resistance against the rise of the right-wing extremism, and thus only local initiatives and
organizations will remain in the spotlight. Nevertheless, some credit must be given to two
international organizations whose initiatives show a remarkable example to be followed and
provide space and guidance for the local NGOs to gather, discuss and cooperate: UNHCR
Bulgaria and Amnesty International.

international organizations and projects
united nations high commissioner
for refugees (unhcr)
In Bulgaria, UNHCR1 has been operational since 1992 when it set up an office to assist
the government in the country’s accession to the Refugee Convention (1951) and the New
York Protocol (1967). UNHCR has a global mandate to protect refugees, asylum-seekers,
and stateless people. Presently, the office is phasing out its Emergency presence after the
High Commissioner launched an operation on November 22, 2013, as Bulgaria was overwhelmed by a tenfold increase in asylum applications. In the future the agency will remain
1

www.unhcr.bg
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Maria Cheresheva, Friends of Refugees
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UNHCR campaign 2014, Look at the refugees with different eyes

with the role of an advocacy operation.
UNHCR office in Bulgaria concentrates on monitoring the access to the territory of
Bulgaria for asylum-seekers, the access to and the quality of asylum procedures and the
reception conditions. UNHCR also focuses on advocacy and lobbying activities for an
improved legislation and practices, refugee integration, and combating xenophobia and
negative attitudes towards our people of concern.
The main objective of the agency is to foster a positive, integration-conducive environment for refugees and asylum-seekers in the country. “We aim to achieve this through

telling individual stories, launching campaigns and events, engaging institutions,
civil society actors, and opinion shapers in strategic dialogue to navigate public
debate.”1

On November 24, 2014, UNHCR has launched a mass communication campaign, which
will be running until January 4, 2015. The campaign is centred around TV and social
media spots, the work donated to UNHCR by a creative agency. The TV spot will run until
December 31, 2014 on two private stations and the public broadcaster BNT. A 60-second
spot is released in the social media. The soundtrack is a classic Bulgarian migrant song.
The spots are complimented by three posters that will be seen in Metro stations, billboards on huge wall murals and in shopping malls across the country. One twist is replacing the eyes of the portraits with a mirror so the readers of 12 leading magazines will see
refugees with new eyes – their own.
Earlier this year, on June 20 – The International Refugee Day, UNHCR in collaboration
1
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Boris Cheshirkov, spokesman UNHCR

with the Sofia Municipality presented THE TOLERANCE BUS - travelling on one of
the busiest routes in the capital for the next 6 months, reminding of over 11.000 people
seeking for protection and asylum in Bulgaria in the last years. The action was complemented by publishing individual stories of refugees1 aiming at breaking the stereotypes and
getting into the shoes of this vulnerable group. The stories bring individuals close to other
individuals, such communication level is fighting against the tendency of summarizing and
victimizing the group, using fallacies and misinformation, the method used by the right-wing
populists. The long-term strategy of the agency can be seen by the close connection and
upgrading from the prior events and campaigns.
For example, last year the 1 FAMILY CAMPAIGN was developed to remind the
audience that the casualties of war are mothers, fathers, sons and daughters - families.2
In addition, the campaign included an exhibition with refugees who now live in Central
and Eastern Europe with their most precious thing and the story behind it, as well as
an interactive app for uploading a photo with the one object people would take if they
have to flee. The culmination of the campaign was a spectacular multimedia projection
of photography, film, and music entitled SANCTUARY & SUSTENANCE: THE STORY
OF MANY JOURNEYS, the last was presented on the façade of the National Library in
1
http://stories.unhcr.org/
2
1 family: UNHCR launches new social advocacy campaign /Thursday 13, June 2013: http://www.unhcr-centraleurope.org/en/news/2013/1-family-unhcr-launches-new-social-advocacy-campaign.html
UNHCR buss of tollerance, 20 June 2014
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Sofia. Moreover, the campaign urged volunteers to help refugees to integrate, a mission
that UNHCR carried out by investing efforts in mapping and strengthening the connections
with the local NGOs which work in the sector and by providing volunteering options on
the agency website.

amnesty international summer school and action 2014

SOS campaign, Sofia, July 2014

Amnesty International1 is a grassroots international movement with more than 3 million
supporters, members and activists worldwide, who strive to serve as a watchdog of violations of human rights. The organization is independent – it does not operate under the
influence of any government, political or economic force or religion.
In Bulgaria the organization is mainly recognizable by the research and reports on violation of human rights and hate crimes against various groups (Roma, Muslim, asylum
seekers and refugees, LGBT). Regarding asylum seekers and refugees, Amnesty International has issued several reports2 on the poor reception conditions in the Bulgarian refugee
centres and thus has become one of the international organizations (together with Human
Rights Watch) which pressure the local authorities to work towards solving those issues.
This summer between July 12 and 19, Bulgaria hosted the third Human Rights camp,
which is a part of the S.O.S. EUROPE CAMPAIGN. The camp was designed to create
a safe space for 80 young activists from 30 different countries to learn more and share
knowledge on the situation of refugees and migrants and human rights abuses at the
1
2
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http://www.amnesty.org/
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external borders of the European Union. Its activities were based on role playing games/
simulations and other non-formal education methods, which enabled the participants to
experience the human rights abuses asylum seekers face on their way to find shelter in
Europe, such as push-backs, violence, detentions, contact with smugglers, and others.
The camp ended with a joint action in the centre of the city which directly attacked the
migration politics and practices in the Fortress of Europe – a direct appeal in front of the
EU member states, including Bulgaria, to change the situation of the people dying at the
borders of the EU.

national organizations and projects
BULGARIA

bulgarian helsinki committee (bhc)

BHC1 was established in 1992 as a human rights monitoring organization. Later the
organization also started its own legal program for strategic litigation. The social need that
it mainly addresses is the lack of access to justice for marginalized groups.
Monitoring of the human rights situation and strategic litigation of the cases of violation
of the human rights of marginalized groups are the core activities that make BHC one of
the biggest contributors to the democratic processes and the development of the country.
The organization focuses on some core topics: children in institutions (abuses), women,
ethnic minorities and LGBTI communities (hate speech and hate crimes, lack of access to
justice), refugees and migrants (hate speech and hate crimes, lack of access to justice,
legal aid). They are also alarming the society and the competent bodies about any attempts
for official registration2 or actions of extreme right organizations and/or parties by monitoring and/or litigating their actions or crimes. This last activity makes BHC and its staff the
biggest and the most directly confronted “enemy” for the right-wing extremists.
The organization will continue to work on strategic litigation. They will also research opportunities for initiatives aimed at prevention, like including the topics concerning vulnerable
communities in school curricula.
1
2

http://www.bghelsinki.org/bg/
See, Nationalistic Party of Bulgaria (NPB)
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cvs-bulgaria and
caritas sofia – the
refugee project

International volunteer workcamp “Volunteer
Academy: the Refugee project”, 2012 Sofia and
Banya village

Tutoring refugees at the Integration centre in
Ovcha Kupel, Sofia, The Refugee Project 2011

International volunteer workcamp “Volunteer Academy: the Refugee project”
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The Refugee Project1 was initiated by CVS
– Bulgaria in 2010 and since 2011 continued
as a joint initiative of CVS – Bulgaria2 and
Caritas Sofia3. It started at the time when
the refugee topic was not yet in the spotlight
of the political or social discussion; however, the need for direct interaction between
the hosting community and the new potential citizens was already assessed as a basic
step towards the integration of the last in the
society. This direct contact proved to be a
very successful method – both due to the
natural development of the human-to-human
connections and the awareness that the integration is a double-sided process which
involves preparing and educating the hosting
community as well, and not only addressing
the efforts towards the new citizens.
The core activity of the project is helping
refugee children and youngsters on a daily basis in preparing their homework and in
learning Bulgarian. A team of two coordinators from each organization, supported by
active senior volunteers, are leading a group
of local volunteers who are involved in daily
activities at the Integration centre in Ovcha
Kupel. Recently, the project has spread to
more centres in Sofia: Voenna Rampa and
Vrazhdebna refugee centres, while the summer activities, involving Bulgarian and foreign
1
2
3

www.therefugeeproject.eu
www.cvs-bg.org
www.sofia.caritas-bg.org

volunteers, are held for the 3rd year at the reception centre in Banya village. The successful participation is secured by a careful selection procedure, training, supervision, support,
and evaluation. Over 250 volunteers have been involved in the project so far, they work
with the refugee youth and devote at least two hours a week for their volunteer service
at the centre for a period of three months. After these three months they are encouraged
to continue their service along with a new selected group of volunteers, thus ensuring the
sustainability and continuity of the project throughout the whole year. The main activities
are held every day between 2 and 4 pm. Meanwhile the volunteers initiate leisure time
activities, games, workshops and short trips with the refugee youth in order to facilitate and
enrich the integration process. The project is flexible and corresponds to the needs of the
refugee youth and is carried out in accordance with the State Agency for Refugees and
the Integration Centre staff. It is constantly supported by Bulgarian Red Cross, UNHCR and
the NGOs working in the Refugee Integration Field.
In the past the project was successfully complimented by another initiative CVS-Bulgaria was running: THE TOLERANCE PROJECT – conducting different workshops at
high schools in Sofia on the topics like tolerance, cultural diversity, prejudice and racism.
The group developed a program to introduce the topic in an academic hour through the
non-formal education. They had workshops in half a dozen high schools around Sofia. The
initiative continued in those schools where refugee youngsters were enrolled.
The project received the award for VOLUNTEER INITIATIVE OF THE YEAR (2014),
organized by the Tulip Foundation and the National Alliance for Voluntary Action.

multi kulti collective
Multi Kulti Collective1 started as an informal group in 2011 using food as a way to bring
together migrants/refugees and Bulgarians so they could share their ideas, stories, arts
and become friends2.
Multi Kulti Collective is a socio-cultural organization working to achieve integration and
equality of citizens of the European Union and third countries, refugees and ethnic minorities in Bulgaria. It works for the application of the Common Basic Principles of the
integration policy for immigrants in the EU and supports similar activities in the EU. Multi
Kulti Collective works both at the grassroots and the policy levels.
Grassroots - the main medium is the food which proved to be the best tool to fight
stereotypes:
## Organizing culinary events such as a Multi Kulti Kitchen hosted by
1

http://multikulti.bg/
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migrants and refugees from Iraq, Peru, the Netherlands, Congo-Brazzaville, the USA, Afghanistan, Syria, Vietnam, Pakistan, Dominican
Republic, etc.
## Cooking classes hosted by chefs from Nepal, Dominican Republic,
Iraq, etc.
## A Multi Kulti Map of Sofia that features authentic foreign restaurants
from more than 20 countries and tells the story of the owner/chef.
## Organizing Multi Kulti catering for all kinds of events, etc.
On the policy level, there are several projects that the collective is part of. For the last
two years Multi Kulti Collective has conducted an independent monitoring of the implementation of the National Program for the Integration of Refugees in Bulgaria/the integration of refugees (since there’s no National Program for 2014) funded by UNHCR. Multi Kulti
Collective is the national coordinator of the European Website on Integration of the European Commission. The role of the country coordinator is to collect and provide information on the integration landscape
in Bulgaria. Multi Kulti Collective is
“We’d like to stay positive and act FOR and not
also the national partner of SIRAGAINST. We promote cultural diversity using food
IUS – a European platform that
so people can easily relate to that and invite them
brings together key stakeholders
to have new foreign friends. We’d like to see Bulin migration and education from
around Europe, including policy
garians open and positive.”
makers, researchers, practitioners
Bistra Ivanova, Multi Kulti Collective.
and representatives of migrant
communities.

civil society groups and projects
friends of the refugees
Friends of the Refugees1 started as a small-scale civil initiative on Facebook in May 2013 with the aim of collecting
humanitarian aid for the refugees in Bulgaria, whose number
1
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started increasing drastically due to the ongoing conflict in Syria.
The group started providing humanitarian aid to asylum seekers, as well as legal, medical and integration assistance on a voluntary basis. The initiative has the following aims:
## Contributing to the development of tolerant, joint and equal relationships between all citizens, residing on the territory of Bulgaria regardless of their ethnic background, nationality, religion and social status;
## Fighting extreme poverty, social inequalities, segregation and social
exclusion of the most vulnerable groups;
## Assisting social, cultural and economic integration of the most vulnerable groups of the Bulgarian society;

BULGARIA

## Defending the principles of humanity and contributing to the development of a multicultural society in Bulgaria.
## The group was self-organized and started providing help to a limited number of people - single families, the children living in certain
refugee centres, then to all the inhabitants of the centres thanks to
the generous support of new volunteers and donors, local and international ones - mostly private individuals, but also corporate donors,
NGOs, religious organizations.
The package of services provided by the group grew dynamically, in parallel with the
number of dedicated followers, united by their location, expertise and interests.
They have successfully organized more than 10 charity actions at the refugee centres
in Banya, Pastrogor, Harmanli, Voenna Rampa, the Border police arrest in Elhovo, and constantly provide material and non-material support to individuals and families.
The group has organized a public action against the hate speech and the hate crime in
Bulgaria in the fall of 2013, which attracted more than 500 people.
The ability to mobilize such a huge group of supporters and people ready to help in
different locations shows the other side of the Bulgarian reality coin. It proved that a strong
social response to an issue can sometimes mobilize faster than the government machine,
slow and not necessarily led by a single story.
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introduction
VOJVODINA AND TEMERIN

“Vojvodinians are not a separate
nation, or a national entity; they are
anyone who accepts the multi-confessional, multi-lingual and multi-national as values to live by, as wealth
thatmakes us all richer, and better.1”

A

lthough today’s Vojvodina finds itself
torn—not just from aggressive national-

1
The research on Serbia was authored by
Vojislav Prkosovacki, VCV Serbia.
2
Multiethnic identity of Vojvodina, challenges
in 2007-2008

ist attacks on its identity, but also because
of the deep internal conflicts caused by
the transition process—it still lives its widely
known good spirit of respect for others
who are different.
n example of a small town in Vojvodina
is Temerin (28,000 inhabitants), which
reflects the spirit of Vojvodina by its special features. It is a vivid multicultural and
multi-religious place that charms with its
tranquillity and hospitality of its inhabitants.
n the last ten years this peace has been
disrupted repeatedly, and today Temerin
carries a bad image of inter-ethnic tensions and conflicts. Although residents
say that the situation has changed rapidly
in the 1990s, Temerin attracted attention
in 2003, and nearly every subsequent
happening has had some kind of fallout.
March, 2004 was associated with the riots
in Kosovo; 2008 with the declaration of
independence of Kosovo. Similar events
were repeated from 2009 to 2012. “Conflicts” take the form of hate graffiti, verbal
attacks and threats, destruction of cemeteries and monuments, nationalist posters
and physical attacks.

A
I
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T

he Autonomous Province of Vojvodina
is the northern province of the Republic of Serbia. It is home to about 2 million
inhabitants (27% of the total population
of Serbia). In Vojvodina, there are 26 ethnic communities, which account for about
35% of its population, and there are 34
religious organizations and communities.
There are six official languages: Serbian,
Hungarian, Slovak, Croatian, Romanian and
Ruthenian. This cultural and ethnic diversity, considered to be a fact of life, is a result
of complex historical and natural circumstances.
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METHODOLOGY
Part of the research (focus groups and questionnaires) was focused on the
citizens of Temerin, and as such shows their attitudes, knowledge, and culture. We
wanted to find out how the events and the various conflicts reflected the basic
community, interpersonal relationships, centuries-old multicultural life; as well as
the mechanisms, tools and examples of good practice that can serve as protection against the actions and belief of the right-wing extremist group (RWEG).
Participants in the research—the residents of Temerin who have different backgrounds, nationality, age, education, gender and origin—have suffered through nationalist-fuelled events in the last ten years that have made this quiet place unsafe.
A separate piece of research is dedicated to the attitudes of experts, representatives of civil society organizations, institutions and the media. This section offers
a much broader picture that can help the reader to look deeper into the events in
Temerin, which in this research has served as a kind of study case.

During the research, we used the following techniques and instruments:
## Three focus groups with participants of different genders, ethnicities and
social status who come from Temerin and the surrounding areas.
## Interviews with experts in the field of human rights, anti-fascist organizations, journalists and the provincial institutions.
## A structured questionnaire. Questionnaires were not administered to a
representative statistical sample, but it still serves to get acquainted with
general attitudes. The questionnaire targeted the general population of
Temerin and were designed in accordance with data from focus groups
and interviews. The questionnaire consisted of nine open questions, some
with multiple-choice responses and some which offered a scale from 1 to
4. A total of 84 questionnaires were processed. Out of the total surveyed,
39 participants (46.43%) were female and 45 (53.57%) were male. Mean
age was 37.28 years.
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FOCUS GROUPS:
For the basis of the research we used focus groups as a technique. The
three focus groups were organized with 27 participants of different ages, gender,
ethnicity and social status. The first focus group was focused on young residents
of Temerin, 15 to 25 years old, the other on adults over 25, and a third mixed
group with youth and adult participants.
During the focus group, discussions with the participants were conducted
according to pre-determined, planned questions:

1.

What were your first associations to right-wing extremism?

2.

What is your definition of right extremism, in four words?

4.

Who influences the development and encouragement of such ideologies?

5.
Who could prevent the effects of such ideologies? Are there any
organizations that you know of, and how do they work?

1. ANALYSIS
right-wing extremism in temerin – definition:
Following questions 1 and 2, participants stated their associations and definitions of the
RWEG.
Among them were:
Others - different ones
Discrimination, lack of respect for diversity, contempt for individualism
Nationalism, chauvinism
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3. Which groups in Temerin do you think are exposed to activities of the
RWEG?
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Something bad
Connection with crime
Groups of limited comprehension
Prejudice, limitations, lack of education
Sport supporters groups, skinheads
Persistence, patriarchy, home education
The following definitions were listed:
-- Rigid, distorted representation of traditional values with a high degree of
rejection and intolerance towards different references, frames of life, and views of
the world.
-- A group of people who advocates against human rights.
-- A group that wants to impose their opinion at any cost, even through the
use of force.
-- The associations of mainly young people, from older juveniles up to 35
years, which aim to impose their opinions and rules on others. They are characterized by discrimination against other nations and races, the gay community,
other religions, and so on. If something goes against their opinion, they are willing
to cause trouble, fights, arguments, etc. They do not respect the law, nor human
rights.
-- Often a discriminatory group that emphasises the differences between people, they boost themselves—one religion, one nation—against which everything else
is less valued. They do not accept any difference, such as sexual orientation, or
any other freedoms.
Analyzing the participants’ responses to questions 1 and 2, we can conclude that
younger participants (15-25 years) can not accurately define the RWEG that is operating
in Temerin, and the entire Serbian territory. We did not get a clearly defined understanding
of the concept of right-wing organizations through our feedback. However, some key terms
and organizations were defined and identified, such as groups of football supporters, skinheads, Nazism as a concept, and a set of terms that describe the operation and modus
vivendi of RWEG, such as aggression, fighting, violence, fear, war.
Participants in the adult focus groups (25-45 years) clearly define what RWEG is, its
actions, and what traits are characteristic to it, such as intolerance, extreme conservatism,
exclusion, discrimination, manipulation of young people, fake patriotism, chauvinism, distortion of traditional values, lack of information, lack of education and censorship.
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Concerning the term “right-wing extremism,” the participants of younger focus groups
defined it simply as a negative state.

It is interesting that the within the concept of right-wing extremism, older participants
found not only negative connotations, but also some more positive values and actions,
such as persistence, education, and patriarchy, which can be connected to the RWEG, but
also to the core values of other ideologies and movements.
Some formal and informal groups named during the focus groups were: “Obraz,” “SNP
Naši,” “1389,” “Županija 64,” and local groups of sports supporters such as “Fedelissimi”
and “Devils,” as well as political parties from Serbia such as “Third Serbia” and “Dveri,” and
“Jobbik” from Hungary.1

A general analysis of the participants’ responses to the first two questions can lead to the
conclusion that the term RWEG is generally viewed as discrimination but not as a concept
that is clearly defined and acting at local, regional and national levels.
As a part of structured questionnaires2 the following results came up:
This is what happens when you do not accept and other people’s value system
The same ideology, the same nationality
Hatred caused by creating differences between people
Something stupid and bad in society
1
Hungarian right wing political party, third largest in National Assembly with 20.54% votes on last elections. http://tabletmag.com/jewish-news-and-politics/96716/meet-europes-new-fascists, http://www.social-europe.
eu/2011/08/how-the-hungarian-extreme-right-got-its-groove/
2
The questionnaire’s results are in the appendix to the present paper.
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In addition, at the local level, there is “a small group of juveniles who do not know what
it means to be a leftist or rightist.” Also, “excesses are made by informal groups.” On the
groups of sports supporters such as “The Devils”: “this is foolish teenage stuff until it grows
into something bigger and more serious.”
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targets of the RWEG in Temerin:
Participants had different views on this topic. According to the responses, the group
that is most exposed to the RWEG activities is the LGBT population, which is discriminated
on multiple levels, whether on a daily basis (“normal discrimination” of intimate insults and
assessment by the looks of certain individuals and groups regardless of whether they are
members of the LGBT community) or on the institutional level (“They do not always have
access to health care”). So the participants’ conclusion is even institutions are discriminating.

In addition, the ascertainment is that the LGBT population in Temerin is “invisible”; this
topic must be considered within the broader picture, at the level of Serbia,in which the
Pride Parade has failed over the past few years, to cite an example.
According to the analysis of the responses to question number 3, the term “asylum
seekers” is mentioned only briefly, and always in association with the few media stories that
recount the bigotry of the local population towards the users of asylum centers (Municipalities of Banja Koviljača, Obrenovac and Horgoš). The opinion of the participants is that
there are “certain fears of new people” who live in “wards of the state”; those who steal
and take jobs away from the locals. Also, there is the mindset that the state has no plan
to overcome such things. That is the extent of the picture offered by the focus groups on
asylum seekers.1
According to participant’s answers, the issue of the Roma population is perceived from
the local level. The Roma issue in Temerin is not very evident due to the number of people
((a total of 83 members of the Roma population, which makes 0.30% in Temerin)2. The
Roma population is supported by the local administration, through various forms of social
assistance, and it is seen as normal, regular thing.
Almost every research on the Roma situation shows that they are the biggest and most vulnerable national community in Serbia. (According to the official census of 2011, there are about
147.000 Roma in Serbia, although some estimates place the number closer to 450.000).The
Roma population is affected by a layered discrimination. Inability to gain basic education
and employment, lack of personal documents, denial of basic health care, and life in extreme unsanitary conditions, without electricity and water.
1

More details at Asylum Protection Center: http://www.apc-cza.org/en/

2
Census 2011 available at: http://media.popis2011.stat.rs/2014/eksel/Opstine/1_Stanovnistvo%20
prema%20nacionalnoj%20pripadnosti%20i%20polu,%20po%20opstinama&gradovima.xls
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From the institutional side, the Roma issue is viewed as a national and strategic question. The Roma community is unique in that it has the National Strategy as an example of
affirmative action (Strategy for the improvement of Roma’s status in the Republic of strategies at the national level,1 with the same number of action plans, and the question remains
about adequate implementation, as well as the mismatching of corresponding documents.

Further analysis shows that among the young population in Temerin, subculture differences are emphasized on an everyday level, which deepens the issue. Hungarians are
“metal heads,” they have long hair and dress in black and are visibly different. “When we
say Hungarian, we imply a whole list of things as a label, and maybe it’s the right-wing
system that causes this.”

Participants also blame the media and their approach to the “Temerin issue.” “If one
looks at the media statements, and reads the research of ‘Temerin Present and Future,’2
he will think it’s a war zone here.” Despite the occasional incident we live here normally;
the problems are sensationalized by the media. “When people from Temerin hear news
from the media, they do not know that something has happened, right there, in their neighbourhood.”
According to the questionnaire, respondents consider that the RWEG’s targets are
1
http://www.srbija.gov.rs/vesti/dokumenti_sekcija.php?id=45678
2
Research conducted by the Centre for Development of Civil Society in 2012th
available in english at: http://cdcs.org.rs/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_
download&gid=52&Itemid=28
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Looking at the local level, at the effect the RWEG has on everyday life, and whether
there are other forms of discrimination and intolerance, the younger participants stated that
they live in harmony with their neighbours and friends of every ethnic background. Adult
participants insisted on feeling that there is a division between two national groups. Participants put the blame on the last twenty years of local politics, as well as national ones,
for the absence of an “active tolerance” where all are equal in community life. During the
reception of refugees from the Balkan War of the 1990s, the two mixed primary schools
were divided into schools with a national character (the “Serbian and Hungarian school,”
for example). Participants learned the division of “difference” from an early age. This is the
start of a real separation, when children do not go to school together, when they do not
interact: this will lead to separation and misunderstanding. Also, participants assessed that
home education is based on knowing who is Hungarian and who is Serbian at an early
age.
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evenly distributed between national groups, the poor, drug addicts, members of the LGBT
population, children and youth, and minority groups.

source of strength for the RWEG
ideologies and activities
Question number 4 was “Who influences the development and encouragement of such ideologies?”
Participants in the first focus group distilled this into several elements, such as: Media,
newspapers and television, in which a “negative model” is propagated, including criminals,
tabloid stars and “bad guys” in general. Children see this, get the impression that it is in
some way good, and the chain continues, creating various new forms of discrimination
and violence. “Beside the media, people with some sort of credibility are detected, such
as University professors, and then there are the parents, who are unable to influence their
children or the economic situation of the country.1
Second and third focus group with adults see the issue as something more structured:
“We have generations of young men and women who grew up in the nineties, during the
wars and and the bombing.”2
Moving to a new environment - “When settlers realize that they do not have the same
opportunities, space is created for rejection and closure—Android phones are coming from
the West, so everybody is using them and are more than accepted :)”3

“The media says things about Temerin such as the ‘revolution is in progress,’ selling themselves and the news for sensation, regardless of whether it is Temerin or some
other community. There must be some kind of rules on reporting.” In addition, participants
criticized the media that, despite inclusive activities, such as a large number of creative
workshops and other affirmative things, media representatives are prepared to be in Temerin for just a few minutes after incidents, alongside the police minister. This explains
the connection between everyday reality and the political parties and structures that are in
charge.
1
Unemployment rate in Serbia is around 25%, average salary is around 400 Euro
2
“Today, they are 17. They are all around us. There have a future in front of them. Let
somebody just try to set rules for them.“ “Rules”, Marko Vidojković, 2007, http://www.politika.
rs/rubrike/Pogledi-sa-strane/t45150.lt.html
3
This refers to refugees that came from Bosnia and Croatia during the wars 91-95. Their
arrival changed the demographic picture of Temerin.
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“The media is in control of the state and it controls what and when to report. This condition suits the state, which spins news and turns the focus away from much more important
topics such as economics. For this, there is a certain timing, usually just before elections.”

At the local level, the situation is associated with political parties, and the focus group
evaluated this in the following way: “The situation corresponds to the political parties that
have declared themselves representative of the dominant group, but it is a system of
connected vessels: everyone in the end looks at the number of votes—this is their way to
reach the authorities without any work. It is much harder to roll up the sleeves and do what
you are paid to do. There are everyday problems that afflict all residents, nobody works to
counteract them.
According to the data from this question in the questionnaire, we can conclude that the
most active supporters of RWEG ideologies and the discrimination state are the political
parties and the media.

2. PREVENTION
Question number 5 was: Who could prevent the effects of such ideologies? Are there any organizations you know of, and how do they
work?
Younger focus group participants worked within the local Youth Office, an integral part of local government that operates as a service for young people and
which, in cooperation with local institutions, associations, and formal and informal
groups, is a support that the local government gives to young people.
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The Hungarian state is also detected as an entity that is trying to encourage nationalistic
spirit in Serbia. Over the last few years it is has been a trend in Serbia, especially in Vojvodina, to apply for a Hungarian passport (until now around 60.000 people have received
Hungarian citizenship). The Hungarian state made it easy to do so (one of the requirements
is to have an ancestor who was born in Austro-Hungarian territory, which is almost every
inhabitant of Vojvodina, regardless of national background). On one hand it provides EU
citizenship and an easy “way out” in search of a job and a better future, on the other it
provides a mechanism for political manipulation.
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“During eight years of education at my primary school I did not have many
friends from the other schools where the Hungarian students are. Because of that,
I work in the Youth Office, and come here to socialize. It has nice results, and it
is slowly spreading.”

Only participants who were part of the Youth Office openly recommended sport
as a way for bonding, learning and breaking down prejudices.
“At sporting events, half the group is Hungarian, half is Serbian.”,
“We have a common goal in sports: to win, and we are united in that. We hang
out with other teams, from other cities and towns”
Older participants noted several heads of social life in Temerin and alluded to
their presence across different sectors of society; evidence for why Temerin’s
problems cannot be solved by any one institution, organization or group. They
listed individuals, political parties (although they were said to encourage the situation), the Youth Office, the police, families, civil society organisations and cultural
associations, schools and kindergartens; all with the obligation “to build citizens.”
Despite the awareness of the need for a common system that will work to
improve and change the situation, the participants were not too optimistic about
such prospects.
“We’re in a social process that is called “Learned helplessness.” We work on
a hundred things and we see no results, like a dog in a cage that jumps and
wants to leave, and is eventually reconciled to fate, so that even when the door
is opened, it stays inside.”
“We are missing a common denominator.”
“Now there are too many choices and people are losing focus”
“We put little effort on the development of sustainable programs. It’s more of
a project situation, time bounded. The programs should bring quality, stability and
a certain monitoring to life, while our actual projects are very sporadic, and the
effects are not obtained.”
“It is hard to work on a voluntary basis, without material benefit: altruism has a
very short duration.”
“How to send a message, and to whom? We only have a few “good students”
that come to participate in our activities.”
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According to the questionnaires we can conclude that sport clubs and the
Youth Office have the biggest potential to prevent division. We can also say that
other offered options (Political parties, Institutions, CSO, Youth Office, cultural and
art associations, non formal groups, sport clubs, International organizations, media)
should be evenly utilized, in reference to the cross-sector nature of the phenomenon.

During the focus groups several questions emerged, one of them
was: What is it going to take for us to begin working systematically?
During this research, Serbia suffered catastrophic “centennial” floods.1 In that
period, the collective spirit was present, and solidarity was expressed through the
willingness to support others in need. This solidarity is still present in Temerin,
whose inhabitants are actively collecting aid and sending it to the affected areas.

The focus group raised another question: “Do we need collective trouble to
work in unison?” Unfortunately, there was no answer.

3. INTERVIEWS
“To Strengthen Civil Consciousness Rather than the National
Consciousness”
The second part of the research included four representatives: journalists
(J), activists (A1 and A2) and institutions (I) that work and operate in Novi
Sad. Their true identities are hidden due to security reasons that were
agreed upon before the interview.
Interview questions emerged from the analysis of data obtained during
the implementation of focus groups. The interview was structured by the
following questions:
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The participants concluded: “We forgot we had any differences, people were
united, it was our common denominator. We were all vulnerable then, and problems can connect people.”
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-- What are the right-wing organizations that operate in Vojvodina and
Serbia, and what characterizes their actions?
-- Who encourages their actions? Where is their support?
-- How does the media affect the current situation?
-- Since when have there been conflicts in Temerin? How did they
occur?
-- Who encourages such events in Temerin? Whose interest is it?
-- Data from focus groups have shown that young people in Temerin
know very little about the right-wing phenomenon, despite being close to
the subject. How do you explain this “non-recognition” of Temerin’s younger
generation? How can the situation be changed?
-- How can individuals contribute to change the situation?
-- How can organizations contribute the change of the situation?
-- Please share with us practical advice; an example of what could be
done.

Data analysis is not chronologically linked to the questions
raised, but ordered by nature of the responses.

Since when have there been conflicts in
Temerin? How did they occur?
A1: Inter-ethnic tensions in Temerin have their roots in the beginning

of the nineties when Serbian nationalism became a state ideology that
pervaded all aspects of society. These tensions intensified after the change
of government in 2000; since then there has been an increase in incidents
between Temerin’s Serbian and Hungarian population.

A2 As a first event we can consider events that took place in the
nineties, that we still have not solved as a society. It’s not just a matter
of Temerin, there are examples of the expulsion of Croats from Vojvodina
during the nineties. The social fabric was weakened and still has not recovered from the nineties to the present. In addition, the fact that little is done
makes the situation more problematic. Also, these things are repeated due
to a lack of adequate sanctions for perpetrators.
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In both responses we find a similar opinion, that the “nineties” had many
destructive elements. During this period, nationalism was set up as a national idea that entered into all aspects of society. From the national level it
spilled over into smaller units of space, and in Temerin this was reflected by
the tension between the two ethnic communities, Hungarian and Serbian.
Both answers correspond with elements identified in the focus groups (the
arrival of refugees, changing demographics in favour of the Serbian community, the school division determined according to nationality). Events in
Temerin are largerly further results of “nineties”.

Who encourages such events in Temerin?
Whose interest is it?
A1: In Temerin, as a place of intensified activities, Serbian and Hungar-

SERBIA

ian RWEG groups are concentrated. Serbia as a country for three decades
promotes the ideology of Serbian nationalism, and is thus fertile ground for
all sorts of extreme right-wing groups that are create activities of conflict
with other nations, races, religious communities, etc. On the other hand, in
Hungary, the last decade has seen an alarming trend of flourishing nationalist and political forces that their propaganda based on difference. There
is a “trianon”1 sentiment that exists in a large part of the local population.

A2:

These incidents often favour certain political circles or groups
that have a political interest. Temerin is often overlapped by other important
topic’s that seek to damage an already “open wound.” Those who are in
favour of this process are aware that it requires little effort. Vojvodina is
generally well suited for this, because only this news kind of news is reported by the mainstream media. If a conflict occurs, even though it is not
nationally motivated, it becomes such.

J:

Due to the fact that our society has never opened a serious
public debate about what happened during the nineties and did not show
any disastrous consequences from extremism and nationalism, it is a fertile
With the Trianon Treaty of 1920, Hungary, as part of the losing side in World War 1, lost almost
one third of its territory quo ante, including Vojvodina, among other areas. The ideology of Hungarian
fascism is to return these territories back to Hungary, and therefore the Hungarian fascist organizations are
very active in these regions, and Temerin is one of the most important places for their operations. Thus,
tension in Temerin is in the interest of both Serbian and Hungarian right-wing extremist groups, as well as
their patrons that in exist within both state apparatus.

1
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ground for the growth of right-wing extremism. The greatest support is from
society itself, due to the climate in which right-wing work is not recognized
as dangerous. Extremist groups may be consciously or unconsciously in the
service of those who bear political power, as they can create political tensions, and terrorize opponents when needed. These organizations are most
active when government officials, political and economic forces, need them
most. In the local context, incidents in Temerin are associated elections.

I:

Power structures in a society are by rule under the influence of
the dominant socio-political discourse. Depending on the specific social
context, certain groups can have local or regional impact as well as an
impact on the national and even international level. The other side of this
equation are the citizens who live in a post-conflict, transitional society and
who feel powerless to change anything. Citizens believe that as individuals
they do not have any power.
In the local context of the Municipality of Temerin, it seems that one of
the key issues is the balance of power, or, roughly speaking, which of the
micro-environment’s two seemingly polarized sides in the micro-environment is “stronger”? However, between these parties exists a link, in public
unexposed and seemingly invisible, in this now very reticent government.
The responses to this question lead us to the conclusion that the situation suits the most “powerful groups,” who use it as fertile ground for
setting a fire. Its unrecognizable nature and the numbness of society and
individuals helps these processes continue.

What are the right-wing organizations that
operate in Vojvodina and Serbia, and what characterizes their actions?
Interviewed experts listed the following formal and informal groups as
right-wing organizations that operate in Vojvodina and Serbia:
“Obraz,” “SNP Naši” (Our Serbian National Movement), most of their supporters groups, “Nacionalni stroj” (National front), “Krv i čast Srbija” (Blood
and Honour Serbia), “Srbska akcija” (Serbian Action).
J: They are characterized by connections with the Serbian Orthodox
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Church on the one hand and institutional ties on the other, ie. ties with
political parties who share similar principles. Examples: the “SNP Naši” has
entered into a coalition with the Serbian Radical Party (far right-wing political
party) in the last election. The “Dveri” movement did not form a coalition,
but they did attain a disturbingly high number of votes. Some members of
this political movement have left the organization and together launched the
“Third Serbia,” which in its work tries to show itself as “normalized,” however, the events of Novi Sad’s cultural centre show that this is just an illusion.1
A1: In addition to Serbian organisations, Hungarian ones are also
active in the territory of Vojvodina: “64 Counties Movement” and “Movement Hungary Hope,” which is a kind of branch off the political party “Jobbik,” one of the ultra right-wing and pro-Nazi organizations.
A2: Hungarian organisations are the product and the direct response
to our right-wing organizations, and they work on same principle. “Jobbik”
has found that the climate in Serbia corresponds to their national story, so
they are opening their offices in Vojvodina (Subotica and Temerin). But it
probably would not have happened if we had worked on strengthening civil
rather than national consciousness.
I: The State Prosecution Office is responsible for identifying the activities of such organizations as violations. Prosecution followed after police
conducted an investigation, and evidence was submitted by a prosecutor.

Replies pointed to political movements and right-wing groups within the
Serbian and Hungarian states. Specifically Novi Sad, the capital of Vojvodina, has a recognized institutionalization of right-wing movements and
political parties, so that their values are implemented through the cultural
agenda of the city.

How does the media affect the current situation?
A1:

Media in Serbia has already been in the service of Serbian na-

1
Exhibition of works by students in their masters studies at the Academy of Arts in Novi Sad.
Instead of opening in October 15, 2013, it was closed in protest by the Cultural Centre of Novi Sad, which
demanded that one of the works be removed from the exhibition. This was not called censorship but
“editorial policy.” http://pescanik.net/about-the-censorship-and-resistance
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tionalism for three decades, and it actively participates in spreading ethnic,
religious, and sometimes racial hatred.
A2: The situation is unfortunately the result of media images in Serbia, and the fact that nobody respects the code of journalists. Newspapers
run for sale at any price and it is very convenient to put a sensationalist
headline. On one hand it is the lack of professionalism, on the other we
have not yet witnessed sanctions for newspapers because of the disordered media field.
J: The experience of the ‘90s war is now taught at universities; it is
a mechanism to create a conflict and an atmosphere in which “the other”
is not human, but monster, a creature who just wants to destroy us, and
thereby mobilize the population for the sake of achieving its goals. With this
type of politically instrumentalized media in our country there is the danger
that conflicts could arise even in communities where they do not exist. This
will magnify certain problems, and those of real importance will be forgotten.
This functioned during the eighties, in the nineties and even today, to a
smaller extent. This is called the “sewing of fear” that will fluidly blame the
Hungarian community for the fact that workers do not have a regular salary.
To the statement that Temerin’s inhabitants are feeling resentful towards
the media, J added:
There was a series of incidents, Belgrade’s media was initially marginalized until they adopted a sensationalist approach, on the one hand due to
the instrumentalization of politics in the context of elections, and on the other our media is, by definition, sensationalistic, with heritage in “declarative
journalism.” It does not engage in critical and analytical journalism, and it
tries on all levels to achieve some sort of profit, be it political or an increase
in the number of readers. It creates larger problems and does not realize
its role, a corrective role, and at the same time the realistic dimension that
should not be ignored is completely excluded.
If you encounter some examples of good journalistic practice that sends
a message of peace and tolerance, they are presented as news “without
flesh and bones.” It definitely makes the public mad, and we have the impression that we live in even worse shape than we do.
Views on Temerin’s reality are often seen from a Belgrade lens, that Vojvodina and national communities are seen as an “unknown creatures,” a
kind of rural hinterland without the complexity of the city.
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It is a clear coupling of authorities and the media.
Citizens need to develop awareness of media literacy.
A2: We have steadily loosened responsibility and we cannot figure
out the starting point that could lead to sanctions for offenders. Also, during
the war (91-95), none of the journalists have been prosecuted or convicted
for the language they used in reporting. The strongest argument is that you
cannot link text to a committed act, and the same principle can be applied
to this topic.
The dominant media image in Serbia is characterized by the adjectives
unethical, unprofessional, sensationalist. When the media is owned by powerful individuals and political organizations, it is not surprising that this situation deteriorates further. Media as a tool is very powerful, and is currently
used in Serbia according to the book: “How not to.”

SERBIA

Data from focus groups have shown that
young people in Temerin know very little
about the right-wing phenomenon, and our
closed-minded on the subject. How do you
explain this “non-recognition” of Temerin’s
younger generation? How can the situation be
changed?
J:

People are generally scared. RWEG live by scaring the other. The
individual is in some way unsafe to raise a voice against this in a society
where we’re all intimidated. The State on the one hand sends messages
about Euro integration; on the other people who were warmongers in the
nineties now hold high state positions. The messages are confusing and
citizens feel increasingly insecurity. There is the story about the “lowered
shutters”: they came for one neighbour and I remained silent, then they
came for a second neighbour and I remained silent, then they come and
got me1. These groups will certainly find a reason to knock on your door.
In the political context, profiles of political parties in Serbia are not clearly
decided on the left or right. In the world there are clear profiles by which we
can know how a party will act on key labour laws, taxes, etc... The media
assists in this.
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_they_came_...
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I:

Fundamentally, the young still do not have enough life experience
to know that the objective is set in relation to its environment. If adults live
in these circumstances there is little likelihood that the young people will
be differently impacted, that they will become aware of all the implications
of their social environment. (See the research, “Vojvodina students about
discrimination”;1 in which young people are asked what affects the appearance of discrimination. The data is very indicative.)

How can individuals contribute to change the
situation?
I:

By learning about human rights and mechanisms for their protection as well as an active attitude towards their achievement. Citizens are
responsible for the failure to fulfil their rights, for being passive and defeatist.
The least you can do is contact one of the independent bodies working for
the protection of citizens.

A1:

As individuals we have a very limited field of influence. Individual
anti-fascists can best help change the situation in their communities by
joining the anti-fascist groups and organizing against the opposing phenomenon of fascism.

J:

Our society constantly sends the message that each activism is
doomed at the very beginning, that anyone who rebels and highlights the
problems is punished, while the perpetrator is rewarded. People feel this at
all levels and it is the root of their passivity. One must not lose hope. In this
society, we must understand that it is necessary to swallow one’s fear. A
large number of people just want a normal, ordinary life.

How can organizations contribute to change
of the situation?
J:

Organisations must act on the field. A lot of money is spent on
things that do not produce effects. Perhaps smaller projects at the local
level could change something, and the state at the local level is just an
image of democracy in society. There is also a large gap between the elites
1
http://www.ombudsmanapv.org/riv/attachments/article/804/Vojvodjanski_ucenici_o_
diskr_2012.pdf
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and ordinary citizens, unfortunately. The civil society organizations are still
seen as enemies, even when they are funded by the state. It takes a lot of
time and lots of small steps, “civil society is like English grass, and it must
be constantly maintained.”
A2: Civil Society Organizations are the only ones who actually work,
and the only ones who can do something. Contractors and institutions are
in fact opponents to fight. The NGO sector is the pearl of our post-war
regions. The basic idea is that CSOs have to stop dealing with “big issues”
and turn to citizens and pay attention at the local level. Approaching the
EU, the CSOs will have more space to turn their activities locally, to small
towns, because that is where the problem is, but there is no one to solve it.
There are a large number of young people who are not active, who do not
have a choice, or information. CSOs must show their work to the citizens
because it has never been a top story and it still has the image of “foreign
mercenaries and domestic traitors.”
I: Civil Society Organizations should address independent institutions for human rights protection, and direct citizens to them. Associations
and citizens need to be more educated in the field of human rights so
that they can indicate violations to relevant groups. CSOs are the citizens’
megaphone, enhancing the voice of individuals. Since these institutions are
relatively new in our society, the CSOs still tends to take on problem solving
in the areas of human rights, rather than to educate citizens on how to
make their own choice and fight for it. In this way, we have a parallel system of services that often confuses citizens and in that way authorities can
provide an excuse to not deal with a particular issue. CSOs should remind
institutions of their obligations, and insist on their fulfilment in accordance
with the regulations.
Although we have similar thoughts and opinions about the activities,
general observations, and causes of the current situation, somewhere
there formed a gap between institutions and civil society organizations. This
is what one of the focus groups talked about, concentrated on the local
and yet aware that cross-sector cooperation is what will lead to results
and change. Roles must be defined: the scope of work; relationships
and activities; and cooperation mechanisms, and this is accomplished only
through constant and intensive cooperation. This cross-sector cooperation
is complicated on the one hand by distrust of any institutional form of state
support, and on the other by the lingering bad image of civil society organizations.
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4. FINAL REMARKS
The completed research has given us very interesting data which can
still be used and elaborated on for the needs of Temerin’s local community;
other projects may arise from it.
Research has shown that the concept of the RWEG is not recognized
as such, but is seen through the discrimination that occupied an important
place in the research. However, respondents may define certain right-wing
groups, and their definitions not only recognize their negative value, but
there are also more positive elements that characterize any organization or
movement (persistence, education, patriarchy etc.).
The question of Roma and asylum seekers, although very important,
according to this analysis does not touch Temerin, and it is a question that
is “not happening here.”
Young participants in research clearly indicate that they are living in harmony with members of other national groups, while older ones insist on the
state and impression of division.
For reasons that Temerin’s situation is imposed, the people of Temerin
blame the media and their unethical and sensational behaviour that is not
tied only to Temerin, but also represents a complete picture of the Serbian
media.
Culprits of the general situation in the country were detected as distinguished individuals, university professors, parents and the economic situation.
As one of the recommendations of young respondents, and only as
such, sport is recognized as an option to reduce the ignorance about “the
other.”
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Resolution of the situation requires multi-sector cooperation because no
one individual or organization can solve anything alone.
Although this is recognized as a prerequisite for improvement, there
has been a lack of optimism and enthusiasm, as one of the participants
of the focus group stated: “We’re in a social process that is called learned
helplessness, like a dog in a cage that jumps and wants to leave, and is
eventually reconciled to fate, so that even when the door is opened, it stays
inside.”

SERBIA

What is significant is that there is consensus about the main causes,
namely the “nineties,” with all its destructive elements, the consequences of
which are still felt to this day.
Conditions favour those in power, crime, and other groups that do not correspond to an ordered state and, furthermore, citizens are not sufficiently
acquainted with their rights or opportunities, and are not encouraged to
change something.
The dominant media image in Serbia is characterized by adjectives such
as unethical, unprofessional, and sensationalist. When the media is owned
by powerful individuals and political organizations, it is not surprising that
this situation deteriorates further.
The gap between institutions and civil society organizations is present.
Roles must be defined: the scope of work; relationships and activities; and
cooperation mechanisms, and this is accomplished only through constant
and intensive cooperation.
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4. GOOD PRACTICES
During interaction with participants of both focus groups and interviews,
we have opened questions regarding examples of good practices, activities,
and movements that can prevent RWEG ideologies. The following examples show activities at the local level started by individuals and civil society
organisations with a positive influence on processes of active tolerance,
which may prevent the action of RWEG groups on the local level.

„bean fest“

1

A local festival where more than 300 teams from all over Serbia participate in
bean cooking. Aside from this basic activity, the festival gathers concerts and activities for kids and youth. An important part of this Festival includes the local Youth
Office with their promotional activities. The festival recalls the sense of community
and the collective through creations in cooking and competition.

“street football tournament”

2

A football tournament with mixed groups of young from different streets and
parts of Temerin. it is organized by the municipality of Temerin with the motto:
“Victory of unity and youth.”
According to research, different music parties are always the best way to gather youth of both nationalities. By principles of youth work, different educational
parties are more than welcome and very often organized in Temerin by different
organizations.

youth exchanges and excursions
with children from both schools. There must be contact, because it creates acquaintance, which is a prerequisite for the development of the community.”

1
2
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The official website of the event: http://www.vodomar05.org.rs/index.php/sr/
www.temerinski.info/2014/05/pobede-sloge-mladosti-i-tsk-a/

“be a man club”

1

Program that brings together young men and provides them with education and
activities to remove stereotypes regarding the role of a man; a program that promotes health, responsibility and equality rather than violence. This club was started
in Temerin with a series of very successful activities such as workshops on gender
equality, sexually transmitted diseases, violence against women, the organization of
football tournaments and the “Be a Man” theatre club.

“creatively active”
This project was started by the local Civil Society Organisation “Centre of Creative Gatherings,” which aims to promote inter-ethnic cooperation among young
people from the municipality of Temerin between 14 and 17 years through trainings, socializing and other joint activities. It is guided by the affirmation of artistic
and creative approaches aimed at fostering the development of inter-cultural dialogue among young people, transnational cooperation and the development of
youth culture in Temerin.

cultural association KUD
(KUD dr Mladen Stojanović) A Civil Society Organisation which deals with the
cherishing of national culture, dance, singing and theatre in the region. It gathers
over 100 young people of different ages, in several age categories. The KUD
makes a special contribution of Temerin, its heritage and cultural diversity, by organizing trilateral exchanges with neighbouring countries Croatia and Bosnia. Even
though the KUD is not noticed by the media, they are making huge efforts in joint
activities which are sending a message of tolerance and peace.

The following examples and options were provided by interviewed experts:

I:

The initiation and maintenance of the Forum Theatre on social and ethnic discrimination, which should be an example to high school students of how non-violence can
deal with the issue of discrimination and human rights violations. Organizing peer mediation
training programs in high schools with the goal to motivate school officials and students
1

http://www.e8.org.rs/budimusko/
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to officials and students tintroduce such practices in their school, and contribute to youth
consciousness about the benefits of non-violent ways of solving problems.

A1:

To gather with like-minded people in order to define the strategy of demonstrating opposition to nationalism and fascism in their community. Neutralize fascist propaganda
with counter-propaganda twice as strong. For example, if you are in your neighbourhood
and you notice ten Nazi stickers, label thirty anti-Nazi stickers of your own; if you see Nazi
graffiti on the wall, destroy it and write five other ones. Unmask the appearance of fascism
in your environment and show it to the public. Since fascism is based on hatred it uses
violence in pursuit of its political goals. With the emergence of fascist violence you must
be prepared for a physical confrontation with it.

A2:

There is a lot of hate speech graffiti in Novi Sad so last year we launched a
story, actually we created an Android application „Objektivno bolje“1 („Objectively better“)
which allows you to take pictures and upload them. These are some small themes that
are very important. We cannot expect from senior citizens to commit into training courses,
but we expect that everybody can use the phone and in this way agree with some of our
values. The application does not take a lot of time and creates a feeling that people have
done something a useful. Images that are coming are sent to the competent authorities
and in consultation with them sporadically remove.
Here we encountered a few challenges: the people took photographs of all graffiti, not
just hate speech graffiti, which shows it is not recognized as a unique problem; on the
other hand, the authorities do not respond promptly to the removing of graffiti. The application is currently in a redesigning process, in which we will expand topics to “road holes,”
distorted traffic signs and all the various forms of hate speech graffiti.
We have launched the initiative “Peel Off,” which consists of pressure on political parties
to remove stickers from traffic signs after the elections.2
Both projects are aggregated in one site (e.g. www.fixmystreet.com), which is in the
process of construction.

1
The application is available at the following link: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.prvi.
primer.slanje.slika&hl=en
2
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APPENDIX I: QUESTIONNAIRES
Questionnaire does not represent fully representative statistical sample, however they were interesting get acquainted to general attitudes.

1. The first question was projection type and asked the respondents for a
personal assessment of the their political ideology:
Rate your social and political ideology on a scale from -5 (extreme left) to
+5 (far right)
Table No. 1.
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

3

0

0

3

3

21

3

12

15

3

6

3.57%

0%

0%

3.57% 3.57%

25%

3.57% 14,28% 17.85% 3.57%

7.14%

Does not know how to rate: 6 (7.14%)
From the analysis of the obtained data, we conclude that the highest number of respondents (21, i.e. 25%) chose 0 - centre as their socio political ideology.

The custom of advertising material during Serbian political campaigns is to cover all
possible available sites, even traffic signs.
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The third part of the research was conducted with Temerin’s general population, through
questionnaires that were designed in accordance with data from the focus group and
interview sections.
The questionnaire consisted of nine open questions, some multiple-choice questions
and some in which participants were asked to respond on a scale from 1 to 4.
A total of 84 questionnaires were processed. Out of the total surveyed, 39 participants
(46.43%) were females and 45 (53.57%) were males.
Mean age was 37.28 years.
A total of 84 questionnaires were processed. Out of the total surveyed 39 participants
(46.43%) were females and 45 (53.57%) were males.
Mean age was 37.28 years.
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2. The second question was semi-type with the possibility to clarify:
Do you think that the discrimination of certain groups or individuals is present
in Temerin? Briefly outline.
Table no2.
Do you think that the discrimination of certain groups or individuals is present in Temerin? Briefly outline.
YES
NO
Without answer
39 (46,42%)
30 (35,71%)
15(17,85%)
The largest number of responses - 39 respondents answered positively, so we can
conclude that there is discrimination against certain groups.
In the open part of the question respondents explained that discrimination exists in every
shape, but the religion based is not so pronounced.
Six answers stated that discrimination is present and it is addressed towards the non
Serbian population.
In addition, there are few interesting answers to mention:
-- “They” dispute and gossip around.
-- There are some drunken fights between Hungarians and Serbs
30 of respondents gave negative answer and thinks that there is no discrimination in
Temerin, but:
-- “There are some skirmish, I would not call it discrimination“, and
-- “There is no discrimination, but it is often used for abuse“
15 respondents (17.58%) did not gave their answer

3. Third question was open type question: “What does right extremism represents for you? “
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We can group answers in a few categories:
-- This is when you do not accept and do not accept other people’s value system
(10 times)
-- The same ideology, the same nationality (6 times)
-- Hatred caused by creating differences between people
-- Something stupid and worst in society (8 times)

--------

Sport supports groups;
Politicians;
Young people without education and home support;
There are no significant promoters;
Church;
Unfulfilled person who self promote themselves;
Everybody.

5. Fifth question was an open question that was supposed to show which
groups or individuals are most exposed to actions of the RWEG. Respondents
said that everyone is evenly exposed: national groups, the poor, drug addicts
and members of LGBT population, children and youth, minority groups.
Sixth and seventh questions were with multiple choice possibilities.

6. Sixth question was: Who in your opinion affect the development and encouragement of such organizations / movements?
Answers are in table No. 3.
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4. On the fourth question, which was: “Who are the promoters of right-wing
extremism in your environment”, respondents stated the following:
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Political
parties

48

Institutions

4

CSO

Youth
office

6

4

Cultural
Non
and art
formal
associagroups
tions

2

10

Sport
clubs

2

International
organiMedia
zations
and
donors
4

56

I don’t
know

18

7. Seventh question was: Who influences most on prevention of such ideologies/movements?
Answers are in the table 4:

Political
parties

10

Institutions

10

CSO

Youth
office

10

14

Cultural
Non
and art
formal
associagroups
tions

8

8

Sport
clubs

14

International
organiMedia
zations
and
donors
6

6

I don’t
know

14

8. The eighth question was the optional and had the possibility of clarification.
„Do you think that minority communities have more rights than others?
Four answers are offered:
Yes – 10 (11.90%)
No – 8 (9.52%)
Equal rights – 42 (50%)
I don’t know – 8 (9.52%)
16 respondents did not state any answer.
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Additional clarifications were:
Equal rights, we are all humans, no matter which nationality
No, it has existed 18 years ago, when I came from Croatia
Equal, because Serbia is civil, not national state
No, in hiring process there are differences
Since we are in Serbia, you should not use a language other than Serbian

9. The ninth question was oriented to the development of social activism in
Temerin. Is social activism in Temerin developed? Please briefly explain.
63 respondents stated with YES, and gave added clarification:
This street action, ant this project is good example
Yes, but it is not dealing with topics that are actually problems
Yes, but it can be better

SERBIA

39 respondents said NO:
There is no enough associations and organizations
They are not influential
It is still developing
4 respondents said that they do not know the answer.
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1. a panoramic view of italy’s right wing
The goal of this research is not to provide data. It is to paint a picture of the far-right
wing in Italy by discussing the relationship between political parties and sectors of society
that have the power to influence the development of national politics.
Today, a profound and significant crisis affects the European Union. There is an exponential growth of far-right wing movements in many countries across the Union, among
them the most influential. Consider France, with its National Front, or Germany, who has
experienced the growth of a far-right wing movement during its economic and social crisis.
Consider Italy and the economic effects of these five years of crisis—not to mention the
twenty years of Berlusconi—that have resulted in a move to the right, less of the political
parties than of everyday Italian life. Today there is a public consent to both the propaganda sector and the diffusion of certain discriminant elements that would have been rather
unimaginable until recently.1

1.1 Crisis and migration:

In this context of general crisis, a strong contradiction is evident within the far right-wing
movements. On the one hand they challenge the European Union, while on the other they
participate in the processes of economic accumulation2 that are aimed at the growth of
the GDP,3 on which the alliances and partnerships of EU countries are founded. From this
perspective, Italy has been and remains a fundamental laboratory for Europe. It plays a
central role in the construction of a continental unity (it is the fifth largest economy of the
continent4); it has a shape, a structure and the economic resources that are vital for the
Union.
This means that social processes unfolding within our nation will also influence those of
the the other continental powers [...]5 There are such intricate relationships between political
1
Conti Davide, September 2014, interview for the project Citizens Beyond Walls. Researcher for the
“Fondazione Lelio Basso” and consultant of the “Archivio Storico del Senato della Repubblica.”
2
Conti D., ivi.
3
Gross Domestic Product.
4
Data from the International Monetary Fund, 2013.
5
Conti D., ivi.
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Fertile ground for populist tendencies
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parties, civil society, economic power and extra-parliamentary movements in Italy
that it is hard to form a clear picture that is analyzable and definable. Certain rightwing ideas and ideologies are not even directly attributable to right-wing parties.
Take, for example, Movimento 5 Stelle’s1 position on immigration, considering this
movement has distanced itself from the Right. […] M5S expresses typical rightwing positions on the issues of illegal immigration, the rights of immigrants, the
management of migrant flows, and therefore on the processes of integration and
the construction of a multicultural society. […] Globalisation and the massive flow
of migrants have naturally allowed a more modern language to enter Europe and
its economy. Considering the migratory phenomenon, and also the distribution of
economic resources, the far-right is able to find fertile terrain for its propaganda.
In the period of crisis that followed the twenty years of Berlusconi, the far-right
expanded through their discussion of migrants and the redistribution of wealth.2
In the last ten years, national and international alliances have formed with the
aim to move national policies towards the protection of identity and citizenship.
Just as occurred between the end of the ‘80s and middle of the ‘90s, the start
of the 2000s witnessed a reorganization of both the social and parliamentary
Right, which updated its language and transformed its themes to become more
“digestible” to public opinion. During this time, relationships were formed between
Forza Italia (later Popolo delle Libertà), Lega Nord, Movimento Sociale Italiano
(later Alleanza Nazionale, after the 1995 Congress of Fiuggi3), and all the informal
realities that comprise the vast world of the so-called “social right,” above al Casa
Pound4 and Forza Nuova.5
1
Italian political party led by Beppe Grillo. It was founded in Genova, on October 4, 2009
by Beppe Grillo and Gianroberto Casaleggio in the wake of Bepe Grillo’s “Amici” movement, active
since 2005 and present in the Sicilian regional elections of 2008 through various “civic lists” (party
lists that are not officially linked to one of the national parties). The Civic Lists of Cinque Stelle are first
presented at the administrative elections of 2009. The constitutive act of the movement is however
not signed until December 18, 2012. The headquarters of the movement coincides with the website:
www.beppegrillo.it.
2
Conti D., ivi.
3
Today, the political heirs of the Movimento Sociale Italiano (later Alleanza Nazionale) are:
Fratelli d’Italia, with Giorgia Meloni as president; Futuro e Libertà per L’Italia, with Gianfranco Fini as
president; and La Destra, with Francesco Storace as president.
4
Political movement with fascst inspirations, founded in Rome in 2003 with the occupation of
a building in the Esquilino neighborhood. In June of 2008 an actual assocation was formed with the
name Casa Pound Italia. The political ideas of the association are closely linked to fascist ideology,
particularly the “Verona Manifest,” the “Labor Charter of 1927” and the legislation of Fascism itself.
5
Neo-fascist Italian political movement founded in 1997 by Roberto Fiore and Massimo
Morsello. Since 2008 it is present in every region of Italy. From 2003 to 2006 it collaborated with
the Alternativa Sociale federation led by Alessandra Mussolino, as well as with the Casa delle Libertà,
thought it always maintained a political autonomy. The party is often accused of xenophobia and it
has been the protaganist of political campaigns openly against homosexuality.
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In March, 2002, during the fourth congress in Assago, Lega Nord moved decisively towards a new identity: the defense of the “Padanian race,” the “oppostion
of a multiracial society,” against “the invasion of foriegners,” who were labeled
the cause of “the corruption of costums and traditions” as well as the vehicles
of “criminality” and “sicknesses.” In his conclusive speech, Umberto Bossi openly
spoke of immigration as “a planned invasion to dismantle and demolish our society,” comparing it to a “horde” able to “inundate the crumbling west.” They took
on new references, picking from the ideas of Alain de Benoist and his concept
of “ethnopluralism,” in which organic, ethnic cultures and nations must live and
develop in separation from one another; and they developed a rough anticlerical
approach that even incorporated certain neopagan rituals. In this phase, the Lega
employed all the features (analyses, concepts, languages) of the far right-wing, […]
without explicity referring to the fascist regime, despite its clear presence in symbolism. Between June, 2002 and December, 2003, the Lega developed strong
bonds with far right realities, Forza Nuova in particular. They organized many initiatives, conferences and political meetings together. On April 2, 2004, the European
Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia unsurprisingly included the Lega
Nord in its group of far right-wing forces. […] The Lega’s goal was to defend and
protect the mythical “Padanians” from any type of social or racial contamination.
The politics of immigrant expulsion, the fingerprinting of Roma children, the rejection of any craft of ship that arrives by sea, the systematic persecution of the
poor (the proposals to repatriate anyone who did not have an adequate salary of
housing).
1
French political party founded in 1972 by Jean-Marie Le Pen, indisputed leader of the party
until his resignation in 2011, when his daughter Marine Le Pen took over. Relegated to a marginal political force during its first ten years, the National Front has been the unrivaled formation of right-wing
French nationalism since 1984.
2
Caldiron Guido, July 2014, Interview for the project Citizens Beyond Walls. Journalist who
has studied for many years the new Right and its youth subcultures.
3
Caldiron G., ivi.
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The Movimento Sociale Italiano will always fluctuate between its fascination
for the National Front1 and its own, more social identity. The same could be said
of the Alleanza Nazionale, with one difference being that the issue of security is
so central to its campaigns that immigration and prejudice towards other social
groups is often overshadowed.2 Much more explicit is Lega Nord, which fully embraces the National Front and its attempt to promote racism and xenophobia by
focusing on sovereignty and national identity. The Lega keeps a clean image while
maintaining strong links to those who express explicit anti-immigrant positions
throughout Italy. Since the beginning of the 1990s, Lega Nord has continued its
open hostility towards migrant and Roma communities, on which they seek to
project the widening social unrest.3
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In the areas controlled by the Lega, the
attempt was (and still is) to establish a real
apartheid regime: from the obligation of
non-residents to present a criminal record
to scholarships, to scholarships and child
benefits available only to Italian citizens,
to the general exclusion of social welfare
to foreigners. A sort of “ethnoplural welfare.”1 Lombardy and Milan became the
land of neo-Nazi meetings, assemblies
and concerts for the whole of Europe. […]
You come to Lombardy because you can:
there is political cover and institutional indifference. The institutions who are supposed to oppose these events either turn
their heads or are outright complicit. The
organization of these events calls for the
forces of order, who guarantee their occurrence instead of protecting the rights of
the citizens.2

1
Ferrari Saverio, 2012, http://www.daxresiste.
org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/Relazione-S-Ferrari.pdf, pp. 8-10.
2
Ferrari Saverio, December 2014, Interview
for the project Citizens Beyond Walls. Saverio has
been the director of the “Osservatorio Democratico
sulle Nuove Destre” since 1999 (www.osservatoriodemocratico.org). For years he has studied the
phenominon of the radical Right and conducted
historical research involving the years of the “strategy
of tension.”
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1.2 New-Right

Along with reconsolidation of Berlusconi’s
power, the start of the 2000s witnessed a
growth of Casa Pound, which in 2003 occupied a builing on Via Napoleone III in
Rome that led more occupations of municipal buildings and public spaces as part of
the so-called “Movement of Non-Conformist
Occupations.” They were occuptions with the
purpose of habitation that represented the
new orientation of the social Right within the
Roman and national contexts.
They weren’t only realties born within the
vast world of the non-institutional Right, but
also realties such as Foro 7531—more aligned
with the Alleanza Nazionale, and then with the
Casa delle Libertà—that begin to dot the
city of Rome with offices and spaces
that are no longer bought, but occupied,
or inherited from the old MSI and other
similar parties. They began to use the
instrument of occupation, even of rather
large buildings, and some with the purpose of habitation, in order to have a
presence within the real contradictions
of the city of Rome.2
1
Born in 2003 when an abbandonded building
was occupied in the Celio neigbhorhood of Rome, in
part by local young people linked to the Roman social
Right. In actuality, Associazione Foro 753 is in the Boccea neighborhood.
2
“Osservatorio Antifascista” - Miss Pvlichenko,
July, 2014. Interview for the project Citizens Beyond
Walls. Weekly broadcast of Radio Onda Rossa.

Occupation, typical to the social
movements of left-wing antagonism,
assumes, therefore, a different orientation—housing for the Italians—when the
initial idea instead considered the need
for housing a primary need of all, no one
excluded. In these years the connection
between these “new” realties and prominent political figures became apparent.
Such as: Gianni Alemanno (first as Ministro dell’Agricolture and then as Mayor of
Rome), Fracesco Storace and then Renata Polverina, both former President of
the Region of Lazio and who represent
the link between the nostalgiac, “Repubblichina” tradition and the unionism
aligned with the historic Right. This links
allow the breakup of public occupations
to become the pretext for the displacement of public attention towards
the themes of security and legality, in
terms of the exclusion of migrant and
Roma communities. Along these lines,
the links to members of Lega Nord
are strengthened after 2008. This was
seen most recently in the European
elections of 2014, in which Casa Pound
lacking the necessary signatures to
participate, and having lost all institutional support—at least officially—
supported the campaign of Mario
Borghezio.3
3

O.A. - Miss Pavlichenko, ivi.
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Same Historical Links
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1.3 Historic Memory and Collective Memory
The focus on security that increasingy characterizes Italy—combined with employment policies, and the management of both urban and rural territories—erodes the
social fabric that is instead in need of responses to the primary needs of citizenship.
Against the demands for social rights, the strategies of socialization and inclusion,
the practices of reappropriation and the extreme need to find a cultural identiry that
contains the enormous inercultural complexity that would make this country vibrant,
are juxtaposed—through national reactionary policies, also from the Left--the idea
of a society built on fear and self-isolation. In this context, the last ten years has
seen the explicit reemergence of a neo-fascism that has taken on new, “cleanedup,” forms and languages. Political relationships (especially the connection between
the extra-parlamentary and institutional dimensions), the movement towards environments of economic power, and the new possibility to act culturally within civil
society form an evolving framework for action that blocks the processes of social
justice.
It is thus worth it to describe the rilegitimization of the Italian right-wing at the beginning of the ‘90s, a period of reemergence for figures linked to historical fascism
and others marginalized after the subversive movements of the ‘70s. This shift happened with the complicity of the institutional Right, but also that of the Left, post-’89.
The ligitimization of the Italian far-right (right-wing national parties between the
‘80s and ‘90s) was part of a period of comprehensive transformations in the Italian
political scene. It could be defined as an authoritarian turning-point, a restriction of
liberty within which the reemersion of the fascist memory returned as a part of the
national memory, legitimated in respect to the partial identity of the ‘45 Republic,
that is the Republic founded on the Resistance. There were the years in which the
attempt to govern the productive and social changes—the initiation of a new phase,
even in productive terms—led to a reconstrucoin of community and national identity
within the political scene. They were the years of Craxi’s Partito Socialista, of its
move towards the Right and of its gradual opening up to neo-fascism, the MSI, and
the “memory of the defeated.”
170
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The restructuring of national memory and Italian identity took place on various
grounds. During Craxi’s government, the fascist chapter of national history was
often rendered, e.g. on newspapers and other media, as a reality with may positive
elements: they were the years when the consensus of the fascist regime was studied and imagined to be part of the Italian collective memory; in fact it was during
those years that a celebrated exhibition on fascism was held in Milan, where the
power of Craxi’s Socialist Party was strongest. New credit was given to right wing
intellectuals and to their circles. Meanwhile, new social transformations were taking
place: think, for example, of northern Italy, the most productive area of the country,
and the introduction of foreign labor that was being brought by migration.

As far as their public appearance, the right and far right-wing made use of the
historical memory in order, on the one hand, to renew their ideological and political
identity, on the other to connect the historically rooted values of their community to
an actual political agenda, based especially on social exclusion. A good example of
this was their narrative of migration and their rhetoric about national identity.
During the subsequent twenty years of far right-wing Berlusconi governments,
racism and social exclusion (rendered in a modern fashion) become the ideological
basis of actual government action. The public percpetion of civil coexistence itself
is strongly modified due to this hegemony.2
One fundamental point should be kept in mind: after the fall of the Salò Republic, the last stronghold of Italian fascist dictatorship, […] “the defeated” always
tried to rebuild their ranks, and the home of this political project had always been
the “Movimento Sociale Italiano” (Italian Social Movement) [MSI]3. This remained
true after the transformation of the MSI into “Alleanza Nazionale” (National Alliance) during the early ‘90s, and their absorption of elements of “Terza Posizione”
1
2
3

Caldiron G., ivi.
Conti D., ivi.
Caldiron G., ivi.
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In this context, at the beginning of the ‘90s, the “Lega Nord” had its early successes. What was born? A new right wing, different than the “classical” one (of
fascist inspiration), which tried to interpret the new contradictions. The outcome
involved the reorganization of the national memory, the challenging of anti-fascism
as a cornerstone of the Republican identity and, at the same time, the emergence
of new social phenomena that questioned the traditional elements of social and
political living, formerly based on the Resistance of the fascist dictatorship. [...]1
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(Third Position)1 and, whenever they were not stopped by trials2, of “Nuclei Armati
Rivoluzionari” (Revolutionary Armed Groups). Since 1945, the youth division of the
MSI had been fundamental, and in the early ‘80s began to pursue a renovation
of the language of right wing culture, without giving up their strong relationships
with the main characters of fascist and neo-fascist movements. It was right inside
the “Fronte della Gioventù” (the Youth Front)3 in Milan, Rome and Veneto province,
that the first counter-cultural “right wing punk” groups were born, together with the
“right wing songwriters” whose concern was more ideology than music. In Rome
the “Dart”4 was born, a pretentious department for the visual arts, music and other
forms of communication that represented the first example of a collection of youth
cultural groups at the service of far right wing politics, laying the foundations for
the birth, many years later, of “Casa Pound” (The Pound House): many of the oldest
representatives of Casa Pound came from that experience5.
The existence of a “black thread” should be apparent that connects historical
fascist leaders with eo-fascists, institutional structures and seemingly extra-institutional organizations, throughout the history of the Italian Republic. A key role, during
the last twenty years, has been played by Silvio Berlusconi’s political “creations”
which represented, since 1994 (one year after the approval of the Mancino Law6),
the perfect container for reactionary demands from the classical social right wing
and from the more avant-garde right wing movements.

1
Italian neo-fascist movement founded in Rome, 1978, by Giuseppe Dimitri, Roberto Fiore and Gabriele
Adinolfi. Its activity lasted until 1982.
2
Caldiron G., ivi.
3
Youth division of the Movimento Sociale Italiano. It was born in 1971 and it was renamed “Azione
Giovani” (Youth Action) during the “Congresso di Rieti” (Rieti Congress) in 1996, after the birth of Alleanza
Nazionale. In 2009 Azione Giovani merged with “Giovane Italia” (Young Italy), youth division of the “Popolo delle
Libertà” (People of Freedom, Silvio Berlusconi’s party).
4
“Divisione Arte” (Art Division), another organization which worked in parallel with the Fronte della
Gioventù. It was born in 1987, and it was entirely devoted to communication forms.
5
Caldiron G., ivi.
6
Law of the Italian Republic that sanctions and condemns gestures, actions and slogans linked to neofascist ideology that could incite violence and discrimination on racial, ethnic, religiois, or national grounds. The
law also punishes the use of simbols linked to the aformentioned political movements.
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1.4 Forza Nuova and Casa Pound
		
		

From Tradition to Avant-garde
of the Right

It is necessary to emphasize that it would not be accurate to speak of a parliamentary Right and an extra-parliamentary one, as nearly all neofascist groups have
hitherto participated in the electoral process. In this light it is important to underline
that Casa Pound merged with Fiamma Tricolore2 in 2006, giving it a youthful, organic energy and searching to give the marginal party a modern language, to make
it “metabolizable” by the new demands and contexts of Italian politics. […]3 Since its
inception Fiamma Tricolore had represented the beginning of a new phase for the
1
The “bonehead” culture arrived in Italy (between the end of the ‘80s and the start of the ‘90s) passing,
at first, through the channels of the organized political Right. […] The Youth Front and Dart tried to govern this
type of subculture, but the “boneheads” were difficult to control by a party with a legal dimension. The “Movimento Politico,” organized nationally within the “Base Autonoma” network, sought to give a national political
structure to the skinheads. They organized concerts, demonstrations and they reached out to hooligan groups.
[…] Replacing these Italian “bonehead” groups in the ‘90s was the international network Blood and Honour, linked
to the band Skrewdriver, and today the Hammerskin group continues to organize annual concerts in Milan and
Lombardy that draw people from all over Europe (Caldiron G., ivi)
2
Far Right political party founded in 1995 by Pino Rauti, after the Movimento Sociale’s attempt to move
away from the fascist label and towards legitimization. Fiamma Tricolore then underwent various splits, giving
life to many different organizations that would populate the 2000s; Forza Nuova itself took its first steps within
Fiamma Tricolore. (Ferrari S., December 2014. Interview for the project Citizens Beyond Walls)
3
O.A. - Miss Pavlichenko, ivi.
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In 1993, following the approval of the Mancino Law, a judicial decree named
Operation Runa was passed that led to the dissolution of the Movimento Politico,
as well as all organizations related to the new wave of “boneheads,”1 […] The effect
of this decree faded: there is now a reemergence of neofascist activity in Rome. […]
While the decades following 1993 have been relatively calm, the neighborhoods of
Roma Nord and certain parts of the Roman hinterland, such as the Castelli Romani,
have remained protected zones for neofascist organizations that have continued to
survive, reorganize and promote—albeit with rather low intensity—“squadrista” activity
of propaganda, and cultural, political development.
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Italian far Right: more contained electorally (the splendor of the MSI being no longer), but more radical; gone were the references to the twenty years of Mussolini,
replaced by an even worse history: that of national socialism and the Third Reich.
This is evident in the adopted symbolism: the Celtic cross and the emblems of
the Waffen SS.1 Casa Pound’s choice to merge with Fiamma Tricolore rather than
Forza Nuova is linked on the one hand to the biographies of some prominent members within the two groups, namely Roberto Fiore of Forza Nuova and Gabriele
Adinolfi of Casa Pound (both former members of Terza Posizione); on the other to
a rather marked difference of opinion on certain issues: Catholic fundamentalism
as one of the founding principles of Forza Nuova as opposed to Casa Pound’s
attempt to restore a secular tradition, or, in some cases, even flirt with a sort of
Germanophile paganism inherited from the “bonehead” neonazism of the ‘90s. […]
Its decision to merge with Fiamma Tricolore in 2006 had a precise motivation: to
place itself within the large political family of Berlusconi and the Casa Delle Libertà.
[…] The reason for moving towards Berlusconi had been clearly stated on more
than one occasion; it was linked to the image of the strong man […] who is able
to synthesize the various demands of the Right. A political figure emerged through
the Popolo delle Libertà who, in the words of his own followers, binded the government together with grassroots demands; a political figure who in theory could
have endured for many more years, by virtue of this heterogeneous composition, if
it weren’t for his judicial trials and the economic crisis. [...]
The languages, territories and themes of the far Right—particularly the Roman
one—profoundly changed in the 2000s when it began to utilize the activity of occupation. It could be said that their attempt was an act of balance. All the parties—from
Forza Nuova to Casa Pound and Foro 753—changed their form and reworked the
content that they would continue to communicate.

1
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We can observe a certain continuity in Forza Nuova since their choice to identify
themselves with the ideas of traditionalist Christianity and Catholicism. There is also
continuity in their hard-line approach to certain social questions, such as immigration. Forza Nuova explicitly proposes an end to immigration; it explicitly opposes
integration and the forms of multicultural living in Rome, to the point of encouraging
a series of pogroms and “squadrista” actions that originate from their peripheral
locations. The most notable case is probably the 2007 march that threatened to
attack the nomadic camps around Rome. Giovanna Reggiani’s homicide1 at Tor di
Quinta in 2007 brought the issue of Rome’s nomadic camps to national prominence; camps virulently affronted by xenophobic organizations the likes of which
Forza Nuova has always claimed to be (though they stay within, obviously, the limits
of legal action). Nevertheless, it should be noted that in Bari, Treviso, Verona, and
Roma Forza Nuova is still targeted by continuous police operations that impose the
dissolution of local seats and the arrest of their members. In Rome, for example,
the clashes following Gabriele Sandri’s homicide2 resulted in a police operation that
brought to light the alarming politicization of the Rome and Lazio football squads.
Neofascist organizations, aggression towards migrants and attacks on “social centers” were the main features of the “forzanuovista” for the first half of the 2000s,
until 2007-8, when many seats were harshly affected by police operations.3 For
example, some leaders of Forza Nuova were condemned in Lombardia for activities
that involved holocaust denial and antisemitism. The Como section of FN intended
to show an Italian documentary that negated the existence of the gas chambers (a
show prevented by the police).4

1.4.2 Casa Pound Italia
Casa Pound represents somewhat of an alternative model, at least in regards to the
modernization of its images and messages. It is not scared to tread on difficult grounds,
as seen by its construction of a pantheon that includes even Che Guevara, next to other

1
Killed on October 30, 2007 in Rome after being raped by Romulus Nicolae Mailat.
2
Fan of the Lazio football squad, killed on November 11, 2007 by a gunshot fired from across the road
by policeman Luigi Spaccarotella, in a service station near Arezzo’s motorway junction.
3
O.A. - Miss Pavlichenko, ivi.
4
Ferrari S., ivi.
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1.4.1 Forza Nuova
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figures of the “first socialism”, all referenced in a decontextualized manner—as they
tell it—from “historic socialism” to Fascism; they go as far as to narrate the D’Annunzio’s1 “Fiumana” adventure without nostalgia, in a way that makes it digestible, even
acceptable. All these attempts represent more than anything an incursion into the
language of the spectacle society; they are initiatives that aim for extensive media
coverage. […] Despite its strong link to tradition and the “third position,” as well as
its nostalgia for the Italian Republic, Casa Pound has largely been digested by the
general public, a result of being in the mainstream spotlight for years. The recent
efforts to reach an agreement with Greece’s Golden Dawn2, such as the press
conference in which Casa Pound declared a shared intent and agenda, should
make explicitly clear Casa Pound’s objectives and expose their intents aimed at the
metabolization of the contradictions of our contemporary society. Their attempt, for
example, to speak of identity and not racism […], is a way to break from what Casa
Pound defines as the “terminal” Right, or all those (Forza Nuova; Fiamma Tricolore;
the old, traditional Right) that have maintained their views on certain contentious
issues, such as homosexuality. […] Inspired by Gabriele Adinolfi, in 2008, Casa
Pound chose to break with Fiamma Tricolore in an attempt to develop a stronger
relationship with the PdL. […] This choice is compatible with their movement towards relatively unprecedented themes and languages for traditional neofascism.
These experiments, already attempted with Terza Posizione, are aimed at welding
together the so-called antagonistic, rebellious forces; part of a plan that links the
question of class struggle to the major contradictions of the new metropolises and
the contemporary Western world. On the one hand they seek to create a dialogue
with the world of homosexuality, but from the traditional family’s point of view; on the
other they seek to create a dialogue with the segment of migration that recognizes
the difference in identity and welcomes the placement of barriers between migrant
communities and the people indigenous to a city or a country.

1
The “Impresa di Fiume” was a historic event in which Gabriele D’Annunzio (1863-1938, Italian poet
and writer), opposed by the Italian Government, led a group of around 2,600 rebel soldiers from Ronchi, near
Monfalcone, to Fiume, a city that D’annunzio had proclaimed annexed by the Kingdom of Italy on September 12,
1919 but that was supposed to become part of Yugoslavia. The next year, in December of 1920, D’Annunzio’s
forces were forced to leave Fiume by the regular Italian troops. The event provoked a political-diplomatic crisis at
an international level, immediately after the signing of the Treaty of Versaille on June 28, 1919.
2
Golden Dawn is a far Right Greek party with a nationalist, Metaxist, Eurosceptic orientation. It is described as a neo-fascist and neo-Nazi group by major international publications as well as numerous scientific
magazines (See also the Greek section of this study).
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Casa Pound raises, even through its language, a critique of the reform and privatization of schools and universities from the standpoint of teenage rebellion, rather than
from a a critique of the free market and liberal politics. Ultimately these are attempts
at simplification, though not merely populist or demagogic. They aim to make society’s major conflicts compatible within the framework of traditionalism, compatible
within a closed society that defends itself against those same conflicts which offer
the most striking possibility for change, from a social and cultural point of view. […]
In the last ten years Casa Pound has tried to show it is open to different subjects,
languages and subcultures, but it has always stood out more for its incidents of
explicit “squadrismo.” Let us recall the attempt to interrupt the student movement
against the “Gelmini Reform”1; the physical intimidation and aggression against
“PD” militants in the then “IV Municipality”—by now around two years ago—which
involved the Municipal President Marchionne (PD) and for which Alberto Palladino,
one of the youngest, most well-known, and violent representatives of Casa Pound
in Rome, was found guilty; and a whole series of aggressions against the students
of schools in which Casa Pound sought to maintain a strategy of explicit intimidation
and pressure on the antifascist elements—knowing they would not reach consensus
or legitimization in that school—or simply those students who would not accept the
nostalgic, revisionist ideas promoted by the neofascist organizations. [...]

In the scholastic world, Casa Pound and Forza Nuova have alternatively attempted
to construct hegemonies, either through a conceptual strategy or through one of
physical intimidation. “Blocco Studentesco” in particular—the scholastic and university division of Casa Pound—was an experiment that, until the end of the 2000s,
succeeded in legitimizing some mechanisms of the far Right, such as the “Consulta
Provinciale”.2 They are mechanisms that are almost always snubbed by student
collectives on the left. The decision to move along these grounds is in part linked to
the biographies of the militants, who in the 2000s come primarily from the schools
and universities, and who are oriented towards the re-legitimization of the cultural
elements of fascism.
Subtly, the question of Italy’s eastern border has been revived in recent years.
1
Educational reform initiated between 2008 and 2010 during the tenure of Maristella Gelmini as Italian
Minister of Education of the Berlusconi government.
2
An Institutional organism of representation for the students of secondary school, instituted in 1996.
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The subject of the Foibe Killings is repeated obsessively, to the point that it has become the object of a satire conceived by Caterina Guzzanti in prime-time television
programs. Institutionally, the question is presented like a broken record that, during
the years of Berlusconi and the re-legitimization of the deconstruction of national
history, saw even center-left figures participate in the revisionism of the events of
Foibe and the Eastern border.
The racism, colonialism and mass homicide committed by the Italian army during
the years of Balkan occupation and the Second World War is conspiculously absent, as is the fact that the day of remembrance for the Foibe Killings was, for years,
a hub of activity for student fascist organizations, complete with citizen marches
and conferences.
Such demonstrations were almost always promoted and legitimated by the MIUR1,
which, in some cases, even allowed the organized events to become didactic ones,
where participating did not mean an absence from school. When there was not
enough content to insert themselves in scholastic contexts, the result was that of
continuous aggression, not only outside schools but under the houses of numerous
students and activists; an attempt to intimidate an entire generation of antifascists
and activist peers, and to “desertify” the school environment rather than develop an
alternative form. […]
With regards to the figures who represent these organizations today it is necessary to recognize that they tried to build a different political scenario. While it could
be said from a certain point of view that there is a crisis of far Right militance, it is
also true that some of the most notorious militants of the Roman and Italian neofascist organizations are under thirty years old.2

1
2
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2. Communication strategies
	and instruments
The more complex the political act became
as a result of globalization, the more the
Right aimed to simplify and trivialise their
narration.1

The emergence of mass communication like newspapers, radio, television and the Internet has revolutionized the tools of communication and even the communication style of
politcal subjects. Mass media has certainly increased politicians’ ability to talk to citizens,
who find themselves before a quantity of information that would have been unimaginable
until recently. Political communication is thus amplified by mass media, but also conditioned
by it, forced to adopt its language: simple, visual, and direct.2 With the introduction of the
par condicio3 law, mainly in television, a schism was created between political parties or
movements who participate in elections and those who do not, regarding the access to
mainstream media. And due to the strong limitation in the use of TV-spots, we are witnessing a renewed attention towards direct citizen communication. Street posters have once
again become an important instrument for communication innovation. Politics increasinglt
follows advertising’s use of spectacular, synthetic langauge, a language that the electoral
public is capable of decoding easily.4 Advertisement and politics share the same communicative structure that contains a visual (the image) in the centre, main text (headline)
anda final slogan (pay-off).5 The text must be short, not more than five words, clear, and
explicative; reading must not require a high cognitive effort; the chosen image must be
1
Manera Enrico, 2013, http://www.doppiozero.com/materiali/contemporanea/gabriele-turi-la-cultura-delle-destre.
2
De Giosa Elisabetta, 2011, La comunicazione politica nei manifesti della campagna elettorale 2008,
http://www.openstarts.units.it/dspace/bitstream/10077/5748/1/DeGiosa_inTigor5.pdf.
3
Law Nr. 28, 22th of February 2000 - Disposizioni per la parità di accesso ai mezzi di informazione
durante le campagne elettorali e referendarie e per la comunicazione politica.
4
Mazzoleni Gianpietro, 2004, La comunicazione politica, p. 148.
5
De Giosa E., Ibid.
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When we speak of political communication we need to remember that
we are talking about an extremely complex concept that involves sociology, anthropology, psychology, rhetoric, and finally—by now fully—the field of advertising.
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coherent with the given message.1 The aim is to make people remember a face, a name,
the symbol of the party (or political movement), or to provoke a sensation of emotional
shock in the reader.

2.1

Silvio Berlusconi

		

and imaginative communication

This becomes more true after the election capagin in 1994, when Silvio Berlusconi
made his entrance into politics. He launched a series of posters with an innovative style
and basic message. They simply express the topics of his campaign: security, and the
reduction of taxes.2 Graphically there are two main elements that alternate at the center of
the poster (sometimes both of them appear in the same poster): the symbol of the party
and the figure of the leader Berlusconi. He himself appears to represent a different world
you are invited to be part of. So it’s not just his smiling face’s omniprescence on posters
all over the walls of the cities, but an entire communication strategy that produces a proposal: other candidates suggest enhancements to the old world, he suggests a new world
instead. A whole electoral campaign built on the basis of a new marketing strategy: For a
new Italian miracle.
For twenty years after Berlusconi’s rise to power, the creation of a new cultural, political,
and communicative consciousness is a common feature of the right-wing movements that
tend to identify themselves with the vast universe of the Casa delle Libertà. In this political
environment the explicit, violent language of the most radical right-wing groups finds a
moderate, more accessible and “acceptable” even for an audience which usually is reluctant against rather aggressive language, more accessible and “acceptable” framework. This
is why we find reassuring messages in connection with the tradition of Popolo della Libertà
and Alleanza Nazionale next to openly xenophobic Lega Nord posters. Posters like “More
support for families. Less taxes for Italians” (PdL), “No more illegals below our homes” (AN),
“More security. There’s Alleanza” (AN) and “Rise up again, Italy!” (PdL) represent a moderate stance compared to those warning against the danger of finishing in reservations, like
the native Americans, due to illegal immigration: “They suffered immigration, now they live
in reservations! Think about it” (LN). The apocalyptic communicative tendencies of Lega
Nord clash only superficially with the moderate language of Popolo della Libertà, purposely
less precise and apparently softer, so that they can include all the manifestations of the
Right, from the most moderate to most extreme.
1		
Foglio Antonio, 1999, Il marketing politico ed elettorale. Politica, partiti e candidati al servizio
dei cittadini-elettori, Milano, p. 172.
2		
De Giosa E., Ibid.
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Some examples of posters
from the last ten years:
## “Illegal immigration: stop the landings! 5 Years are too
few to become italians. No to quick citizenship! (An)
## “More italy in europe. Less europe in italy” (forza
italia)
## “Perugia. Never again. Zero tolerance” (pdl – with
an explicit double image of heroin consumption and
cocaine dealing)
## “Against thievish rome” (ln)

## “No to legalising. Expel all illegal immigrants” (ln)
## “No to turkey in europe. Yes to christian roots” (ln)

ITALY

## “No! To italian nationalism. Loyalty to the state, but
also to the north” (ln)

## “Nomad camps...Get out…” (ln)
## “Yes to polenta, no to couscous. Proud of our traditions” (ln)
## “No to the invasion of chinese goods” (ln)
## “Stop the euro” (ln)
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2.2 The “Nationalist” Lega Nord
The most significant element of Lega Nord’s latest
mutation is that it is taking the place of the other rightwing parties (from Forza Italia to Fratelli d’Italia) in their
historical role as guarantors of the vast neofascist world;
through institutional coverings, official sanctions and
electoral alliances. […] The first step in this change was
a comprehensive withdrawal of all topics of a racist nature which had characterized the party at the time of the
Assago Congress. […]; a kind of “nationalist” change the
Lega displayed during the European Elections and which
was reaffirmed, although with some reformulation, at the
recent extraordinary congress in July, 2014, in Padua.
[…] The secretary himself was in the front row (Matteo
Salvini). Even the style of the slogans has changed to
indicate this new course: “No more taxes, no more immigrants, no more Euro, Italians come first!”1
Here we notice the perfect continuity between the explicit and direct languages of the
Lega Nord and the equally aggressive languages of Forza Nuova and Casa Pound. A continuity which was solidified through the joint participation at the October 18, 2014 national
demonstration promoted by the Lega Nord “against immigrants”: “Let’s defend our borders.
Stop the invasion”.

2.3 Forza nuova, Brutally Traditional
Just as in its political action, Forza Nuova’s communication doesn’t stand out
for its search of new forms of expression, but for its direct and explicitly violent
language. Its topics are traditional to the classic fascist Right, translated in simplified
expressions that try to strike the most visceral emotions of the reader. The messages aim to establish a direct relationship between one’s personal experiences and
the issues at hand, facilitating baseless associations to the specific communities
that are the target of the political movement.
1
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They are often accompanied by shock images, as
was the case of the poster urging the closure of Rom
camps:
“If I were your mother, your
wife, your daughter? Let’s
close the Rom camps. Expel
all the Rom. Now!”

The central image shows a woman who is assumed to
be a victim of violence.

Its explicit Islamophobic, xenophobic and homophobic
identity can be observed in various posters that have appeared over the years. Some examples are: “Every working immigrant means an unemployed Italian. Work for the
Italians first”; “There is no moderate Islam! No mosque
in our town!”; “Immigrants, go home! In Italy we have no
job, no home, no future” (written in Italian, French, English,
Chinese and Arabic); “Behind every homosexual hides
a pedophile. Stop Gay Pride”; “Italy needs children, not
homosexuals. Stop Gay Pride!”
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Violence against the Roma community, drugs (“You must
live. If you take drugs you don’t love yourself” with the image
of Amy Winehouse all over the poster -“love yourself” in
Italian is “ti ami,” written “Amy” on the poster-), the expulsion
of immigrants, the pride of being Italian, a white race (“I am
white and proud. Now you can say it”--shared on Facebook
by Forza Nuova’s Macerata chapter), and the defense of the
traditional family in opposition to homosexuality are common
features of Forza Nuova’s communication.
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It is worth mentioning the way Forza Nuova uses the Internet to instigate violence in
real life. An example could be the online
“game” Acciacca lo zingaro (crush the gypsy), which appeared on the Facebook page
of Forza Nuova’s south Rome chapter.
To be rigorously carried out in real life.
The rules? “Everyone can play: you just
need a functioning vehicle, the bigger and
faster it is the more points you’ll collect. You
can also play with a bicycle, but you’ll have
to run them over several times.”1
A crazy initiative that resulted in real tragedies and has unfortunately inspired similar
initiatives that were luckily nipped in the bud.

2.4 Casa Pound Italia
attempts at unconventional languages

Casa Pound (CPI) uses a completely different approach based on unconventional langauges and graphics that aim to tease and sometimes even bother the reader. Also here
the fascist and proudly Italian tradition is an indelible trait, as well as the anti-European
sentiment noticeable in Forza Nuova and Lega Nord alike. Unlike those two political subjects, Casa Pound wants to be shocking, rebellious, a bearer of cultural innovation which
even reconsiders—in a decidly senseless way—figures of the global Left.
1
Sky TG24 HD, 10th of February 2011, “Acciacca lo zingaro”: su Facebook spunta il “gioco” shock,
http://tg24.sky.it/tg24/cronaca/2011/02/10/acciacca_zingaro_gioco_facebook_forza_nuova.html.
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The most striking examples of this absurd attempt include the likes of Che Guevara, Karl
Marx and Peppino Impastato1 (described as a “martyr for justice”) to Jack Kerouac and
Rino Gaetano.2

Casa Pound posters almost seem to challenge the reader, as well as the political world,
from every direction. Here are three quotes against politicians, from three different posters: “Culturally uncivilized (Renata Polverini),” “They are evil (Gianni Alemanno),” “Outside
the human race (Nicola Zingaretti),” followed by their symbolism and striking lines, “If you
don’t love us, after today don’t vote for us.” In Blocco Studentesco posters we can also
find phrases like, “The ‘lost generation’ roots for Revolt!” and “School belongs to students,
the future to youth. Let’s retake everything!” which recall images of the antagonistic Left,
trying to captivate a broad audience through the ambiguity of the message. Next to those
messages we find posters with direct references to the fascist period: “Heroes are always
young and beautiful, to the guys of Salò,” with, in this case, a quote from the song La
Locomotiva by Francesco Guccini, an explicitly left-wing Italian songwriter. Finally, it’s worth
citing those messages that place Casa Pound fully inside the identity-based, racist and
anti-European Right which hides their essence behind falsely social requests like the “social mortgage” (mutuo sociale): “Enough of the EU!” “Europeans yes, slaves no!” “Italians
come first. Enough gypsy shanty-towns and markets. No nomadic camps in our area, our
kindergartens, schools and services first,” “No to ‘First Identification Centers,” “Time to be
mothers,” “Mare Nostrum: We import slaves, we produce unemployment,” (the word unemployed is written with the colours of the Italian flag in order to emphasise the nationality
of the unemployed, due to immigration),
1
Italian journalist, communist activist and poet, known for his denunciations of the mafia’s activities,
assassinated on the 9th of May 1978.
2
Italian songwriter, famous for his rough voice, his irony and the nonsensical traits of his songs, as well
as for the social denunciation often hidden beneath seemingly light and uninvolved lyrics.
3
Symbol of the National Fascist Party.
4
http://www.casapounditalia.org/p/il-simbolo.html.
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Beginning with their logo, the stylised octagonal tortoise, CPI finds in their symbolism a means to communicate an imagination that binds the cultural avant-garde
to imperial forms of the fascist traditionalism. Our symbol
represents the whole community, made of imperial units
that can’t be stopped because they have a hard shell like
a tortoise, a slow but relentless animal, a resistent shell
like shields in the “Testudo” formation. […] Four white arrows and four black ones that, starting from the outside,
converge on a centre, the symbol of the Axis, the same
axis that is in bundle of sticks.3 This symbolism is very
strong, exactly because it represents unity and order.4
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“The image that has always touched the world (a newborn being breastfed by his mother). No to homosexual adoptions. Children are not rights to conquer.”

PRACTICES OF DAILY RESISTANCE
Always fight for freedom, for peace, for social justice.
Freedom without social justice is nothing
but a fragile achievement.
There can’t be real freedom without social
justice,
as there can’t be real social justice without freedom.1

The legacy of the Resistance to Nazi-fascism is a widespread heritage in Italy, expressed
across different levels of civil society. As a founding value of the Republic, anti-fascism has
developed through the years in different forms, both in political action and in the perception
among people. Yet the Left (considered to be the heir of the Communist Party that played
a key role in the liberation from Nazi-fascism) even lent their support to the legitimization
of far-right wing movements, despite their cultural and political links to historical fascism.
Luciano Violante’s attempt at national pacification, that tried to understand the motivations
of the young “repubblichini,”2 opened the road for further attempts at historical revisionism,
and resulted in a schism in the Italian anti-fascist scene. We would like this project to illuminate the work of associations, cooperatives, networks, groups, social centres, teachers,
and individual citizens. The actualization of the concept of anti-fascism requires the consideration of all those who choose on a daily basis to resist the current socio-economic
models, the privatization of common goods, the tunnel-visioned development that causes
exclusion and social injustice. In this part of the research we focus on a small number of
examples that gives a glimpse into the wide variety of daily resistances that animate Italy.

1
Sandro Pertini, 1896 – 1990, Italian politician, journalist and partisan. He has been the 7th Preisident of
the Italian Republic.
2
Insediamento e discorso del Presidente della Camera dei Deputati, 9 maggio 1996, http://legislature.
camera.it/chioschetto.asp?content=/_dati/leg13/lavori/stenografici/sed001/s100.htm, p. 37.
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A.N.P.I.
The A.N.P.I. (National Association of Italian Partisans) is one of the biggest and
most active veteran associations, with over 120.000 members. It was founded
on June 6, 1944, in Rome, by the National Liberation Front in Central Italy, while
Northern Italy was still occupied by the Nazi-fascists. In 1945 it was recognized as
the official assocation of the partisans.
Its statute outlines the goals of the associations. Examples are:
## Restore full freedom to the country and support democracy as a
prevention against the return of totalitarianism.
## Emphasize the effective contribution of the partisans in the fight for
freedom, both nationally and abroad.
## Defend the right of the partisans to participate in the moral and material reconstruction of the country.

After almost 70 years, ANPI is still fighting to implement and safeguard the values
of the Constitution, and hence of democracy. Moreover it promotes remembrance
of the Resistance as a victory for freedom.

Associazione 21 Luglio
The Association 21 Luglio is a non-profit organisation engaged in promoting
the rights of Roma and Sinti communities in Italy, mainly by defending children’s
rights and by fighting every form of discrimination and intolerance. It is composed
of Roma and non-Roma people and its only purpose is social, human, civil and
cultural solidarity, according to the principles laid out in the International Convention
on the Rights of the Child.
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## Promote the creation of job opportunities to to reduce unemployment.
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It is a project aimed at protecting minorities, particularly Roma and Sinti communities, from discriminatory behaviors and hate speech through a permanent monitoring of local and national newspapers, blogs and websites. Particular attention is
paid to statements, interviews and speeches of political and institutional representatives that can lead to further stereotypes, prejudice and hostile feelings towards
these communities. After the analysis of each case, the Observatory proceeds,
whenever needed, with an injunction sent to the involved people, and a notification
to the authorities in charge.
This type of work is useful in exposing the racist character behind many organizations and figures—political and otherwise—who hide their identity behind more
moderate public stances.

Associazione Laboratorio 53
Laboratorio 53 was born in 2008 from the experience of Doctors against Torture
before becoming an autonomous and independent body. It is a secular, non-governmental association composed by philosophers, anthropologists, psychologists,
social workers, paralegal workers, lawyers and cultural mediators. They offer assistance and care for migrants, asylum seekers and minors through a multidisciplinary
perspective.
Their work is particularly useful to migrants in the process of obtaining the
“Permit to Stay” and other legal documents. Moreover, it facilitates real integration
and multiculturalism through psychological support and group realities that often
include other social networks, attacking the ghettoizing tendencies of the national
immigration system.

Associazione Libellula
The Association Libellula was born in Rome in 1998. It is inspired by Article 12
of the Italian Constituion, which states that “personal freedom is inviolable.” It aims
at dealing with social, psychological, health and employment issued linked to transsexualism and transgenderism in the society.
It fights for peace and ecology, against racism and totalitarianism.
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Like Associazione Laboratorio 53, Libellula achieves great results by following
those who turn to the association throughout the transition process. Moreover,
even if not explict, this kind of work can be connected to local and national networks such as “Facciamo Breccia”(literally Let’s Breach).1

The Italian Peace Week took place in Rome, at La Città dell’Utopia, from July 7th to
14th. Volunteers and activists from eight partner countries took part in the event. The
week of activism was intimately connected to the project Citizens Beyond Walls. It
began with an analysis of the issues facing European countries today, issues tightly
linked to the rise of the far-Right. All Peace Weeks tackled the issue of rising racism
and xenophobia, including the criminalization and hate speech targeting migrants
and minorities. Each partner country chose a specific focus from one of the most
problematic issues, with the awareness that the rise of the far-Right is an obstacle
to inclusion processes and social justice representing a common starting place.
Much space was given to socialization and resistance strategies implemented
by those realties that daily choose to oppose the current socio-economic models
and xenophobic and racist trends, working for the construction of a more just and
inclusive society (the so-called “good practices”).
Italy’s Peace Week focused on the topics of freedom of movement, anti-fascism
and anti-racism. Involved in the process were different groups and associations
active at the local level, thus facilitating the exchange of experiences, supporting
resistance, and contrasting the rise of hate and racism through social activism and
knowledge.
At the the core of Rome’s Peace Week were study sessions and political actions
organized by volunteers. Xenophobia and the immigration system were explored
and debated with the support of those people working locally to create a more just
society. The increasing hate towards the Roma community was discussed, the stereotypes they face, and the value and knowledge the Rom communities could offer
to society at large. European volunteers took part in a street theatre workshop: this
experience allowed the group to learn about local examples of cultural resistance
and self-governance, and about the growing repression such resistance is forced
to confront. They also met with the inhabitants of Metropoliz, a diverse social squat
on the eastern outskirts of Rome that hosts one of the most extraordinary museums
1
Facciamo Breccia is a coordinating body established in autumn of 2005 with the goal of setting up a
permanent mobilization process founded on self-determination, secularism and anti-fascism. Originally promoted by LGBT and feminist groups, it involved other groups and networks interested in finding creative ways to
respond to the interferences of the Vatican into the public sphere, and countering conservative moralism.
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Peace Week
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of contemporary art (MAAM, Museo dell’Altro e dell’Altrove; Museum of the Other
and of the Elsewhere). The activists had the chance to dialogue with the inhabitants
about freedom of movement, housing rights and social rights.
The last event of the Peace Week took place on July 20th, in a public park (Parco
Schuster). The rich program included exhibitions about memory, housing rights, music, video projections, and a theatre performance with the theatre collective Pedigrì,
as well as the popular cartoonist ZeroCalcare. Contemporaneously, a well-attended
public assembly took place that involved associations, collectives and the social
entities that promote grassroots cultural, social and inclusive processes.

Occupied and Self-Governed “Social Centers”1
The occupied, self-governed “social centers” are experiences that spread through
Italy beginning in the late 1970s. Over time, the reality of these experiences has
changed significantly both in the local and the national sphere. A “Centro Sociale
Occupato Autogestito” (CSOA) is an abandoned structure (or no longer utilized) of
public or private ownership that is occupied by an informal group of people. The
social centers grow out of the Autonomia Operaia movement2 and the extra-parliamentarian Left as experiences of re-appropriation of time and space; the first ones
in Milan and then in Rome halfway through the ‘80s. The occupation of abandoned
buildings, former factories, villas, apartments, vacant houses, etc..., originates from
the need of shelter, from the necessity to create a place of gathering and communication, to reestablish some form of socialization, to create a space of aggregation
and of (counter) cultural activities and political campaigns. The first step is the redevelopment of the occupied space, the restitution of a piece of urban territory to
the community. The social centers are life workshops in which the basic principle is
self-organization. The ambition is to transform reality, starting from one’s own life, in
a social experience liberated from the game of work, metropolitan alienation, social
disintegration. The occupation, illegal according to existing laws, becomes a starting
point for a new discourse on legality that includes the concepts of social justice,
personal liberty and responses to the real needs of the community.
To oppose by way of being the logic of political parties and the neo-liberal soci1
This paragaph is an extreme simplication of the social centres. It is only a glimpse into the history and
the importance they’ve had for the social fabric of the country, especially when it comes to anti-fascism. Beside
the CSOA should also be mentioned the anti-fascist collectives, squats, housing occupations, factory occupations
and many other realites.
2
Left-wing extra-parliamentary movement active from 1973 to 1979.
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ety of capital and finance is not only social, political or cultural: it is ethical1.

The CSOA (and all of their offshoots in recent years) are, by their very nature,
decidedly antifascist. Daily they act on ideas that are proof of this, whether or not
they are direct responses to organized fascism. In the last ten years they have been
a strong force in the implementation of antifascist forms and languages into everyday Italian life. Exemplary of this are the CSOA’s April 25, 2005 demonstrations for
the anniversary of the Liberation, which created a non-institutional way to bring the
demands of social campaigns to the “piazza” (from citizen’s income and anti-prohibitionism to the fight for fair housing, the right to study, and the reconstruction
of an antifascist collective memory, etc...). Direct antifascist action is accompanied
by (or replaced by) the so-called “thematic piazzas”, expression of the alternative
society proposed by way of the projects and activities that take place in the spaces.
1
Piperno Franco, 2000, in DeriveApprodi n. 18.
2
terra/TERRA was born in 2003, at the CSOA Forte Prenestino, in Rome. It originated as a “connective
tissue” between producers, artisans and consumers and took the form of a market. Its principle objectives are to
subvert distribution chains, riduce food distance, emphasize social, sensory and taste relations, self-certification of
products and price transparency.
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The Italian social center movement has changed drastically over the years and
today is extremely varied. The realties have multiplied and evolved; they have
moved, for example, towards a connection to the student movements and the
work world (making the first reflections on job instability and the first attempts at
non formal worker organization). They were initially places of social experimentation,
places where debates on youth problems were held, or concerts and assemblies;
they then became places of habitation. In some social centers there are “hacklab
offices,” self-governed places oriented around the issues of digital rights and the
freedom of expression. In affiliation with the social centers, often even within them,
realities like Palestre Popolare (a kind of public gym) are born, places founded on
the idea of sports as a form of sharing ,and as destruction of social barriers: sexist,
cultural, racist and economic. Based on the idea of a “new economy,” as well as
a new way of thinking about the land, our food, food production and people as
consumers, various ideas and actions have grown from the social kitchens of these
occupied spaces, leading to the development of realties such as terra/TERRA2.
New forms of expression have always been the characteristic principle of these
workshops. The rehearsal spaces, the music recording studies, and the circuits of
independent self-production have always represented an enormous experimental
terrain. Not only is music and art within the spaces themselves, but also in the direct
actions that are organized throughout the city by the activists.
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Together with these initiatives public events are created, such as “Renoize in Rome”,
with music, exhibitions, videos and market stands that aim at creating a collective
antifascist imagination that would know how to connect contemporary reality with
the historic memory of the nazi-fascist Resistance and those who were killed by later developments of fascism. Also worth mentioning is the practice which, especially
in the last fifteen years, has been one of the ways in which collective memory is
combined to the idea of idea of retaking the streets, and the walls of the city that
“speak” through color. The “graffiti of memory and anger,” such as those for Davide
Cesari (Dax), Carlo Giuliani, Valerio Verbano e Renato Biagetti1.
Always Antifascist! Carlo, Dax, Aldro2,
Renato—we know who it was!

(here the Italian word for ‘was’ is the same as ‘state.’)
Try and stop us, we’ll move anyway! Try to
silence us and hear our screams of rage!
Never again!3

Urban Network for the Territory
(R.U.T.S.)
R.U.T.S. was born in Rome in 2005 out of the meeting of social centers, neighborhood committees, workshops and associations interested in deepening the
history of the neighborhoods where their actions are carried out. The Network is
not interested in utilizing history and the past simply as instruments to interpret the
present (or worse, to legitimate the respective groups), but as tools to create a real
social path, capable of encouraging relations, motivating the intellect, and placing
different generations in communication.

1
Davide Cesari (Dax), killed in Milan between March 16 and 17, 2003 by two youths of the far-right.
Carlo Giuliani, killed in Genova on July 20, 2001 by a gunshot from the carabiniere Mario Placanica, during the
demonstrations against G8. Valerio Verbano, killed February 22, 1980, inside his home by a gunshot from a
member of the NAR. Renato Biagetti, killed in Focenela between August 26 and 27, 2006, by two youth associated with Faro 2.11, a neo-fascist group from Fiumicino.
2
Federico Aldrovandi, killed in Ferrara on September 25, 2005 by state police agents during a search.
3
Graffiti work for Renato Biagetti at the San Paolo metro station in Rome, July 14, 2007.
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Scholastic workshops, brought about with the sponsorship of the Province of
Rome and the Museo Storico della Liberazione on Via Tasso, were initiated after a
period of formation and were realized in various schools across Rome.
The R.U.T.S. scientific collective believes that the teaching of history should be
based on the formative need to establish the proper relations between present, past
and future. The past acquires meaning insofar as it responds to today’s questions.
R.U.T.S. was an attempt to let schoolchildren participate first-hand in the transmission of knowledge and memory of facts. From these workshops others were
born, and individual teachers were inspired to implement their own versions in their
respective classrooms.

We are witnessing a rapid growth in urban agriculture in Italy and in Rome,
manifested in many forms: from guerilla gardening to collective gardens and urban
gardens. In Rome alone there are at least 150 urban gardens. They are realities that
try to respond to urban degradation and social disintegration through the re-appropriation of abandoned areas. They originate from self-governed grassroots initiatives
that have the objective of creating new local bonds and a real social inclusion
through the involvement of local associations, youth groups, migrants, pensioners,
unemployed, disabled, convicts, and the Rom community. The emphasis of these
activities is on the critique of the prevailing socio-economic model, which is also
implemented through an educative dimension. In many of these places there is
an area dedicated to didactic gardens, where the transmission of knowledge and
respect for the environment is promoted.
Map of the urban gardens in Rome: http://www.zappataromana.net/en/
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The Garden as an Act of Resistance
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Radio Onda Rossa and Maldestra
Radio Onda Rossa is a radio that began broadcasting on May 24, 1977, in Rome.
Founded by a group of Roman activists from the Autonomia Operaia movement, it
was one of the radios without any link to the “Movement of ‘77,” even though, despite coordinating with other radios, Radio Onda Rossa did not define itself as “free
radio,” but as an “activist radio,” a “radio of the movement,” and a “revolutionary
radio.” Over the decades it carried out various counter-cultural campaigns. In 2001,
together with six other Italian radio stations (Radio Black Out of Turin; Radio Ciroma
of Cosenza; Radio Citta’ 103, Radio Fujiko and Radio K Centrale of Bologna; Radio
Onda d’Urto of Brescia and Agenzia AMISnet) it gave life to the Radio Gap network
(Global Audio Project), created to narrate the events in Genova surrounding the
G8 Conference in July of that year surrounding. For many years it broadcasted the
show Maldestra, a watchdog study of the right (http://maldestra.noblogs.org).
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introduction1
WHAT IS THE POLITICAL DISTRIBUTION IN CATALONIA?
Currently there are 7 different parties represented in the Parliament (the
last elections of November 2012) and 2 big outsiders:
CIU: Convergència i Unió (Convergence and Union): the 1st party
with 30% of the votes. Nowadays they are governing alone. A coalition of
Liberals and Catholic-Democrats, they are considered the Catalan Center-Right party and have exercised hegemony over the political sphere from
the 1980s, governing 27 out of 34 years of regional elections.

ERC: Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya (Left Republican Party
of Catalonia): the 2nd party in terms of the number of deputies and the

third in votes with 13,5% of the votes. They support the government from
outside. They are the Independence Center-Left party. They have been
growing in importance since 2010, when they achieved their best ever
results.

PSC/PSOE: Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya/Partido Socialista Obrero Español (Catalan Socialist Party/ Spanish Socialist
Party): the 2nd party in terms of average votes ( 14,5%) and the third in

CATALONIA

deputies. They take a central position in the political spectrum. They are
trying not to position themselves in the national line and for that reason the
number of votes for them is decreasing. It is the traditional second party.
PP: Partido Popular (Popular Party): 4th party in votes and deputies
(13%). It is the Catch-all Right Spanish party. It is made up of Liberals,
Catholic-Democrats, Conservatives and far-rights Spanish thinkers. It tries
to agglutinate all right-wing Spanish families adapting their speech to the
audience.

ICV-EUiA: Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds-Esquerra Unida i Alternativa (Green Initiative for Catalonia-United Alternative Left):

ex-communist party in coalition with the Greens. The fifth party with 10%
of the votes. It has never been a big party (in number of deputies), but its
voters are very faithful (they receive from 9% to 13% of the votes).

C’S: Ciutadans/Ciudadanos (Citizens): New Liberal Spanish par-

ty. The party was born 10 years ago and since then they grew to obtain
7,5% of the votes. Their only discourse is in favour of the Spanish unity,
1

The research on Catalonia was authored by David Nacher, SCI Catalunya.
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adapting their social speech to the audience. Some estimations predict
them the third position in the next parliamentary elections in 2016.

CUP: Candidatures d’Unitat Popular (Popular United Candidatures): It’s the first time they are in the Parliament with 3% of the votes.

They are the Independence Left Party with a new anti-globalist point of view.

TWO BIG EXTRA-PARLIAMENTARY GROUPS:
PxC: Plataforma per Catalunya (Platform for Catalonia): They are

an openly anti-Islamic group, which we will focus our research on. Although
they have some power in the local elections, they have never entered the
national arena. In the last elections they gained 1.6% of the votes.

SI: Solidaritat per la Independencia (Solidarity for the Independence): an independence party which had 4 deputies between 2010 and

Catalan parties’ distribution

2012. 1.29% of the votes, in the last elections they didn’t manage to pass
the minimum barrier of 1% of the votes.
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WHAT IS FAR RIGHT EXTREMISM IN CATALONIA?
The concept of the far Right is quite complicated to describe in each part
of the world, but especially in a dual society like Catalonia.
It is easy to link the far Right to small radical franquist nostalgic groups,
which are active in some sporadic demonstrations like the National Day
of Spain or the commemoration day of the Civil War. They do not have a
big social impact and produce propaganda only for themselves and small
radical groups like them. The existence of one really big catch-all right party
like Partido Popular, with different big families inside it, is absorbing all other
small radical parties. This is the main reason for not having a large far right
presence in our country.
A new modern far Right is appearing in Catalonia with the foundation of
Plataforma per Catalunya and Casal Tramuntana, social organizations
similar to the Italian Casa Pound. They are importing the populist methods
of the Front Nacional (France) and Golden Dawn (Greece), to re-adapt
a racist and xenophobic speech to the new times. They disregard the
nostalgic propaganda, re-adapting the channels of communication and the
speeche in order to appeal to the masses. We will explore these methods
on the following pages.

WHAT KEY CONCEPTS SHOULD WE KNOW?

CATALONIA

Considering nostalgic groups, as defined by Bertran Cazorla1, we can describe them as chauvinist, social-Darwinian and anti-Semite groups, which
are fighting against democratic values and peripheric nationalism (Catalans,
Basks and Galicians).
On the other hand, when we move the focus on the new extreme
right parties and movements, we can see how they have reshaped these
concepts and used them to fuel the fear of Muslims and foreigners. Xenophobia, Islamophobia and traditional values held against the new citizens
are the leitmotifs of these groups. In order to gain more consensus they
mix up all the contexts with the current economic, political and value crisis
and unemployment, targeting the public with hate speech characterized by
1
Bertran Cazorla: Degree in Political Science, Modern History and Political Economy at the University of
Freiburg, scholarship by the Land Baden-Württemberg and the Heinrich Böll Foundation. He has been a member of
the Senate of the University, where he worked as an assistant professor and obtained Magister Artium in Political
Science with a thesis on “the politics of agitation” (Die Ursachen der tensions. Politiker in Spanien und Politische
und Einheit in der BRD.)
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populist rhetoric and fallacies like “all well-fare state money is going directly
to immigrants”.
Currently Euro-phobia and Euroscepticism as well as anti-Semitism, are
the “traditional” discourses which Catalonia’s extreme right parties are not
using. It’s true that it is possible to identify some international connection
among the Catalonia’s parties and some anti-European and anti-Jewish
parties, like Front National or PVV, but they do not have any hard-line
speech against the the EU or Jews. As we said, they have adapted their
agendas to their public and it is not currently possible to track this kind of
debates in the public arena. Most probably, as soon as these topics will
enter the public agenda, they will be at the forefront in adding them to their
discourse.
Finally, we should add that acts of vandalism and aggression in the
streets have been decreasing during the last 15 years. Skinheads, hooligans and other vandals were very active against immigrants, the Left or
the LGBTI during the 1990s, but slowly, and after a huge police and social
pressure, the acts of hooliganism and vandalism have decreased. Nowadays we can consider them being only sporadically active mini-groups, with
some synergies in social media1.

1. CATALAN OVERVIEW
history of last years has been quite convulsive in Catalonia,
2007 is the year that should be investigated in order to understand
Ttheheandkeypolitical
aspects of Catalonia’s present political life.
In 2007, José Luís Rodríguez Zapatero (PSOE Party) was the President
of Spain, following a social-liberal policy since 2004, when he was elected
after the terrorist attack on Atocha station in Madrid. The economy was
widely regarded as “excellent”, and Spain was deemed an example for the
rest of Europe... Spain was living “The Spanish Economic Miracle” which
consisted in creating jobs in the construction and tourism sectors. Thousands of young people left their studies and began to work at low qualified
positions earning large amounts of money. The State received more than
3,000,000 immigrants in seven years, and the majority of them started
to work in the same areas we described before. Banks offered loans and
1
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mortgages with low rates, and a lot of citizens took advantage of this by
buying secondary residences and expensive cars, while industries (especially the
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and mortgages with low rates, and a lot of citizens took advantage of
this by buying secondary residences and expensive cars, while industries
(especially the construction and tourism ones) were also expanding their
opportunities. Cities and towns changed their terrains’ use destination from
rural to urban, sometimes illegally, to build as much as they could. The
general perception described everything as “perfect”, and the people who
were not benefiting from the rapid economic growth and were questioning
the sustainability of the current system were regarded as “mad”.
Catalonia went in the same direction. José Montilla (PSC) was the President and the Government was composed of Socialists, Green Party Members and Independentists. Thousands of infrastructures were built in Catalonia and during those years it confirmed one of its most successful tourist
brands: Barcelona.
Suddenly, the economic crisis arrived and everything changed. The credits were unexpectedly cut and the rates rose very quickly. Without an easy
credit, people stopped buying second homes, and the construction sector
was heavily hit by the crisis. All the other sectors were falling too, especially
tourism, and millions of people lost their jobs (see img. 1). The country was
officially in its worst economical, social and political crisis of the last 100
years1.
In 2011, Mariano Rajoy (PP) won the state elections and the Conservative
party came back into power with an absolute majority. Convergència i Unió,
the Catalan Conservative and Liberal party, had won the Catalan elections
one year before. At both local and national levels the Socialist party had
the worst results in the last 30 years. Neo-conservative laws began to be
introduced and the welfare state was dismantled (see the References). Any
action was ineffective and the unemployment rate soared. Spain became
the second state in the world with most unemployment, just after Mauritania
(26% of the general population and 56% of young people). Nowadays it is
the 19th2. More people in poverty, fewer rights, an increase in hate speech,
fewer NGOs, more young emigrants and a deepened risk of social exclusion have been the collateral offshoots of the crisis at the political level.
It is true that in the civil sphere the crisis has eliminated more that 30%
of social NGOs in 6 years3, but on the other hand, other activism styles, like
informal groups (15 M Movement, for example) have appeared. The soli1
«El Banco de España no ve el fondo de la crisis inmobiliaria» (spanish). Expansión, 8 april of 2008.
2
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/country-list/unemployment-rate
3
http://www.rtve.es/noticias/20140402/casi-30-ong-espanolas-desaparecido-durante-crisis/909745.shtml (in Spanish)
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darity has increased and some structured organizations with a good level
of social reputation have appeared: ANC (National Assembly of Catalonia)
or PAH (Mortgage effectuated platform), for example. Finally, we have to
mention that the one-day-action solidarity has also increased in respect to
previous years. The Food Bank collects 10 times more than 6 years ago,
the same as the Caritas Catholic Association. La Marató de TV3 (the biggest solidarity event in Catalonia) received record donations in December
2013. This seems to indicate that while the politicians are going in one
direction, the civil society decided to organize themselves in another.
In order to provide a full understanding of the issues relevant to this
research and to highlight the many key factors to this investigation, it has
been deemed effective to proceed the analysis through focal points, which
have been resumed in “ZOOMS”.

should identify why we have not had a significant increase in the popularity of racist
or anti-EU parties as occurred in France,
Italy, the Netherlands, Greece or the UK. It
is true that it is not possible to record a
significant success of these parties at the
national level, but this perspective changes
if we move our focus to the local elections.
In 2002 a new party, called Plataforma
Per Catalunya, was created by the populist Josep Anglada. It was the first time
that an explicit discourse against migrants
emerged, especially against sub-Saharan
and Islamic migrants. This phenomenon
had a big impact on those parts of the society where immigration rates were more
than 40%, and the party received a large
percentage of votes in rural areas and

small villages, where lots of immigrants
had come some years before in order to
work in the agricultural sector. In the local
elections of 2007, they obtained 17 councillors in 6 different towns, in one of them
reaching more than 10% of the votes. In
the next Catalan elections (2010) they
obtained more than 72.000 votes (2,3%)
getting the access to the Parliament. In the
next local elections (2011) they received
65.000 votes and 67 councillors. Finally,
in the last Catalan elections (2012) their
votes decreased to 60.000 (1,66%), because on that occasion the other parties
reshaped their political discourse around
pro- or anti-independence issues, and the
electorate voted according to the national
independence issues.
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the second focus..................................................................................................
tries to explain in two different ways why
we did not witness the rise of a strong
racist party in Catalonia. The first one is
because immigration is a relatively new
phenomenon in Catalonia. The first wave
of international migrants started in 2000
(see the graphic at the end of the article).
When Catalonia began to receive migrants,
the rest of the EU countries had had a longer period of experience. We can say that
Catalonia is 10-20 years behind compared
with the rest of Europe. One theory says1
that, slowly, we will take the same path
as Europe, and the racist party will obtain
more votes in a few years, but this theory
is unconfirmed, and the last PxC results
went in the opposite direction.
The second way is that we will include
the xenophobic votes inside the other parties. The Catalan political system is quite
complex to understand because it is bipolar. All the traditional parties are doubled,
because perpendicularly to the right-left
abscissa we have the ordinate Catalanism-Spanishism line.

Convergència i Unió (Catalan) and
Partit Popular Català (Spanish), both

right-wing parties, include socio-democrats, neo-conservatives and liberals.
These are big catch-all parties, where all
right oriented ideas are welcome, and they
try to control the entire right segment by
adapting their structures to the mainstream
ideas of the society, going from liberals to
conservatives or Catholics. They are expert in political speech and they include
the politicians from totally different backgrounds, who at times resort to arabophobia, racism or xenophobia. One of the
examples is Xavier García Albiol, the candidate of the Partit Popular, who won the local elections of Badalona (the third biggest
city of Catalonia) in 2011 adopting clearly
racist propaganda (see the PP propaganda
poster below).
Having the people who vote against
migrants in both parties does not require
a specific one-issue political group like
Plataforma per Catalunya (they have
only one issue, the migrants). From a

Catalan LEFT
Spanish LEFT
Catalan RIGHT
Spanish RIGHT
1
Doctor Thesis of Aitor Hernández Carr in
Catalan (http://www.tdx.cat/handle/10803/96408)
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sociological point of view, this has both
good and bad aspects. The advantage is
that the topics and the laws will never be
extremely racist or against the minorities,
because the catch-all parties are scared
to lose their voters. The disadvantage is
that it is much more difficult to identify the
problem, because we cannot easily identify who is voting for extreme right reasons
and who is voting for other motives. If you
have a big anti-migrants party on your political arena, like the FN, which has only
one topic on their agenda, then it will be
easer to identify the racist vote.
The prospective studies1 reveal that
1
Resume of studies: http://www.economiadigital.es/cat/notices/2014/03/erc_i_ciu_em-

the present party situation is changing
and we are moving towards a more atomized system with fewer catch-all and
more concrete groups. It will be a hard job
for the old fashioned system to adapt and
reinvent itself, in a liquid modernity, when
topics, agendas and issues are changing
and the risk is bigger2. Even more, Twitter,
Facebook and WordPress in concert with
more informed citizens and a bigger market are creating a new future, and nowadays our parliamentary political system
is at the crossroads looking towards an
uncertain future.
patarien_a_35_diputats_en_les_eleccions_catalanes_52538.php (catalan)
2
Author:
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zygmunt_Bauman

people can focus on the recent history of
the Spanish fascism. Spain is the youngest democracy in Western Europe and
the government still have lots of historical
details to explore. The democratic transition was not as good as some people
wish to show it. Franco’s supporters did
not leave their power (like the police, the
church, militias or judges) after the dictator’s death. They adapted their structures
to the new democratic system by creating
the Partit Popular or Unión de Centro
Democrático and other non political institutions. Nobody was indicted, and everybody apologised for the past actions. Franco was dead in his bed, and the criminals
who had supported him were the same
people who appeared in some party lists

in the elections of 1977, two years after the
dictator’s death.
First Alianza Nacional and after Partit
Popular (nowadays, the first biggest party
in Spain and the fourth in Catalonia) and
Unión de Centro Democrático were
the parties where all the Franquist families
got accommodated. After 35 years of democracy practically all the movements are
still alive. El Valle de los Caidos, the monumental building where Franco is buried,
is still a fascist symbol, nobody has been
indicted, Spain does not have any real remembrance law and the extra-radial languages (Catalan, Galician and Bask) and
cultures are despised. Spain did not take
any critical path to the common rebuild207
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ing of the history, and mutual forgiveness
seems impossible.
This panorama allowed the structural

fascism to be still alive. The extreme right
radicals and the extreme conservatives
feel comfortable and everybody can perceive that.

the fourth zoom......................................................................................................
focuses on the national and local laws and
actions affecting migrants and vulnerable
groups. In this aspect Spanish citizens
have experienced a critical evolution in the
last few years. The right-wing party with the
majority of votes in the Government has
started to produce discriminatory and conservative laws, which go directly against
some groups, like the citizen law or the
anti-violence normative, for example. This
party has started to bring up the current
abortion and marriage legislation for discussion, with the aim to amend it in the
future, depriving some specific groups, like
LGTBI, of some rights.1
Immigrants are the most affected group
in this case. The universal healthcare system was cut in 2011, depriving the unem1
More information: http://www.telegraph.
co.uk/women/womens-life/10680077/Spains-astonishing-abortion-bill-do-you-even-know-about-it.html,

ployed and non-Spanish citizens of some
rights, so immigrants do not have any
health rights now. Other political actions
against them are extremely cruel. CIEs
(immigrant internment centres) (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immigration_detention) are places similar to prisons where
visits are not allowed. Some humanitarian
NGOs, like SOS Racisme or Red Cross,
have reported that the human rights are
constantly violated inside there, and the
State Government, which is responsible
for the CIEs, has been doing nothing. In
December 2013, we have had even more
bad news concerning this topic. Hundreds
of migrants tried to enter Ceuta (a Spanish
enclave in Africa), when the police started to shoot them with plastic bullets, and
some of them died in the cold water (6 of
February, 2014).

..............our fifth zoom

On the opposite site, there is the Catalan civil society which is
It is notable that the radicalism and the
skinhead and hooligan movements have
decreased greatly since 1990s to nowadays2. Tougher penalties, the opposition of

the civil society, the expulsion of hooligans
from the football stadiums, the collaboration between various organizations and the
Unity of Antifascist Groups are some of the

2
Carles Viñas, Skin Heads a Cataluna, Columna Edicions, 2006: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/

women/womens-life/10680077/Spains-astonishingabortion-bill-do-you-even-know-about-it.html
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causes of this process. At the same time,
the number of volunteers in social and
civic organizations increased from more
than 670.000 people (13% of the population) in 2000 to more than 850.000
in 20101. NGOs, movements and other
organizations have also realized that they
had to rethink their life-cycle and adapt
their structures to the new realities. Lots of
them (practically 30%) disappeared in the
last 6 years, but those which could resist
1
http://www.voluntariat.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=mgw71Zvgr1Q%3D&tabid=100 (Catalan)

started to do a great networking among
them. New partnerships, cooperative systems and networks allow the social and
civic organizations not only to resist, but to
be more effective and more competitive. It
was a necessary step to focus on the real
necessities of the sector and to help the
society to fight against fascism and racism.
Unitat contra el Feixisme (Unity against
Fascism) and La Xarxa Jove Antiracista
de Barcelona (Aixada Jove) are just two
examples which connect more than 400
organizations.

investigates the mobilization and propaganda of small radical groups, who do
not follow the general tendency of an
organized social system. However, such
groups are small, and normally people do
not know they have a big impact on the
society. To further explore this point, we
should divide these groups into two.
The first one is the change of the extreme right Spanish groups toward the European Far Right. They have five common
aspects that should be underlined:
-- They do not identify themselves
with Nazism. They want to add to their
groups as many people as they can and,
for this reason, they will never explicitly link
their actions to fascism or Nazism. For example, the food-giving actions Som Igualada organised in 2013.2
-- They use the populist discourse.
2
http://infoanoia.cat/not/7769/polemica-recollida-d-rsquo-aliments-de-pxc/

They do not describe their actions as linked
to any political ideology. They adapt their
actions to the public they are addressing
at each moment. For example, the Plataforma per Catalunya speeches3.
-- They are against minorities. The
minorities are their “enemies”, especially
the migrants, the LGBTIs and the Catalan
movement. For example, the violent actions of the 11th of September in Blanquerna, Madrid4.
-- They try to network with the rest
of Catalan organizations as much as they
can. For example, Casal Tramuntana and
Banc d’Aliments5.
3
http://www.alertadigital.com/2012/04/13/
anglada-los-discursos-irresponsables-de-la-izquierda-han-dado-alas-a-los-violentos/
4
http://www.elperiodico.cat/ca/noticias/
politica/ultradreta-treu-pit-atac-blanquerna-madrid-2679449
5
http://www.tanquemeltramuntana.com/
qu%C3%A8-amaguen-/
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-- They do not organize lots of
demonstrations, but when they arrange
any activity, they produce a lot of materials
and publications. For example, the manifestation on October 12, 20131.
Two of the biggest organizations which
are currently working are Casal Tramuntana2 and Libreria Europa. The first
one was founded in the early 2010s, when
its members got organized and opened a
social centre in order to plan their activities.
They had conducted lots of actions in the
neighbourhood, el Clot, where the majority
of the other organizations are working to
force them out. The second one is a historical library, where some Nazi events are
organized, at the same time, they are the
principal propaganda centre in Barcelona.
Thousands of antifascist manifestations
1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xk6TuFBasy4
2
https://www.youtube.com/user/CasalTramuntana

were organized in order to close the library.
Both of the mentioned organizations have
relationship with the franquist and fascists
parties, like Nudo Patriota, La Falange
or Plataforma per Catalunya.
The second group is made by the Catalan extreme right parties. Like the first
group, they are a small minority, but they
have a big influence, especially on the internet, in social networks and blogs. They
define themselves as “the true Catalans
who have to rescue their Nation from the
hands of the Spanish”. They believe in the
superiority of The Catalan Blood and The
Catalan Culture and they have some openly xenophobic discourse. Unitat Nacional
Catalana (UNC), SOM identitaris catalans and Els Intransigents are the most
active groups which want to create synergies with the other groups, but they are
very marginalized.

2. POSITIONING/MAPPING
In order to describe the situation of Catalonia a traditional distribution of far right
bodies will be used (see the Matrix on the next page). On the upper part we have
the position of the parties. They are included in the political arena and they try to
win as many votes as they can with the catch-all party theory and their communication strategies. On the lower part, there are the social and the civil movements
that are active in social spheres. They participate in the society from different
perspectives, like squat houses, social organizations, trade unions, etc. On the left
side we have the old fashioned thinkers who are nostalgic about the dictatorship
times and are not scared to recognize it. On the other side we can find the new
right figures who accept democratic processes but who are strongly against the
minorities, the immigrants or other vulnerable groups.
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In the nostalgic and party side we can find Falange and all other little parties
similar to them. Traditionally, they haven’t had a lot of social support, with less than
0,3% of the votes at the national level (less than 5000 votes). They decided to
get united against the independence movements of Catalonia and the Basque
Country in a group called La España en Marcha. This thematic is not a big
preoccupation in Spain and, even though they have some support, they are not
very articulate, with few affiliates and voters.
We could include all those little social groups which, some years ago, were
united in the Blood and Honour or similar groups among the nostalgic parties
and movements. They were really important and had a big influence in the street
during the 1990s and the early 2000s. Normally, some young gangsters from
the nostalgic parties were forming small groups and acting directly against migrants, left thinkers, singers, cultural movements, and periphery nationalist activists
(Basques, Catalans and Galicians). They started to be more and more marginalised
during the 2000s, as the society, the police and the politicians started to work
together in order to stop their acts of delinquency. On the other hand, they also
re-framed their strategies to become more widely accepted, and lots of them
decided to move to the populist side.
On the other hand, the populist groups which started to gain power from the
early 2000s, when all the traditional movements and parties started to change
their strategies in order to transform themselves from small marginal parties to
catch-all parties and movements, imitating the process of Marie Le Pen in France
with the Front National as a party and Casa Pound as association in Italy.
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After a long process of restructuring, some far right movements created Casa
Tramuntana in the beginning of 2012, located in the neighbourhood of El Clot,

Barcelona. They describe themselves as a youth identitarian, maverick social, cultural and political movement, which is created to fight the traditional values.
Their activities are always directly linked to the population, and they do not
want to participate in the intellectual spheres out of the civil society. For this
reason, they always try to involve other organizations in their activities, which can
help them to achieve a more effective dissemination and create some synergies
to spread their message. In these aspects they learn from the similar activities of
Greece’s Golden Dawn, like sharing food among nationals running the risk of
exclusion, holding the official national parties’ celebrations with big social events
or other social and civic activities, like the blood donation campaign or dolls and
toys collection for the Spanish kids.
In the political sphere, they want to show that they are moderate and rational,
but, in depth, their vocabulary is permeated with hate speech. They are using the
issues of the crisis and globalization to connect the immigration with the poverty
and crime, trying to capture the vote of as many nationalist white citizens as they
can1. They also use the Spanish nationalism to act against the independence
groups, creating seminars and actions against their “enemies”, and they produce
a lot of various merchandising in favour of the extreme Spanish unity. They have
strong connections, collaboration and influence together with other national and
international groups, like Plataforma per Catalunya, Alianza Nacional, Es-

paña 2000, Falange Española, Golden Dawn, Casa Pound, N-VA and
Front National.

Even though they do not have lots of participants (less than 50 people), they
are paradigmatic, because they are the first formal group which has received so
much power and help from the civil society in their campaigns. It is an example
for the rest of the micro-groups around the Spanish State. They are a prototype
of a populist movement in Catalonia and Spain, and for this reason we consider
important focusing on them.
In the populist party sphere, Plataforma per Catalunya (PxC) is paradigmatic
and worth describing. This party was born in 2002 in the medium-size town of
Vic (70 Km from Barcelona, in the centre of Catalonia). Its political agenda mainly
evolves around the issue of controlling the immigration. It is strongly anti-Islamic,
and is widely considered as a racist, xenophobic far-right political force. Its creator
and ex-leader is Josep Anglada, the town councillor in Vic and an ex-member
of Frente Nacional, created by Blas Piñar (an ex-franquist). The PxC has 67
representatives in the municipalities of Catalonia, often in the cities with tensions
between the locals and the migrants. They haven’t got, neither had in the past, any
1
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representatives at the provincial, regional or national level.
They emerged as the first populist party with some representatives in the Spanish local elections. The first time they stood for elections (2003) the party had a
big impact, because, for the first time a far right party had got success in Catalonia.
They obtained 10% of the votes in Vic and had a big impact in the media, newspapers and radios. In the municipal elections of 2007 they had 17 councillors in 6
different middle-size towns in the centre of Catalonia, and it was the 2nd force of
Vic municipalities. 2010 saw the biggest success of the PxC, when they obtained
more than 75.000 votes (2.3%) in the Regional Parliament of Catalonia, practically
entering the chamber. In the local elections of 2011 the party had 67 councillors
with 65.000 votes.
Recently, the PxC have been radicalising their message and becoming more
active in the streets, controlling the migrants and organizing underground urban
patrols in order to control the crime and “prevent the risk of the immigrant poverty
and the immigrant crime.
All the groups and parties obligate the “traditional” ones to radicalise their
speeches, in order not to lose their right voters. For this reason, some of their
campaigns were centred on immigration and crime as well, receiving many votes
in the melting pot of the peripheral neighbourhoods of Barcelona and in big cities
in the rest of the country.

In order to describe the communication techniques that the far right parties and
movements are using, the same matrix system adopted in the previous section
will be used.
The nostalgic parties and movements are creating an introspective propaganda
in order to motivate and inform their own militants, members and activists. They
are scared to reveal themselves and to share their information with the wider
public, if not in small groups. Although it is clear that they are trying to go further
with some political campaigns, they will never achieve this goal, because they do
not have the capacity of sharing their ideas with a wider public.
They are not scared to show their real face in any aspect that they are offering
and, for this reason, their propaganda and all its visual part are totally extremist
and accepted only by small groups as radical as them. As lacking professionals in
order to produce their materials, they are weak in visual communication, restricting
it to some graffiti or small posters.
They do not have any mass media in property or as a partner. No big or famous
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TV, radio or newspaper is helping them to disseminate their speech. The only
media which supports them is the small virtual far right newspaper Alertadigital.
es. The Catalan news portal called enoticies.cat is the major information point
for the right and far right movements, even if it could not be categorized as a far
right media.
The unique big propaganda campaign they are producing takes place once a
year. Every 12th of October, the National Day of Spain, these micro-groups produce lots of posters, flyers and triptychs and stick them around big cities. It is the
unique day of the year when standard citizens can realize that these groups are
still alive in the society.
On the other hand, there are the populist groups which modernized their speech
and adapted their message to the masses. They totally differ in their strategy from
the nostalgic groups. They learn from the best speech writers and communication
managers and adapt the best techniques to their public. Even though their hidden
message is socially unacceptable they try to make it up and sell it to the wider
public.
Casal Tramuntana and Libreria Europa, the two groups that we described
as populist movements, produce posters and banners announcing their actions,
promoting their ideology and proclaiming all they hate. At the same time, they
know how to use the power of social media. For example, Casal Tramuntana has
more than 600 followers in Twitter (April 2014), which is quite a lot for a small
neighbourhood association and they are publishing information about all their
exhibitions and actions.
However, their most effective propaganda is their street actions in favour of
the local community. They are copying the Greek Golden Down’s techniques
in order to get closer to the population, distributing free food to socially excluded Spanish people and organising blood donation or toy collection campaigns.
Those are big visual campaigns that give them great social reputation and allow
to disseminate their messages to a wide audience in one simple, cheap and easy
action.
Plataforma per Catalunya, is trying to normalize its position on the political
arena. They want to present themselves well in order to seem a common party
participating at all debates, seminars and conferences with the other parties and
giving all the press conferences possible. On the other hand, they are doing
specific extremist actions, in small groups, in order to motivate their radicals2.
Xenophobic and Islamophobic actions in some neighbourhoods, racist discourse
or hate speech manifestations are usually the work of this party. In conclusion,
Plataforma per Catalunya is looking for normalization in front of the wider public, and at the same time is acting in the shadow to preserve its radical followers.
The most intensive propaganda campaign that this party runs is for the local
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elections. Every four years the cities of Catalonia are covered with their posters
and flyers. They are very prudent in what their posters show – they usually portray
only the face of their candidate and one positive slogan like: “Us first”. They are
good at choosing the neighbourhoods where they can win votes and then they
focus all the energy of their militants onto sticking these posters in all possible
spaces.
It seems that their strategy is starting to change, moving towards a more extreme radicalism. They expulsed their creator and leader, Josep Anglada, because
he was described as a passive actor. For this reason, their communication strategy
may change in the near future.
In the standard political life Partido Popular have to radicalise their discourse
in order not to lose their far right voters. Xavier García Albiol, the candidate of
Partido Popular in Badalona, the third biggest city of Catalonia, won the local
elections of 2012 with a clearly racist campaign offering racist flyers in the street
and centring his speech on immigrants and safety problems3. This should matter
for us for two reasons: the first one is to discover why he won the elections with
that campaign, and the second is to understand why the right Spanish party used
such a discourse in order to win the elections.
The communication relationship that all these movements and parties have
between them is also important. Normally they try not to appear together on any
occasion, because they try to be different from one another. Troubles come up on
special days like the 12th of October, the National Spanish Day, when all of them
have to show how powerful they are. It is true that they try to differentiate themselves from each other, but it is on such occasions when they have something in
common, and at some level, they are competing for the same voting public.
Finally, the role of mass media on the political arena. Mass media have various responsibilities to carry out at the same time: to be impartial and to educate
people...Journalists have to be critical of the far right sphere and should try not
to normalize them as a formal group. Big mass media should be aware of the
problem and try to explain it to the population. In Spain this technique is not used
most of the time. Only the public Catalan channel and some small alternative
brands like La Directa are trying to change and adapt this critical prospective.
The majority of radio stations, TV, newspapers and magazines are not using any
filter talking about it and, furthermore, some of them support some of the far right
attitudes. The conservative TV channels like 13 TV ( the church TV) or Telecinco
and some newspapers like the ABC, La Razón or El Mundo (some of them
very famous) are portraying some of their actions like normal and healthy for the
conservative Spanish community.
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4. GOOD PRACTICES
Unitat Contra el Feixisme i
el Racisme (UCFiR)1
History: Unite Against Fascism is an anti-fascist pressure group in the United Kingdom, with support from politicians of all mainstream UK political
parties, including the current Conservative Prime
Minister David Cameron and the late Labour politician Tony Benn. It describes itself as a national
campaign with the aim of alerting the British society to a perceived threat of fascism and the far
right — in particular the British National Party (BNP)
— gaining a foothold at local, national and European elections, arguing
that “there is a real danger that the BNP could get a significant platform in elected
institutions”.
The National group of Catalonia was founded in 2010 as a network of 400 social,
cultural, trade union and political organisations in Catalonia, when the electoral
growth of PxC (the xenophobic Catalan party) was regarded by some as inevitable
and it was believed that the best strategy was not to speak of the party nor of its
leader, Josep Anglada, arguing that to do so was to give it publicity. UCFiR, however, did not share this approach and has always acted according to the principle
that in order to deal with the problem it was essential to face it openly, making
clear the danger it represents. For that reason, UCFiR has denounced — with a
quarter of million leaflets, thousands of posters and stickers, dozens of public
events, and numerous street protests — the fascist nature of this party.
This constant work by the activists of UCFiR, as well as by the different entities that
make it up, in the different neighbourhoods, towns and counties of Catalonia, has
weakened and divided PxC. Over recent years, this fascist party has experienced
one defeat after another. In November 2011, the PxC failed in its attempt to enter
1
References:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unite_Against_Fascism
http://uaf.org.uk/2011/06/uaf%E2%80%99s-sister-organisation-surges-forward-against-fascism-in-catalonia/
http://unitatcontraelfeixisme.wordpress.com/
http://unitatcontraelfeixisme.wordpress.com/2014/02/09/press-statement-ucfr-crisis-pxc/
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the Spanish Congress. In November 2012, it remained outside the Parliament
of Catalonia, with a significant loss of votes compared to the previous Catalan
elections. And all this happened in the European context where the extreme right
increased their representation in several neighbouring countries.
These losses have contributed to a loss of sympathizers, members and councillors. Since the last elections, PxC has lost fifteen of the 67 council seats obtained
in May 2011. Last summer, Josep Anglada suffered a humiliating defeat in his
home town when the City Council of Vic passed a resolution, promoted by the
local UCFiR group, which denied PxC the use of municipal facilities.
Finally, Josep Anglada, its founder and President was removed from his position.
However, the removal of Anglada is only one step, and not even the most important one, towards the eradication of fascism from Catalonia/Spain.
UCFiR is fully aware that the fascist threat has not disappeared, and for this
reason it will be necessary to strengthen the work of their local groups and create new ones where PxC continues to be active. But they will also be ready to
respond quickly and effectively in the areas where the fascists take to the streets
with graffiti, demonstrations or attacks.
22-25 of May 2014, different populist, xenophobic and extreme right candidatures
contested in the European elections. For this reason, in coordination with other
European organizations, UCFiR had called for demonstrations across the continent
on 22 March 2014.
Among the most recent activities the UCFiR is combining some open actions, like
seminars or workshops with big political parties in the EU election campaigns,
including them in some big events and obtaining a high level of visibility and dissemination.
Objectives: Eliminate the Catalan Xenophobic Party (PxC) and make the
population aware of racist and fascist actions.
Results: The cooperation for the erosion of PxC and the inclusion of the problem
of fascism in the National Arena
Conclusions: UCFiR is one of the most successful ideas in the anti-fascist
actions. Its inter-party, intrasectoral and interdisciplinary conception for fighting
against fascism in Catalonia allowed hundreds of organizations to be enrolled and
to give their own specific point of view on the problem.
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The yearly report on the state of
racism in Catalonia and Spain by
SOS Racisme1
History:
SOS Racisme is a French anti-racist NGO, founded in 1984. It has counterparts
in several other European countries and regions. SOS Racisme’s main goal is to
fight racial discrimination. Often the plaintiff in discrimination trials, the organization
also offers support to the migrants and minorities that are facing discrimination. It
is also heavily involved in denouncing and publicising examples of discrimination
in society and in the law.
SOS Racisme Catalonia is an NGO based in Barcelona, founded in 1989, defending human rights by the anti-racist action. Independent, democratic, grassroots,
multi-ethnic, progressive; through active non-violence, they work for the complete
eradication of racism and xenophobia at all levels of society and all social strata.
The NGO also condemns any violation of fundamental rights, working for a social
model that establishes equal rights and opportunities, as well as universalizing the
concept of citizenship.

“To combat racism first thing we must do is to know how it manifests
in our society. This report aims to serve the work while thinking about
it.” This sentence begins the presentation of the 2013 Annual Report on racism

in Spain, presented to the public on 18 September 2013 in Madrid2. This docu1
References:
http://ca.wikipedia.org/wiki/SOS_Racisme_Catalunya
http://www.sosracisme.org/
http://www.sosracisme.org/newsletter/documentacio-lestat-del-racisme-a-catalunya-informe-2013
http://www.sos-racisme.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SOS_Racisme
2
http://www.sosracisme.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Informe-Anual-2013.pdf
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ment has been published yearly since 1995 by the
Federation of Associations of State SOS Racisme,
and analyses the situation of racism and xenophobia in Spain and Europe during the past year in
all areas and in all its manifestations: from health
reforms which strongly affect migrant groups to the
serious consequences of border controls through
the deaths caused by medical neglect in detention
centres and cases of abuse of power by the police,
etc.
On 23 March 2013 the same case study appeared
also with a specific focus on Catalonia.1
Objectives: To report all the racist practices in Spain and Catalonia in order to produce the
social awareness of the problem.
Result: Creation of the biggest racist and
xenophobic report in the whole country, which produces a big impact in the media.
Conclusions: This active society creates their own resources in order to
collate and analyse the data which formal institutions are not collecting, in order to
understand the current state of racism and xenophobia, which in turn allows other
organizations to effectively identify what they should be fighting against.
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Xarxa Antirumors de Barcelona
(Anti-whispering Network of Barcelona)2
History:
BCN Anti-Whispering Network was established in July 2010, with the participation
of the City Council and more than 400 companies, associations and individuals in
order to fight against a common prejudice against migrants.
The network defines its strategic lines of action and its mechanisms of operation
and participation in their Action Plan 2012-2014.
1
http://issuu.com/sosracismecat/docs/informe2013_baixa?e=11305186/7183876
2
References:
http://bcnantirumors.cat/
http://www.9bacull.org/category/not%C3%ADcies/xarxa-bcn-antirumors
http://www.antirumores.com/resources/estrategia_bcn_antirumores.pdf
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The Network is open to new members who share their
objectives and strategies and want to collaborate in the
dissemination of its messages. To this end, they offer
different formats of participation.
The City Council and the member organizations of the
network perform different initiatives independently and / or collaboratively, for
example:
-- Anti-Whispering Projects for neighbourhoods and residents
-- Dissemination of information through viral campaigns
-- Round tables, conferences, forums, exhibitions and cinema
-- Distribution of Anti-Whispering material as comics or “Rumours pocket”
-- Presence in the media
-- Production of videos and Anti-Whispering documentaries
-- Training people to become Anti-Whispering agents
-- Chat boards residents and retailers
-- Theatre
-- Workshops for young people
Objectives: To create a city network in order to fight against the common prejudice against migrants. Collaboration between the City Hall, social
companies and social and political organisations.
Result: They create an enormous network between very different
kinds of organizations involving public
bodies with private participation and
exchanging and sharing good practices between their members and users.
Conclusions: Xarxa Antirumors is one of the best practices of
collaboration between public and private bodies in Europe and Barcelona,
and is exporting the idea to other cities with similar problems. Although it is
nothing really new or different, it allows
the organization to share its activities,
experiences and tools saving lot of
money and producing a good feedback.
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History:
On Thursday of July 12 of 2012, Mossos d’Esquadra (Catalan Police) arrived at
an abandoned factory in El Poblenou (Barcelona), where about three hundred
migrants were living in precarious conditions. It was the largest informal settlement
of Barcelona.
The group was working for collecting and selling scrap metal, and they did not
have any conflict with the neighbourhood. They had been living in the building for
more than three years, participating in various integration tasks. This situation of
Poble Nou is not unique, since there are similar cases elsewhere, although it was
the biggest community.
The Mossos d’Esquadra informed the people living in the building that they must
vacate it before Monday 16. They did not show any formal notice nor any official
ordinance in support of this order, and for that reason the migrants and the human
rights NGOs did not accept the resolution and they decided to fight against it.
Given these facts, the Network Support Settlements, composed of the Residents
Association of Poblenou, the Social Assembly of Poblenou, the Catalan Association of Senegalese (ACRS ), the Coordinator of Senegalese associations of Catalonia (CASC ), the Observatory of the Penal System and Human Rights UB and
some residents as individuals, state the following:
-- The impunity with which the police operated, not respecting the legal procedure and invaded the privacy of individuals.
-- The occupants of the squat were virtually abandoned by society and a
welfare administration which ignored them completely.
-- The future of these groups. The administration acts to expel them from
where they live now, without thinking about a long-term solution. The Ombudsman
recently proposed an alternative enabling barracks, but the mayor immediately
branded this suggestion as “nonsense.”

1
References:
http://www.elpoblenou.cat/index.php/apropem-nos/xarxa-de-suport-als-assentaments
http://www.assembleasocial.poblenou.org/assemblea/quisom/
http://www.btv.cat/btvnoticies/tag/xarxa-de-suport-dels-assentaments/BTV.cat
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Objectives:
## They believe that the situation is the result of the marginalization forced
upon these people, the only thing they want is to work and live with dignity. Once
again, the state values real estate and speculative interest more than human lives.
## A comprehensive project for the Administration to implement measures to
improve the living conditions of these people, specifically enabling spaces facilitating hygiene and basic services, until they can find a stable home.
## To study the possibilities of an individualized legal regularization (rooting
process).
##
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Stop indiscriminate police pressure.
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Result: They did not manage to achieve their final objective of continuing
living in the building, but they staged other important actions in order to increase
the visibility of the Senegalese population in Barcelona or the comprehension of
the neighbours about the problem.
Conclusions: The aim of the project was not to realize their end goals,
but to stage smaller campaigns and actions. Their activity should be studied as a
holistic movement and it should be seen as the engine behind other actions or
benefits. La Xarxa de Suport als Assentaments is one example of a spontaneous
movement which worked on one concrete action, which, in turn, has had some
unexpected positive feedback. This feedback allows the movement to begin other
projects within the same organization.

Setmanari La Directa
(weekly newspaper La Directa)1

1
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History:
La Directa Project was created as an alternative information source in 2006, promoted by people who,
for years, worked in small groups focusing on counter-populist communication. In the beginning, La Directa
was born with the aim of being a weekly newspaper
sustained by the social movements, like squats, youth
and student assemblies, clubs and cultural associations, territorial defence platforms, consumer cooperatives, solidarity groups, etc.
One of the fronts of struggle that has grown and developed more rapidly is the
diffusion of alternative sources of information. So in 10 years we have gone from
a network of fanzines and free radio to a real constellation of local and thematic
newsletters, periodic or sporadic, many Internet portals, distribution networks, etc.
La Directa, which is in constant transformation, during the last stage has prioritized
the need to extend the project to reach the social movements and the society as
a whole. Its goal is to become the first Catalan media aimed at the general public
that operates horizontally, is entirely independent and has a system of assemblies,
publishes a weekly paper and is present on the internet on a daily basis.
During its first five years of existence, La Directa professionalized its processes
References: http://www.setmanaridirecta.info/
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while it had a steady growth of subscribers
and readers, which led to its becoming an
established media communication channel
within the Catalan Countries.
Recently, the weekly edition has changed from 28 pages to 32, which allowed an
increase in reports, analyses, in-depth interviews, sections linked to critical thinking
and transformation movements, as well as articles related to the new ways of life.
In the same vein, the new La Directa offers a richer content and a modern visual
structure.
On October 3, 2013, La Directa launched a new website with the intention of
becoming a multi-media platform, updated daily, which would carry the voice of
the street network. The launch of the new platform, which enables the processing
of information from more points of view, was a challenge for the group. The site
is processing the information from the immediacy of the present, making an effort
to verify its information, and the weekly paper assumes a different role, which is to
provide a content analysis, debate and reflection on the present moment.
Objectives: To create a social mainstream newspaper in order to show
the critical thinking of the social movements and NGOs. It is interesting to have
an alternative platform for visualise the social work and alternative point of view
on the news.
Result: It is the 12th most read newspaper in Catalonia and it’s among the
top 10 most followed on twitter. It is well-known and people are taking it in consideration as a good newspaper.
Conclusions: All societies need an alternative newspaper in order to
spread the NGOs’ and social movements’ activities and NGO’s way of thinking.
La Directa is a great example of how the society can create an alternative mass
media.
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1996:
1997:
2000:
2001:
2002:
2002:
2003:
2003:
2004:
2005:
2006:
2006:
2006:
2007:
2007:
2007:
2008:
2011:
2012:
2013:
2013:
2014:
		

Majestic pacts
Miguel Angel Blanco is murdered
New Anti-terrorism Law
No more Obligatory Military Service
Presti ge Catastrophe
New Political Parties Law
Meeting in Azores
No more war demonstration (Irak)
Al-Qaeda’s Atocha attack
Gay marriage law
Education for citizenship in schools
Historical Memory Law
Dependency Law
Equality law between man and women
PxC Boom
Law on Anti-racism, violence and xenophobia in Sport
Economic Crisis
Spanish Revolution
1 Million people in the Catalan Demonstration for Independence
Evictions Law in European Court
1,2 Million people for the Catalan string for independence
Abortion Law, Citizens Security Law, Educational Law
(respect regional languages and religion), Demonstrations Law
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1. THE RISE OF THE RIGHT-WING EXTREMISM
IN GREECE
introduction
tile ground for right-wing extremism and
neo-Nazism in Greece. It was regarded
that citizens were left with a bitter taste
of the extreme right rule and wouldn’t
choose to go through it again. Therefore,
for many decades now, Greece together
with Spain and Portugal have constituted
the only European countries where no
extreme right formation has been able to
gain significant political power.1 However,
during the last five years Golden Dawn
(Xrisi Avgi), a neo-Nazi, anti-immigrant and
Holocaust denying party with openly racist
ideas and violent practices, has increased
its support and actually managed to enter
the Greek Parliament at the elections of
2012. In this paper, we will examine the
factors that contributed to its rise, its ideology, activities and the methods it followed
to increase public acceptance, in order
to demonstrate what made nationalist extremist success a reality and acknowledge
the essential features of the extreme right
in Greece. Our special focus will be on
*1
The
research
Greece
wasofauthored
Dimitris
Psarras,onThe
Essence
the Air isby
Maria
and Daphne
, SCI Hellas
Black. Koumianaki
Greece: National
ReportBasta
on Racist
Violence,
1
Dimitris
Psarras,
The Essence
the Air is
(Medicins
du Monde
and Greek
Council forof Refugees,
Black.
Greece:http://mdmgreece.gr/attachments/554_
National Report on Racist Violence,
2014),36.
(Medicins
du Monde and Greek Council for Refugees,
Enough_Report_2014_ENG_net.pdf
2014),36

Golden Dawn (hereafter GD) because in
contemporary Greece there is no other extreme right political party or organisation
that has managed to exercise such influence on the country’s political interests or
gain such an explosive growth of support.
At the same time, Golden Dawn is considered one of the most extreme political
formations in Europe.2
A massive crackdown on the party was
anticipated after the murder of a 30 year
old musician, Pavlos Fyssas, aka Killah P,
by a GD member in the Athens neighborhood of Keratsini, in September 2013,
but these expectations were soon to be
dashed.3 The launch of a judicial investigation may have brought a decline in
the party’s grassroots actions and violent
attacks but didn’t manage to reduce its
appeal.4 Following an investigation into the
2
Ellinas, Antonis A., “The Rise of Golden
Dawn: The New Face of the Far Right in Greece,”
South European Society and Politics 18, no. 4 (2013),
17.
3
Helena Smith, “Golden Dawn leader jailed
ahead of Greek criminal trial”, The Guardian, October
3, 2013. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/
oct/03/golden-dawn-leader-jailed-nikos-michaloliakos
4
Harry Van Versendaal, “The rise and rise
of Golden Dawn”, Ekathimerini.com, June 3, 2014.
http://www.ekathimerini.com/4dcgi/_w_articles_
wsite3_1_03/06/2014_540256
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the end of the Greek military dicta(1974), many people believed
Athatftertorship
there would no longer be any fer-
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murder of Pavlos Fyssas in September
2013, the party’s leader N. Michaloliakos
and several other Golden Dawn MPs and
members were arrested and charged with
forming a criminal organisation.1 Despite
1
Helena Smith, “Golden Dawn leader jailed
ahead of Greek criminal trial”, The Guardian, October
3, 2013. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/
oct/03/golden-dawn-leader-jailed-nikos-michaloliakos

its leadership being behind bars, Golden
Dawn managed to surpass any expectation and made a strong political presence
in Greece’s local and European elections
in May 2014, capturing 9.39% of the
popular vote and actually emerged as the
third largest political party in Greece.2
2
Υπουργείο Εσωτερικών, “Ευρωεκλογές
Μάιος 2014”, ανακτήθηκε Δεκέμβρης 2, 2014,
http://ekloges.ypes.gr/may2014/e/public/index.html#{“cls”:”main”,”params”:{}}

manifestations

P

rior to Golden Dawn, the most noticeable breakthrough of far right parties in
Greece was achieved by a party called
Popular Orthodox Rally (LAOS) and it is
worth a brief examination due to the fact
that its appearance had created new political opportunities for the entire far right
scene3 and had contributed to the legitimization of right-wing extremist discourses in Greece. LAOS was founded by the
media and advertising entrepreneur Georgios Karatzaferis in September 2000.4
Ideologically, LAOS isconsidered an ethno-populist party, explicitly xenophobic

3
Georgiadou, Vasiliki, “Right Wing Populism
and Extremism: The Rapid Rise of Godlen Dawn in
Crisis- Ridden Greece,” in Right-Wing Extremism in
Europe- Country analysis, Counter Strategies and Labor- Market Oriented Exit Strategies, ed. Ralf Melzer
and Sebastian Serafin (Berlin: Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung,
2013), 84.
4
Dimitris Psarras, The Rise of the Neo-Nazi
Party Golden Dawn in Greece, Neo-Nazi Mobilization
in the Wake of the Crisis (Brussels/ Athens: Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung, 2014), 11.
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and nationalistic. For this party, immigration constituted a national security threat
and caused the increased unemployment
and criminality rates in Greece, therefore,
it demanded the immediate deportation of
all “illegal immigrants”. In addition, during
its early years, the party expressed clearly anti-Semitic and anti-American ideas,
by warning that Greeks “live in a country
run by Jews” while at the same time was
accusing the two main political parties of
keeping a stance of complete obedience
to the United States. Finally, the basic principle that was followed and constituted its
core ideology was that of “national priority”.56
LAOS managed to enter the Greek
Parliament for the first time in the parliamentary elections of 2007 with 3.8 per
cent of the votes and ten seats. In the
European and Greek Parliament elections
that followed in 2009, the party obtained
5
6

Ellinas, “The Rise of Golden Dawn,” 4-5.
Georgiadou, “Right wing Populism,” 83
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7.15 per cent (two seats) and 5.63 per
cent (15 seats)1. However, due to stra-

tegic miscalculations such as supporting
the Greek bailout agreement, participating
in the coalition government with the two
main parties, and moderating its position
on immigration, it failed to capitalize on the
growing anti-systemic sentiment.2 Consequently, in the elections of 2012 LAOS’
votes dropped to 2.9 per cent and it didn’t
even manage to enter the Parliament.3
In the political arena, the fall of LAOS
presented a great opportunity for Golden
Dawn to expand its political horizons and
monopolise on the far-right anti-systemic vote.4 GD did nothing more but take
advantage of LAOS’ downfall, emphasize
1
Psarras, The Rise of the Neo- Nazi Party, 13.
2
Ellinas, “The Rise of Golden Dawn,” 5.
3
Psarras, The Rise of the Neo- Nazi Party, 14
4
Harry Van Versendaal, “The rise and rise
of Golden Dawn”, Ekathimerini.com, June 3, 2014.
http://www.ekathimerini.com/4dcgi/_w_articles_
wsite3_1_03/06/2014_540256

even more the racist rhetoric and popularize racist violence.5 At the local elections
on November 7th 2010 Golden Dawn got
5.3% of the vote in the municipality of Athens, winning a seat at the City Council. In
some neighborhoods with large immigrant
communities it reached 20%. Furthermore,
the party ran a campaign during the Greek
national elections of 2012 which gained a
large increase in support from the Greek
electorate. It received 6.9% of the popular
vote, enough for the party to enter the Hellenic Parliament for the first time with 21
seats. Following a second election in June,
this was reduced to 18 seats.6
5

Psarras, “The Essence of the Air is Black,”
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6
Triandafyllidou, Anna and Kouki Hara, Migrants and (In)tolerant Discourses in Greek Politics
(Greece: European University Institute Robert Schuman
Centre for Advanced Studies, 2012), 7 . http://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/22318/ACCEPT_
PLURALISM_2012_08_Finalcountryreport_Greece.
pdf?sequence=1

T

he strong voter appeal of Golden Dawn
has triggered a storm of discussions
and explanations and raises serious concerns and questions. The rise of Golden
Dawn cannot be attributed to a single factor but rather constitutes a multidimensional phenomenon.
Golden Dawn’s breakthrough in June’s
2012 parliamentary elections was the outcome of problematic migration management, but it was also connected with the
pathogenic characteristics of the Greek

political system that the economic crisis
had just brought to the surface. Greece’s
crisis was to a large extent attributed to
Greek politicians in particular and to the
political system in general. The European
Union was perceived to have another part
of the responsibility of the situation. Based
on exit polls, the vote to GD was a kind
of ‘protest vote’, a message of anger and
disappointment against the mainstream
political formation.7
7

Eirini Glynou-Lefaki, “The Rise of the Far-
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More specifically, the Greek political system is characterized by a deep-rooted clientelist and patronage mentality, high levels of corruption and bureaucracy and low
levels of transparency. One outcome of the
economic crisis and the related austerity
measures for the public sector has been
the dismantlement of the traditional established clientelist networks through which
political parties used to provide patronage
as a way to secure votes. Consequently,
the political parties could no longer satisfy
their voters’ demands as they did in the
past, or protect them from the impact of
the crisis. In general, the economic crisis
brought tothe surface the chronic devaluation of Greece’s democratic system.
The dissatisfaction was so intense and
the need for change even more urgent.
In the absence of a strong civil society
and of an alternative political plan, violent
forms of political participation emerged
and were legitimized. Taking advantage
of the common disappointment against
the harsh austerity measures, economic
devastation, unresolved immigration challenges, corrupted policies and the general
social degradation, GD developed a strong
anti-immigrant, anti-political and anti-European discourse, making clear from the
very beginning its opposition to the austerity measures imposed. GD found the
right gap to emerge from invisibility and to
establish channels of communication and
trust with some part of the disappointed
Greek citizens.1
Right Movement in Greece” (MA essay, University
of Kent, 2013), 13, http://www.kent.ac.uk/politics/
events/research-conference-papers/lefaki-paper.pdf
1
Ellinas, “The Rise of Golden Dawn,” 13-14.
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However, it is considered rather simplistic to say that its electoral success can
merely be attributed to the devastating dynamics of Greece’s debt crisis and to the
Greeks’ declining living standards. Analysts
believe that the sociocultural factors which
catapulted Golden Dawn into the political
mainstream were apparent before the debt
crisis hit Greece and specifically, GD had
already made its first electoral success in
the municipal elections of 2010, when the
impact of the economic crisis on the political spectrum had not yet been fully experienced.2 Therefore, other factors such as
the relation between GD’s ideology and the
dominant perception of the Greek citizenship and Greek identity must be explored.
The Greek citizenship has been constructed upon an ethno-cultural homogeneous
conception of nation with reference to a
common culture and language, the ancient
Greek past and the belief that modern
Greeks are thedirect descendants of the
ancient Greeks, the Byzantine tradition and
the Christian Orthodox heritage.3 Thus, an
uninterrupted historical line of the nation
was built, which linked the ancient past
with modernity4. The contemporary Greek
2
Dinas Elias, Georgiadou Vasiliki, Konstantinidis Iannis, and Rori Lamprini, “From Dusk to Dawn:
Political Opportunities and Party Success of Right-wing
Extremism, ”Party Politics (2013): 2.
3
Gropas, Ruby and Triadafyllidou Anna. Cultural Diversity in Greek Public and Political Discourses.
(Greece: ELIAMEP, 2007), 4-5. http://mediva-project.
eu/db/content/cultural-diversity-greek-public-and-political-discourses
4
Anna Triandafyllidou, Marina Calloni and
Andonis Mikrakis, “New Greek nationalism”. Sociological research online 2, (1997): n.p, http://www.
socresonline.org.uk/2/1/7.html
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nation, found itself to symbolize the ancient
Greek civilization, reflecting a notion of
greekness that even today is determined
by its ancient past1 and influence the way
that modern Greeks interpret themselves
and the “others”.2 Therefore, GD drawing
1
2

Ibid.,n.p.
Stavros Skrinis, “Nation state Building Pro-

from the dominant ideology while taking
advantage of the social and economical
circumstances of the time, managed to
acquire visibility and recognition in return.
cess and Cultural Diversity,” in Nation State Building
Process and Cultural Diversity, ed. Johen Blaschke, 1,
(Berlin: Parabolis, 2005),4.

formed in 1983, but it remained
of the political arena for
GmoreDat wasthethanmargins
20 years before becoming a

visible component in the political system.
GD has a military and strictly hierarchical
structure, giving absolute authority to its
leader, Nikos Michaloliakos, who has been
in power since its foundation.3 From the
very beginning, the party’s references to
Hitler’s regime, in terms of symbols (the
swastika which was the initial symbol of
the party, the Hitlergruss, the eagle), slogans (such as the ‘Blood, Honor, Golden
Dawn’) and colors (white, black and red)
has been direct and evident.
Their adaptation strategies which appear necessary for their political survival
are determined by the political circumstances and necessities of the moment,
without, however, moving away from the
party’s ideological core.4 For example, they

do not present themselves as anti-Semitic,
but as only anti-Zionist. They aren’t using
a Hitler salute, it’s basically an ancient Hellenic way of saying “Hi!”, while the swastika
is replaced by the meander, an old Greek
symbol, and lastly they are not neo-Nazi or fascist, just “nationalist.” The truth is
that GD follows an ultra-nationalist stance,
supports anti-political, anti-Communist and
anti-Semitic rhetoric and rejects globalization and EU seeing them as imminent
threats.56 As a typical far-right party, GD
is an ultranationalist and xenophobic organisation with openly aggressive attitudes
against immigrants. What distinguishes the
party from most EU far right parties is that
GD is not a typical anti-immigrant party.
Following the Nazi ideology, the party’s actions combine the construct of ethno-racial purity and organized criminal offense.7
For GD, nationality is based upon ‘race,

3
Ellinas, “The Rise of Golden Dawn,” 9-11
4
Δημήτρης Ψαρράς, Η Μαύρη βίβλος της
Χρυσής Αυγής : Ντοκουμέντα από την ιστορία και
τη δράση μιας ναζιστικής ομάδας (Αθήνα: Πόλις,
2012), 338

5
Dinas, “From Dusk to Dawn,” 4
6
Ellinas, “The Rise of Golden Dawn,”6-9
7
Κωστής Παπαϊωάννου, Τα «καθαρά
χέρια» της Χρυσής Αυγής: Εφαρμογές ναζιστικής
καθαρότητας (Αθήνα: Μεταίχμιο, 2013), 35.
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blood and ancestry’.1 The party declares
that immigrants’ biological sub-humaneness represent an imminent threat for the
country’s superiority and homogeneity.2
GD’s racial discriminatory manifesto is very
much about the superiority of the Greek
culture and its uninterrupted historical line
with the past. This kind of relation between
the past and the present constitutes the
main principle of their propaganda.
However, it is considered that their organized activities constitute the most important tool of their propaganda. Around
2008, Athens experienced a mass influx
of migrants, the majority of them concentrated in certain districts in the center of
Athens.3 The absence of an efficient policy and asylum framework along with the
gradual degradation of the areas, gave
rise to anti-immigrant feelings and negative public discourses and fostered social
conflict. Taking advantage of the favorable
circumstances the party decided to focus
on those communities that were most influenced by the demographic changes,
instead of spreading its efforts around
Athens.4 By strengthening residents’ fears
of the massive occupation of their neighborhoods by undocumented migrants, it
managed to present itself as a protector
and a provider of security. Their action in
those areas is regarded as a key component to GD’s transformation from a marginal group to a mass political body with
a strong voter appeal.5 One such area is
1
2
3
4
5
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Georgiadou, “Right wing Populism,”88.
Ellinas, “The Rise of Golden Dawn,”7.
Dinas, “From Dusk to Dawn,” 8.
Ibid, 12.
Ψαρράς, Μαύρη Βίβλος, 368-370.

Agios Panteleimonas, which was gradually
transformed by GD’s strong presence and
actions into a peculiar inaccessible occupied territory. The party, with the tolerance
of the State apparatus, presented itself as
a liberating force pointing to the residents’
indignation.6 To support its efforts it employed various strategies. At an ideological level, the organisation rapidly shifted
its rhetoric from national to anti-immigration issues, emphasizing the correlation
between immigration and crime. They followed a one-dimensional rhetoric strategy
where all immigrants are the same, illegal
and possibly criminals.7 At a practical level,
it employed two methods, the first is based
on the idea of social solidarity and the
other on violent practices. Therefore, on
one hand, the organisation consolidated
its presence and consensus by becoming
a provider of public goods and services,
such as accompanying elderly people or
students to the bank and supermarkets, in
order to provide a sense of security. It also
organized food distribution, parties, gatherings and demonstrations and it effectively mobilized volunteers in door-to-door
information campaigns. Additionally, GD
offered unofficial employment programs
for unemployed Greeks. Of course, all the
above-mentioned services were intended
for Greek people only. In that way, the party
managed to cultivate positive attitude and
proximity with the local communities. In
the vacuum left by the absence of strong
state policies and services, the party took
advantage of the situation and presented
itself as an alternative of it in its provision
6
7

Παπαιωάννου, Τα «καθαρά χέρια»,221.
Ibid.,37-95.

of goods.1
On the other hand, it used violence as a
weapon against migrants and as a symbol
of power to attract voters and ‘protect’ the
locals.2 It engaged in sway operations in
certain areas presenting itself as an urban
hero and a holder of law and order.3 During
the last years, the Recording Network of
Racist Violence has reported numerous
racist attacks with the use of knives, bats,
broken glass bottles and brass knuckles
ascribable to Golden Dawn’s members
and sympathizers. Their action is strictly
organized and their trademarks are the
black outfit and the helmets. Nevertheless,
1
2
3

Dinas, “From Dusk to Dawn,”3.
Ibid., 13.
Ψαρράς, Μαύρη Βίβλος, 343.

GD’s violent practices are not solely limited
to physical attacks. Hate speech and forms
of verbal violence, such as assault and intimidation strategies, are included among
their standard ‘weapons’ against migrants.4
In general, their presence as a whole, appears intimidating and symbolically violent.
It is supported that their public image with
their military strict discipline, their gait, their
outfit and their policing and patrol actions
bear strong violent connotations5 that reflect discipline and decisiveness, providing
(unfortunately) a clear picture into a collapsing political and social context.

4
5

Παπαιωάννου, Τα «καθαρά χέρια»,117.
Ibid.,91.

the role of the media

I

n addition, the role of the media had been
crucial to the rise of Golden Dawn. Despite
the party’s allegations that they were largely excluded from the Greek media, the truth
is that Golden Dawn had greater visibility
in relation to other political parties, given
its extremist ideology and violent practices.
Gradually, GD’s representatives became a
kind of ‘celebrities’ in the Greek mainstream
media, a familiar practice already occurred
during the 1990s, when the rise of xenophobic feelings gave visibility to a number
of ethno-socialist political representatives.
Similarly, GD’s representatives became part
of the TV scene by taking part in ‘angry’
debates with other political representatives

on popular topics, such as, ‘illegal migration’, ‘immigration and criminality’ and so
on.6 The party’s ‘social and local community work’, especially in the area of Agios
Panteleimon in Athens, was often in the
media spotlight.7 Their access to the media paved the way to obtain legitimization
and recognition and to facilitate their propaganda strategies around exigent issues.
Migration issues, for example, became an
integral part of their propaganda arsenal,
providing simplistic solutions for complicated issues.8 It has been argued that a part
6
7
8

Ψαρράς, Η Μαύρη Βίβλος, 200.
Ellinas, “The Rise of Golden Dawn,” 17.
Ψαρράς, Η Μαύρη Βίβλος,385,387.
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of the media establishment adopted a tolerant stance towards GD and it has even
been suggested by a journalist working
in one of the primary television channels
in Greece, that Golden Dawn could turn
into a “reliable” governing partner for the
conservative New Democracy (ND) party
in order to prevent the establishment of a
leftist coalition government.1
Furthermore, GD’s communicative strategy can be revealed by one recent incident
that encapsulates the ways the party uses
the media. This is about the public release
of a video by Golden Dawn’s spokesman
Ilias Kasidiaris who appeared to show a
close associate to Prime Minister A. Sama1
Zinovia Lialiouti, “Golden Dawn: Is it the
beginning of the end?”, Policy Network, Oktober 3,
2013. http://www.policy-network.net/pno_detail.aspx?ID=4478&title=Golden-Dawn-Is-it-the-beginning-ofthe-end

ras (president of the conservative New Democracy party), telling him that the persecution of GD’s members after the murder
of Pavlos Fyssas, was politically motivated,
only to stem the loss of New Democracy’s
votes. The video was released at the time
when a discussion about the lift of immunity of five MPs of GD was taking place in
the Parliament and aimed at reducing the
government’s credibility.23 It is clear that
GD has acquired good communication
and media skills, engaging in continuous
challenges in order to remain in the news..4
2
TO BHMA, “Baltakos speaks of Golden
Dawn’s “political persecution” in video”, April 2, 2014.
http://www.tovima.gr/en/article/?aid=582959
3
Helena Smith, ”Greek prime minister facing
resignation calls after aide’s Golden Dawn gaffe”, The
Guardian, April 3, 2014. http://www.theguardian.com/
world/2014/apr/03/greece-antonis-samaras-golden-dawn-takis-baltakos
4
Ψαρράς, Η Μαύρη Βίβλος,436.

recent developments

T

he murder of Pavlos Fyssas can be
considered a turning point for the passive attitude of political and media elites
that are now making efforts to portray
Golden Dawn as a criminal organisation.5
Concerning the legal implications of the
case, until this point, eight members of
parliament from the party are being held in
pre-trial detention, including party spokesman Ilias Kasidiaris and party chief Nikos
Michaloliakos. Three moreparliamentarians
are under house arrest and other fiveare
5
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restricted from leaving the country. Investigators are hoping to take the case
to trial early next year. In addition, a 697page report has been conducted by the
public prosecutor’s office that accuses 69
members or supporters of Golden Dawn,
among them 16 members of Greek parliament, of participation in murder or attempted murder, serious bodily injury, violent hate crimes, theft, blackmail or arson.
Through the investigation, evidence have
shown that the party follows the structure
of a criminal organisation and constitutes a

citizens beyond walls
neo-Nazi party that is openly attacking the
democratic system in a way not seen in
Europe in decades.1
1
UNHCR, “Sun sets on Golden Dawn:
Greek party accused in killings and racist attacks”,
5/11/2014, http://www.unhcr.gr/1againstracism/en/
sun-sets-on-golden-dawn-greek-party-accused-inkillings-and-racist-attacks/

Could this be the beginning of the end
for Golden Dawn? Has its ideological threat
been defeated? It may be too soon to say.
The fact is that it still constitutes the third
party in the electorate’s preference so far.2

2

Lialiouti, “Is it the beginning of the end?”

This section highlights NGOs’ and other organisations’ actions and initiatives to combat
racism and promote human rights. An overview of NGOs’ initiatives was conducted at an
initial research stage, focused on gathering information about recent and/or ongoing programs, workshops, projects and events. The research3 revealed a lack of systematic and
long-term programs and a relatively larger number of shorter initiatives. It appeared an
optimal choice to narrow down the research focus to a selected number of good practices
that aimed at affecting state’s policies, carried intercultural ideas, and had a special focus
on education, considering these areas the most fundamental in combating racism and
extreme right ideology.

3
The research was carried out from the beginning of March until the end of June 2014 and included interviews with a selected number of NGOs and when that was not possible or necessary, information were gathered
from the NGOs’ websites.
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The Racist Violence
Recording Network1
The Racist Violence Recording Network (RVRN) was set up in 2011 by the
office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in Greece (UNHCR)
in cooperation with the National Commission for Human Rights (NCHR). The Network started its activity with a limited number of member organisations that gradually increased over the years reaching a total of 35 in 2014. Years of experience
in the field play an important role in creating a solid base upon which the network
is based and operates. The Network was created due to the lack of a formal racist
violence incident recording system and the need to gather and coordinate all the
organisations, which on their own initiative, recorded racist incidents. As a result
the Network has developed a common record form which is used during the interviews with the victims, in order to provide a more complete and coherent view
of the qualitative and quantitative trends of racist violence in Greece. After almost
three years of operation, the Network has published many reports and written
interventions to the State authorities and has published valuable data and information for national and international human rights organisations. In the absence of
efficient state mechanisms in recording hate crimes and providing complete official
data, the Network’s findings are considered more accurate and complete.

The Greek Council of
Refugees2 and Médecins du Monde

3

The Greek Council of Refugees (GCR) in collaboration with the Médecins du Monde,
launched in 2013-2014 a program called ‘ENOUGH!’ which aspired to complement
RVEN’s actions. The purpose of the program was to raise awareness, protect victims
1
http://www.unhcr.gr/1againstracism/en/category/racist-violence-recording-network/
2
The Greek Council of Refugees is a Non-Governmental Organisation set up in 1989 undertaking activities
on the field of refugees and human rights. It offers free legal and social advice to people who are entitled for international protection in Greece with the basic aim to promote their smooth integration into Greek society. GCR also
has an active role in promoting human rights and contributing to the improvement of the asylum system in Greece.
What is more, GCR is very active in raising awareness against xenophobia and racist violence. http://www.gcr.gr/
index.php/en/
3
Doctors of the World/ Médecins du Monde, is an international, medical, humanitarian Non-Governmental
Organisation which provides medical care to victims of natural disasters, wars and conflicts. The Greek office of
MdM, runs a variety of long term programs targeting vulnerable population. http://www.mdmgreece.gr/en
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and contribute to the development of an official National Strategy against hate crimes.
The program provided free legal assistance and free court representation to victims
as well as free medical, psychological and social support. The GCR undertook responsibility for the legal procedures including full legal assistance to the victim’s cases.
The Open Polyclinic of MdM provided the victims with medical care. The program
also aimed at promoting research on hate crime. More specifically, they published the
first National Report on Xenophobia and Racist Violence in Greece,1 pushing for the
adoption of a national strategy to combat racist violence. The program also aimed at
raising awareness through educational programs for secondary schools in Athens and
especially in the areas where racist phenomena were more intense. A variety of workshops and one-day conferences were organized and promoted through social media.
Finally, meetings with numerous national and international bodies were organized to
discuss in more depth issues of hate crime and racist violence.
Following an interview with a GCR’s representative we were informed that the project managed to attract European attention as an example of an excellent practice,
triggering a discussion around the urgent need of establishing common European
record mechanisms for racist crimes across European countries.

Keerfa - Movement Against
Racism And Fascist Threat2

1
2
3

GREECE

KEERFA constitutes a strong antifascist movement that fights against racism and
fascism in all of its aspects and defends the rights of immigrants and other socially
vulnerable groups. KEERFA organizes demonstrations, open discussions, press
conferences and participates at international antifascist meetings.
One initiative that sprang out of KEERFA and specifically was supported by a
group of lawyers active in KEERFA, is JailGoldenDawn (For the civil action by the
antifascist movement in the trial of Golden Dawn).3 JailGoldenDawn in cooperation
with KEERFA, the Pakistani Community of Greece, the Union of Immigrant Workers
and other anti-fascist committees, organisations and movements aspires to form
a group of lawyers that will take the role of civil action in the trial against Golden
Dawn on behalf of the anti-fascist movement. Their presence in the legal proceedhttp://www.mdmgreece.gr/attachments/554_Enough_Report_2014_ENG_net.pdf
http://www.antiracismfascism.org/
http://jailgoldendawn.com/international/
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ings will allow them to gain access to the files, to gather further legal evidence, to
examine witnesses and accused with the goal to condemn the perpetrators of the
Golden Dawn crimes and to reveal them to public.

Athens Antiracist Festival

1

Every summer for the last eighteen years, Athens Antiracist Festival celebrates
resistance and solidarity. The Antiracist Festival has gradually expanded its antiracism thematic to discuss a variety of issues, such as migration, education,
gender, city movements, social exclusion, human rights and so on. It is a big
gathering of antiracist organisations, immigrant and refugee communities, municipal movements, student groups, ecological, feminist and alternative collectives,
newspapers and magazines. In the Antiracist Festival music and concerts coexist
with interactive workshops, open discussions, photo exhibitions, films and videos,
playgrounds, theatrical plays, collective kitchens, producer cooperatives, etc. The
Antiracist Festival constitutes a multidimensional event that is becoming richer year
by year. It is also organized in many parts of Greece.

The photo is taken from the festival’s facebook page: Πάμε στο Αντιρατσιστικό Φεστιβάλ
Αθήνας

Amnesty International
Amnesty International educational sector ran a long-term educational program
on human rights. Over the last years AI educational network was active in producing and providing educational materials on human rights that are open to teachers
of all levels, formal and informal education, professional trainers and animators’
1
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groups. In addition, AI’s volunteers were trained to run educational workshops in
schools. Over its years of operation, it managed to expand its actions and reputation creating a large pool of schools and professionals interested in bringing
human rights awareness to students.

Antigone

1

GREECE

Antigone runs several projects concerning human rights, like Youth Say No to
Hate Speech and Schools for Changes. Those two projects were the subject of
our discussion in the interview with an Antigone’s representative. The thematic
project YOUTH SAY NO TO HATE SPEECH took place in 2013 with the aim to
discuss and exchange experience on hate speech and to prepare an informative
and raising awareness campaign in relation to hate speech, social violence, and
exclusion. The project entailed targeted actions to young people aged from 18 to
35 years, such as NGO volunteers, teachers, educators, and professionals who
work with children and youth, and young people with an interest in the thematic of
discrimination and inequality. Five four-hour workshops were organized, including
different activities. The first two workshops used non formal educational activities
to discuss hate speech in all its dimensions. More specifically, the workshops
combined both educational and artistic methods and actions. The first workshop
was an introductory one, on the rhetoric of hatred, providing participants with a
quiz with statistics regarding the rise of hate speech in Greece and some quotes
expressed by the politicians. Participants varied in age and professional background, including youth volunteers, students, teachers, social workers, psychologists, and people working in NGOs. The Forum Theatre workshop, coordinated
by a director/ trainer, was focused on discovering the rhetoric of hate in order to
better understand and explore its causes and impact. The participants were given
a real story in which one teacher in Italy railed racist against a child of an African
descent, adoptee from Italian parents. The working groups adopted the role of the
parent, developing a discussion around the problem and trying to find a solution.
The third workshop employed participatory activities training the participants to
prepare an informative and raising awareness campaign, including the production
of necessary materials. The participants, organized in groups, created their own
brochure, texts, graphics, and stickers and ran their own campaign against the
rhetoric of hate speech. Finally, the last day was the day of action when the partic1
Antigone is a Non-Governmental Organisation established in 1993, focusing on issues of anti-racism and
non-discrimination, human rights, social ecology, non-violence. Developing activities that are based on solidarity and
active participation, Antigone aims at promoting equal opportunities for all. http://www.antigone.gr/en/home/
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ipants carried out the campaign in central city locations. They set up a table with
a projector and a video, informing public about the hate speech campaign, inviting
them to write a message against hate speech on cards.
The SCHOOL FOR CHANGE project consists of non formal educational workshops in primary, secondary and high school, during the school years 2012
- 2015. It touches upon a variety of issues, such as stereotypes, discrimination,
racism, human rights, gender equality, bullying and school violence, disability and
social exclusion, and many more. The aim of the project is to cultivate active participation of the students, enhance their personal, social and educational skills and
develop feelings of empathy and creativity. It also uses a wide range of learning
activities, such as storytelling, role playing, creative drama, simulation games, etc.
The workshops are adaptable to the age and the specific needs of each class.
For example, in our conversation with the representative we were informed that the
issue of racism was more reluctantly approached by the students in comparison to
bullying issues which apparently concerned them most. Consequently, the trainers
successfully approached the issues of racism through the problem of bullying
and school violence. More than often, the workshops helped students to critically
question entrenched stereotypes when they realized that people they are fond of,
are coming from different backgrounds. If necessary, the project also gives the
possibility to visit the same class once again within a period of three months. The
project was implemented in many different cities and villages in Northern Greece
focusing not only on areas with the intense extreme right rates, but also on Roma
communities and private schools.

M E T A c t i o n

1

In our interview we mostly focused on two recent events organized by METaction. The first one, ‘One journey, one child’ is a theatrical play based on stories and
experiences of unaccompanied children. Under the coordination of a director, all
the different stories were gathered and transformed into a theatrical text. The main
goal was to give voice to the real life happenings and obstacles that unaccompanied minors face during their journeys. The participants brought their personal
1
METaction is a Non-Governmental Organisation and implementing partner of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees in fields related to international protection. Among a wide range of activities and services, the organisation offers free of charge services for the reception and integration of immigrants and refugees
in Greece and for their voluntary repatriation and reintegration in countries of origin, legal aid, guardianship of
unaccompanied minors, Greek language courses, mediation and interpretations to people in need. It also conducts
research in relevant matters and organizes sensitization campaigns against racism and xenophobia. Their services
give special attention to vulnerable populations, such as unaccompanied minors, victims of torture and trafficking.
http://www.metadrasi.org/eng/
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experience creating a text full of autobiographical elements.
‘Around the world in words and colours’ was organized during the Mother
Tongue Day at a central public event space in the city of Athens. The event was
organized in collaboration with the students of a design school who prepared
visual posters with proverbs and poems in different languages. The whole process
proved to be a very interesting experience for the students as they got involved
in a learning process and familiarized themselves with different cultures and languages. The opening day included ethnic dance and music and some discussions
about Zulu language and proverbs. The next day, a workshop for children was
organized helping them to understand language barriers. Cultural and language
differences were approached and explored through music, dance, collage, and
painting. Five coordinators and almost one hundred volunteers got involved in the
project. The METaction representative highlighted that the event was promoted
by sponsors, television, magazines and radio and therefore, it managed to attract
public attention.1

Human Library
Greece2

GREECE

Initially developed in Denmark, Human Library Greece was started in 2009 by
a group of volunteers. In the Human Library actual books have been replaced
by people who have experienced racism and are willing to unveil their personal
stories in order to fight stereotypes and discrimination. The Human Library GR is
an experiential educational method in human rights that covers a variety of issues,
such as HIV, sexual orientation, disability, migration, and much more. All ‘human
books’ are victims of racism in their daily lives, and they invite the readers/participants to ‘read’ them, open a dialogue with them and discuss the issues of racism,
discrimination, and stigma.
1
Photo: ‘Around the world in words and colours’, taken from facebook page: Μετάδραση Non-profit Organisation
2
http://www.humanlibrary.gr/index.php/en/
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Hellenic League
for Human Rights1
The League, in collaboration with the TOC.gr (a broadcasting and media production newspaper), implemented ‘Stop Racism’ - an innovative human rights
research project (http://www.thetoc.gr/new-life/stop-racism/article/nikise-to-fobo---30-sugklonistikes-istories) on racism, xenophobia, homophobia and diversity.
On the occasion of the Regional and Municipal elections, thirty short videos were
filmed presenting people talking about their experiences of being discriminated
because of their religious beliefs, sexual orientation, status as immigrants, etc. They
are talking about their life histories, hopes, fears, and expectations. At the same
time, eight discussions with the candidates from all the parties were scheduled
in order to talk about their positions towards racism. The other aim of the project
was to conduct a nationwide survey to explore the public attitude and perception
in relation to human rights. In parallel, a group of researchers would record all the
reports in the daily newspapers and major news sites throughout the course of
the election campaign.
Another powerful activity was a campaign called ‘# Σιγά_μη_ φοβηθώ’ (#I_
Won’t_Be_Afraid (Greek: #Siga_Mi_Fovitho). This new slogan, printed on stickers,
referred to a famous song by a popular Greek rock band and aimed at urging
people not to be afraid of fascism and Nazism. In short time streets, bus stops,
walls in both Athens and Thessaloniki were flooded with these stickers. In addi1
The Hellenic League for Human Rights is the oldest human rights organisation in Greece, focusing on
issues of immigration, human rights, police violence and extreme right. According to its statute its main goal is to
disseminate, advocate and develop principles of human rights, integrated to social structures. In that context, the
League drafts proposals, provide legal assistance, raise awareness, organizes conferences and publications. The
League maintains cooperation with important human right’s national and international bodies. http://www.hlhr.gr/
index.php
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tion, at the anti-racist demonstration in January 2013 the stickers could be seen
on the lapels of the protesters. This campaign appeared to have a great impact
on the public and constituted a clear response to neo-Nazism. There is also an
informationFacebook community page about the campaign where people can obtain these stickers. Finally, the campaign’s video can be found here: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=k7sREMa6gKU).
Finally, shortly before the end of 2014, the League,in collaboration with the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung Institute in Athens, issued an educational guide on the rise of
the extreme right and neo-Nazism under the title ‘Because not everyone is as they
want to appear: Let’s talk clearly about the extreme right’ («Επειδή δεν είναι όλοι
όπως θέλουν να φαίνονται: Ας μιλήσουμε καθαρά για την Ακροδεξιά»)1. The
writer, Kostis Papaioannou2, uses plain language, humorous and familiar to young
people and, by integrating comic stories to the text, talks about the phenomenon
of fascism and fascist violence and how one can deal with it. More specifically, the
guide includes such sections as: the history of fascism in Europe and Greece,
basic terminology, ideology, symbols of extreme right, an imaginary dialogue with a
supporter of the extreme right ideology, an imaginary contradiction to fascist arguments, etc. Considering the latter, for example, he tries to give possible answers to
arguments like crime is increasing and immigrants are the ones to put the blame
on or extreme right supporters are the real patriots, and many others. The guide is
available online and is intended for teachers, parents and young people.
1
http://www.fes-athens.org/media/pdf/Publikationen/As_milisoume_kathara_gia_tin_Akrodexia.pdf
2
Kostis Papaioannou is Chairman of the National Commission for Human Rights from 2006 and was for
many years president of the Greek section of Amnesty International. He has, also, participated in the establishment
of the Racist Violence Recording Network
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INFOWAR productions

1

INFOWAR productions was established in 2013 by a team of skilled and experienced journalists of national and international media. So far, this company has
released three acclaimed documentaries which were recognised even internationally and were screened in more than twenty countries all over the world. The latest
one was called Fascism INC and it is a documentary about fascism in Greece and
Europe throughout history, focusing on the financial interests in each season. The
documentary was a crowd-funded project freely released, without restrictions on
use and retransmission and constitutes one of the largest independent journalism
experiments. This documentary aspires to contribute to the anti-fascist movement
throughout Europe. It can be found translated in many different languages here:
http://infowarproductions.com/fascism_inc/
The above section attempted to provide an overview of projects and actions
implemented by Greek NGOs to combat racism and promote human rights. After
an initial research review of the past and ongoing initiatives, we came up with a
number of selected practices that we considered ‘good’ according to the criteria,
such as being systematic and long-term in nature, having an effect on state policies, focusing on education procedures, being very popular among the public
and using artistic ways to disseminate messages and values. Given the lack of
long-term programs in Greece we tried to present a range of projects and initiatives that use different tools and methods and operate on different levels, but all
share the same goal: to promote human rights and democratic values and combat
racism and extreme right.

1
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CONCLUSIONS
hile the European Elections’ results in late May 2014 largely met the
expectations witnessing a general increased support for far-right parW
ties, it should be acknowledged that this “success” is only partially linked

to the electoral results in most of the countries involved in this research,
with, on the other side, France and the United Kingdom witnessing the most
worrying results in terms of far-right exploit. Greece, Italy and Spain actually
registered opposite results than the average trend, witnessing left wing
parties gathering a considerable support. Anyway, another element must be
taken into account: even in countries where an overall victory of left wing
parties has been registered, extreme right parties have been able to gain
further ground. This for example has been the case in Greece, where the
left wing Syriza won the majority of seats, but at the same time Golden
Dawn managed to enter the EU Parliament claiming three seats (9.5% of
votes), a huge improvement comparing to the 2009 EU Elections when it
stopped at 0.5% of consensus. Thus, the overview presented in the previous pages depicts a situation that should not be underestimated.
he fertile ground, or the vacuum, in which the seed of right wing extremism managed to sprout consists in a number of different factor.
Certainly, the ongoing economic recession affecting Europe and the unpopular austerity measures implemented played a big role, but it would be too
simplistic, misleading and a dangerous mistake to limit the analysis to this
field. It would render a partial description that would miss or diminish other
important concurrent factors, with a concrete risk to divert the attention
from other elements equally incisive in leading to the present situation. Circumscribing the cause at the basis of the growth of right wing extremism in
Europe to the mere presence of adverse economic circumstances would
mean to diminish the overall entity of the issue and not to fully understand
the threats it poses to the very core values of the European Union and of
its Member States.
n some countries right wing extremists have been able to gain considerable ground, elsewhere they strengthened close ties with ruling powers managing to powerfully orient the decision-making process, in some
contexts they reframed their rhetoric and sphere of action drawing from
traditionally leftist themes (e.g. housing rights, labour rights), while in other
countries new or renewed alliances among parliamentary and more extremist extra-parliamentary forces managed to attract further consensus.
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analysis carried out in this research showed us that different counwitness different manifestations of right wing extremism and differTenthetriesdegrees
of consensus around it, but it also highlighted similar trends

among them. In particular, a recurrent element can be identified in the
targets of right wing extremism: too often and almost everywhere these are
socially disadvantaged and vulnerable groups and marginalized minorities,
instrumentally labelled as “others” “extrange to the territory” in contrast to
the “genuine citizens”, whose rights are threatened by their mere presence.
n general, what right wing extremist groups have managed to achieve, with
different degrees, in the eight countries involved in this research consists
in the repositioning of the political discourse towards right: they have been
able to affect the public debate and move its barycenter towards further
right positions and arguments. This shift occurred and continues to occur
gradually, step by step, quickening in recent years. The danger embodied
by this ongoing repositioning is that it gradually makes extreme, if not blatantly racist, arguments acceptable or even shareable by the majority of
the public opinion, posing the basis for a further escalation of right wing
extremism. This process, if not effectively tackled by the initiatives of a vibrant European civil society, could result in the “Fortress Europe” starting to
metaphorically erect walls even within its borders, 25 years after the fall of
one of the most in-famous walls ever built.
nd this would come at an unbearable price: that more and more citizens
will gradually see their human rights emptied and transformed into privileges, undermining the values of equality, justice and solidarity at the very
core of the European democratic process.
or this reason, the European civil society has a responsibility to fully draw
from its creativity and boost its efforts in order to oppose this drift. In
order to contribute in this direction, this research selected and described
a number of good-practices implemented in the involved countries. As we
have seen these encompasses from traditional kinds of “political” initiatives
to more innovative ways of peaceful reaction, including artistic, cultural and
knowledge-sharing activities. Only bridging together the different local experiences, the European civil society who recognizes itself in the values of
equality and respect for human rights can join in raising its voice from the
grassroots, demonstrating it acknowledged this is a European issue, and as
that has to be faced: united.
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